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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Cognition and the Structure of Bias

by

Gabbrielle Michelle Johnson

Doctor of Philosophy in Philosophy

University of California, Los Angeles, 2019

Professor Gabriel Jae Greenberg, Co-Chair

Professor Samuel John Cumming, Co-Chair

Consider three structurally similar cases of social bias. Mary’s application for graduate school in

mathematics is rejected by the traditionalist Mr. T, an evaluator who has written a series of books

arguing that women have a natural disposition toward being worse at abstract, logical thinking

than men. Her application for a different program is rejected by oblivious Ms. O, an evaluator

who avows egalitarian principles but finds that Mary just seems less suitable for the program, for

reasons that go unarticulated and would not pan out under pressure. Her application for a third

program is rejected by Hal, an automated program that is trained on past admittance data about

which students, when accepted, have gone on to successful careers in the field.

This dissertation argues that there is a natural kind social bias that all three cases fall under

and defends a theory of what that kind is. My theory explains how the cases are unified, how they

differ, and why the differences between the cases matter. Within a computational theory of mind,

the tasks of unification and differentiation can appear to be at odds with one another. The more

we highlight differences among how Mr. T, Ms. O, and Hal were processing informational states,

the harder it is to use those same computational resources to say what they have in common. My

analysis reconciles these tasks within a cognitive science framework by shifting to a higher level

of abstraction.

I argue that social bias is a functionally defined mental entity that takes propositional mental

states as inputs and returns propositional mental states as outputs in a way that mimics inductions
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made on the basis of social kind membership. All three cases of bias relate the input that Mary

is a woman to the output that she’s not suitable for a mathematics program. Like functional anal-

yses of other mental states, my analysis of bias entails that it is multiply realizable by a variety

of computational systems and decision-making processes. For instance, biases could be realized

by an explicit belief that women are ill-suited for mathematics (as Mr. T has), by an unconscious,

automatic association between women and the stereotypical property of being bad at math (as Ms.

O has), or as patterns in how informational states are organized, even when those states are not

about specific values or stereotypes, but instead reflect systematic patterns in how our society is

organized (as is happening in the case of Hal). Throughout the dissertation, I explore the implica-

tions of this explicated notion of bias for the organization of the mind, theories of consciousness,

and the system-dependence of biases.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Over the last half century, our concept of social bias has changed dramatically. In the early 1970s,

it seemed obvious to many that social biases were constituted by consciously accessible men-

tal representations in the form of stereotypes. This was an understandable assumption in an era

when people wore many of their social prejudices on their sleeves. However, over the last twenty

years, this standard assumption has been abandoned. Research methods have developed to reveal

psychological sources of discriminatory behavior that are not obvious to either researchers or the

individuals they study.1 This research has paved the way for recognizing a new species of social

bias, one that involves unconscious attitudes that give rise to discriminatory behaviors, without the

awareness or control of the individual who harbors such attitudes. Researchers call these implicit

biases, reserving the term explicit biases for those biases that are consciously accessible.2

In this dissertation, I develop a concept of social bias that is specially designed to incorporate

not only these known kinds of bias, but also other forms of bias so far neglected in the literature. In

order to make progress on a theory of a general notion of social bias, I begin with some preliminary

observations about explanations involving it. Uncontroversially, biases influence an individual’s

beliefs about and actions toward others on the basis of their presumed membership in a social

1See Greenwald and Banaji 1995, 4 for a brief historical guide. The most prominent method for measuring uncon-
scious biases is the Implicit Association Test (IAT) introduced by Greenwald et al. (1998). Other measures include
priming procedures such as semantic priming (Banaji and Hardin 1996) and evaluative priming (Fazio et al. 1995), the
Go/No-Go Associations Task (Nosek and Banaji 2001), the Sorting Paired Features Task (Bar-Anan et al. 2009), the
Weapons Identification Task (Correll et al. 2002, 2007), the Extrinsic Affective Simon Task (De Houwer 2003), and
the Affect Misattribution Procedure (Payne et al. 2005).

2The notion of an unconscious bias became popular in social psychology with the landmark work of Greenwald
and Banaji (1995) on implicit attitudes. However, theories of unconscious bias in other areas of cognitive science date
back even further, e.g., Tversky and Kahneman (1974)’s work on mental heuristics and biases, and Helmholtz (1925)’s
theory of unconscious inferences within the visual-perceptual system. I discuss other theories of unconscious content
in §3.2.1.
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group. Theories of explicit bias handle this explanatory datum by postulating conscious stereo-

types—generalizations accessible via introspection and potentially offered as rationale for one’s

discriminatory behavior. However, such an analysis cannot account for cases of implicit bias. A

parsimonious way to expand the analysis is to keep intact the idea that biases involve representa-

tional attitudes (e.g., stereotypes) and merely strip away the feature that now appears inessential:

conscious accessibility. The result is a strategy that characterizes biases in general as constituted

by mental representations (explicit or implicit)—I call this approach representationalism about

bias because it equates bias with a type of mental representation.3

In Chapter 2 (“The Psychology of Bias”) I provide a critical overview of the existing literature

on psychological models of implicit bias. I argue that psychological and philosophical attempts

to model social bias have centered on one of two distinct data patterns displayed in studies of

individuals with implicit biases: divergence and rational responsiveness. However, explanations

focused on these different patterns provide different, often conflicting accounts. I provide an in-

depth introduction that addresses these tensions in data, method, and theory. This review highlights

the historical empirical context that has given rise to the representationalist strategy in theories of

bias.

In Chapter 3 (“Against Representationalism about Bias”), I argue that representationalism

about bias (hereafter, simply ‘representationalism’) is a mistake because it conceptualizes bias

in ways that do not fully capture the phenomenon. Just as the concept of bias turned out not to

require conscious access, so too, I contend, they need not be representational at all. In fact, there

are arguably biases that influence an individual’s beliefs about and actions toward other people, but

are, nevertheless, nowhere represented in that individual’s cognitive repertoire. I call this type of

bias truly implicit bias, and it is a counterexample to representationalism.

The centerpiece of the dissertation is a functional approach to a general theory of the nature

of cognitive social bias. The positive proposal attempts to provide what Carnap (1950) called an

3Proponents of representationalism about implicit bias include Mandelbaum (2015), Carruthers (2017), De Houwer
(2014), and Levy (2015). Alternative to standard representationalist views among theories of implicit bias are associa-
tionist views, which characterize them merely in terms of associations between solitary conceptual representations. In
§4.1.1, I argue that the adequacy of associationist views of implicit bias depends on making substantial revisions to the
basic approach adopted by most proponents. Throughout I argue that neither representationalism nor associationism
is satisfactory for an explicated theory of social bias.
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explication, as opposed to a logical analysis of our ordinary notion of social bias that would likely

evade necessary and sufficient conditions. I aim to introduce a new, precise concept that furthers

our understanding of a genuine psychological kind. This explication makes clear the role that the

concept bias plays in psychological explanations. Other theories of bias, such as those from which

I’ve extrapolated the representationalist strategy, are typically empirical theories of particular cases

of bias, but have little to say about the general phenomenon. As I argue, the conceptual explication

of this kind is best undertaken at the functional level. Only by adopting a functionalist conception

can we capture the real unity among the diversity that empirical theories of bias evince.

In Chapter 4 (“A Functional Analysis”), I argue that social bias (hereafter, simply ‘bias’) is

a functionally defined mental entity that takes propositional mental states as inputs and returns

propositional mental states as outputs in a way that mimics social-kind inductions. In the resulting

view, biases are more like rules guiding inferences about others than like stand-alone belief states.

In this chapter, I demonstrate how my functional analysis is uniquely suited to handle various

instantiations of bias, extending not only to different forms of bias in the minds of individuals,

but also other domains. The example I explore is biases that manifest in machine-based decision

making, where problematic patterns emerge out of seemingly innocuous trends in information

processing that reflect systematic regularities in how our society is organized. This emergent bias

obscures the existence of the bias itself, making it difficult to identify, mitigate, or evaluate using

standard resources in epistemology and ethics.

Chapter 5 (“Bias and the Domain of Consciousness”) turns from an analysis of the concept

of bias to an exploration of bias’s role in the organization of the mind more generally, and the

implications that role has for a theory about the domain of conscious introspection. In it, I critically

examine the historical emphasis on the connection between the mental and the conscious, wherein

philosophers have often focused the question of what it is to be mental around that of what it is

to be conscious. In light of empirical evidence for unconscious visual states, contemporary views

about this relationship have adapted to maintain that all personal-level mental states, i.e., those

that we are responsible for and are central to who we are as rational, moral agents are available

to consciousness, while allowing that some sub-personal states, e.g., low-level visual states are

beyond its purview. I then argue on both empirical and philosophical grounds that implicit biases

3



are both consciously inaccessible and personal-level states, making them counterexamples to even

this contemporary understanding of the domain of consciousness. The resulting view provides a

new understanding of the relationship between consciousness and personal-level states, one where

certain facts about who we are, facts concerning what we’re morally responsible for, and facts

shaping us as rational agents are in principle consciously inaccessible and, thereby, lacking the

privileged epistemic status that introspection is thought to grant.

The dissertation therefore develops a framework for investigating cognitive social bias through

many lenses: from those that concern how bias manifests in the mind—such as through under-

standing the vast combinations of states and processes that constitute it or its relationship to other

mental capacities—to those that concern how bias manifests in the world—such as through under-

standing its similarities with machine-based decision making or its relationship to societal patterns

of oppression and structural injustices. The picture this investigation paints is one where social

bias is powerful, yet subtle, and, most importantly, ubiquitous in shaping who we are as social

agents. My hope is that through better understanding how we in fact think and act toward other

individuals, we can better adjust how we want to or ought to relate to others.
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CHAPTER 2

The Psychology of Bias

What’s going on in the head of someone with an implicit bias? Often psychologists answer this

question by saying such a person has an unconscious mental association. When, for example,

we say someone has an implicit bias against the elderly, we’re saying they quickly, automatically,

and unconsciously associate someone’s being elderly with, say, that person’s being frail, forgetful,

or bad with computers. This view of implicit bias comes very naturally to us, as we’re used to

our minds making associations quickly, automatically, and without our conscious awareness. For

example, when I say salt, you automatically think pepper; or when I say hip, you think hop; when

I say Tweedledee, you think . . . ? You don’t need to deliberate about what comes next; you just

know. These characteristics of the associationist picture may help us to explain one of the most

vexing aspects of implicit bias: divergence. Divergence occurs when our unconscious mental states

differ, or diverge, from our consciously-held mental states. Consider, for example, an individual

who, when asked, says women are just as capable of succeeding in leadership roles as men are.

However, despite this honest report of their conscious beliefs, they still act in ways that seem at

odds with that sentiment. They might, for example, rate a male applicant for a leadership role

more favorably than a female applicant with equally impressive credentials. In this case, we say

that this individual’s explicit (or consciously accessible) beliefs about gender diverge from their

implicit attitudes. At the conscious level, the person believes men and women are equally capable;

however, at the implicit level, the person has a bias against women.

The associationist view gives us a natural explanation for divergence: the reason this person’s

conscious beliefs diverge from their unconscious beliefs is because there are two distinct and in-

dependent mental constructs involved at each level of consciousness. At the conscious level, this

person has deliberately considered evidence and has become convinced that men and women are
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equal. However, at the unconscious level, this person has automatic, reflex-like processes leading

them to associate the concepts male and leader. Because distinct and independent constructs op-

erate at each level, we get different results depending on which level the individual is relying on

at any given time. I call this approach, which distinguishes between different kinds of states or

processes for explicit and implicit attitudes, a dual-construct model. Dual-construct models excel

at explaining divergence, or the differences between the explicit and implicit levels.

Dual-construct models have gained favor among psychological accounts of implicit biases.

Among the most influential of these models are the Associative-Propositional Evaluation (APE)

Model (Gawronski and Bodenhausen 2006, 2014b) and the Motivation and Opportunity as Deter-

minates (MODE) Model (Fazio 1990 and Fazio and Olson 2003, 2014). However, more recently,

interesting studies exploring the malleability of implicit biases—that is, our ability to change or

correct implicit attitudes—suggest that the operation of mental processes at the two levels might

not be so different after all. In particular, recent psychological studies provide evidence that im-

plicit attitudes might be subject to reason-based interventions. In other words, it’s possible that we

change our implicit attitudes when confronted with reasons to do so. I’ll call this newly emerg-

ing data rationality of bias, or just ‘rationality’ for short. The fact that implicit biases appear to

be rational at all, albeit rarely, is surprising for the dual-construct model given that rational and

deliberative processes were supposed to be unique to the explicit level and, thus, entirely absent

at the implicit level. And the fact that rational processes might be in operation at both the explicit

and implicit levels suggests that the dual-construct model, which attributes to each level distinct

and independent kinds of states and processes, might be mistaken. Instead, one might think the

evidence for rationality suggests that implicit attitudes are just like, or at least a lot like, ordinary

explicit beliefs, save for one kind of belief is unconscious while the other is conscious. I’ll call

approaches that liken the kinds of constructs leading to explicit and implicit attitudes belief-based

models. Prominent examples of belief-based models are the Propositional Model (De Houwer

2009, 2014) and the Structured Belief Hypothesis (Mandelbaum 2015). Belief-based models excel

at explaining rationality, or similarities at the explicit and implicit level.

In this chapter, I discuss these two fact patterns—divergence and rationality—in detail. I begin

by reviewing standard assumptions about psychological theories more generally, for example, what
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they aim to do and how we evaluate them. Following this preliminary discussion, I review the

empirical data indicating patterns of divergence and rationality, and I examine how the two main

approaches—dual-construct models and belief-based models—are each sufficient to deal with one

of the fact patterns, but falter in explaining both. I’ll then look at views that attempt to carve out

a middle ground between dual-construct and belief-based models. These views argue that implicit

biases constitute a whole new kind of mental construct, which is sui generis (or unique) and not

easily accounted for by either standard dual-construct or belief-based models. One prominent

example of such a model is Tamar Gendler’s Alief view (Gendler 2008, 2011; see also Levy 2015

and Madva and Brownstein 2016). Other questions this chapter will address are whether implicit

biases are truly unconscious, whether they predict real-world discriminatory behavior, and how

well they relate to debates about the mind in other areas of philosophy and the cognitive and social

sciences.

2.1 What is a Psychological Explanation?

Roughly, psychology is a scientific discipline that aims to provide explanations of an intelligent

creature’s behavior in terms of that creature’s mental states and processes. In other words, psychol-

ogists look to a creature’s state of mind in order to understand why it acted the way that it did. Once

the mental causes of some behavior are understood, psychologists can use that understanding to

predict future occurrences of similar behaviors. To provide these explanations, psychologists em-

ploy the scientific method: gathering data, generating hypotheses on the basis of that data, making

predictions on the basis of those hypotheses, and then testing those predictions, generating new

data with which the process can begin again. We aim for hypotheses that are explanatory; that is,

they enable us to understand why certain behaviors and patterns of behavior occur and when and

how they do. In these respects, psychology is no different from other fields of scientific inquiry.

One fundamental assumption among most psychologists today is that humans have mental

states that represent the world as being a certain way and that those representations of the world

affect how they think and act in it. For example, I might explain my roommate’s going to Chipotle

for lunch using her belief that Chipotle makes the best guacamole. Of course, this belief might
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turn out to be false, or my roommate might have gone to Chipotle for a different reason. But the

kind of explanation I gave is what psychologists understand and expect.

This methodology within psychology of building theories that explain and predict by making

reference to distinctively mental states—beliefs, desires, fears, intentions, etc.—is what philoso-

phers of science beginning with Kuhn (1962) call a paradigm. Within any paradigm, scien-

tists take certain fundamental assumptions for granted as shared among members of a scientific

community—in this case, the assumption that humans have mental states in the form of represen-

tations.

Psychological explanations have not always followed this paradigm. During much of the twen-

tieth century, there was a tendency to avoid making reference to mental terms in psychological

explanations, under the assumption that psychological theories should mention only observable

behaviors and the physical stimuli that caused them. This alternative paradigm was called behav-

iorism, which claimed that psychology should only study objective, observable physical stimuli

and behavioral responses, and not concern itself with subjective, private mental states. In its most

radical form, behaviorism claimed that all behaviors of intelligent creatures can ultimately be ex-

plained in this way, without ever needing to mention internal, distinctively mental states. Although

no longer popular, behaviorism made several important contributions to the methodology of psy-

chology.

One contribution is a general suspicion toward the ease with which one can rely on mentalistic

explanations. As Dennett (1978, 56) paraphrases Skinner’s motivations, “one invents whatever

mental events one needs to ‘explain’ the behavior in question” (citing Skinner 1971, 195, emphasis

in original). The fear is that by explaining an unknown fact, e.g., why my roommate went to

Chipotle for lunch, by making reference to an equally mysterious object, namely a mental state

such as her internal belief, which is observable only by the person harboring it and no one else, I

wasn’t really explaining anything at all, merely replacing one mysterious fact with another.

This worry is sometimes called the homunculus fallacy. The word ‘homunculus’ (plural ‘ho-

munculi’) is Latin for ‘little person’, and a theory that commits this fallacy attempts to explain

some intelligent behavior by way of positing some equally intelligent cause of that behavior. The
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idea is that this was tantamount to positing a little person inside the head of the first intelligent

creature whose own behavior goes unexplained.

This same basic idea is depicted humorously in the 2015 Pixar film Inside Out. In this film, the

perspective switches between that of a young girl, Riley, and the five personifications of the basic

emotions that live in her head, Joy, Sadness, Fear, Disgust, and Anger. These five little people (or

homunculi) in Riley’s head operate a control center that they use to influence all of Riley’s actions.

At a very basic level, this picture inside Riley’s head is intended to provide an explanation of some

of her actions. For example, when Riley’s parents attempt to feed her broccoli for the first time,

Disgust responds with suspicion, ultimately disapproving of the vegetable and pressing a button

on the control panel that causes Riley to frown, gag, and swat the vegetable away.

One might have a moment when watching this film where they ask: if we looked into the head

of these little people, would there be more, even smaller people inside their heads? Of course,

we never do get an explanation of why the homunculi act the way that they do; the film never

shows us inside any of their heads. One might then wonder if the film has really provided any

explanation of Riley’s actions, or if instead it has merely pushed the explanation of her behavior

back a level. Applying a point made by Skinner (1971, 19), the whole purpose of introducing the

little people was to help us understand why Riley acts the way that she does. But without providing

an explanation of why they act the way they do, we’ve failed to fully explain anything. Explanation

stops with them.

Over time, behaviorism itself was criticized for purporting to provide explanations without

actually doing so. As Fodor (1981, 6) explains, in order to give an explanation of some behavior,

say my roommate’s going to Chipotle for lunch, we have to make reference not only to the physical

events that prompted it, like her hearing the lunch bell, but also a whole host of other mental

states, including her belief that Chipotle is open and that she has the money needed to purchase

the guacamole. After all, if she believed the guacamole was out of her price range, then she likely

wouldn’t have gone there for some, no matter how delicious she thought it was. As Fodor explains,

“mental causes typically have their overt effects in virtue of their interactions with one another,”
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and behaviorism appears to lack the theoretical resources to account for these interactions.1

Ultimately, Fodor argued that we replace behaviorism with a theory that unabashedly allowed

for reference to mental states. According to Fodor, the way to avoid the homunculus fallacy is

to slowly replace complex mental phenomenon with combinations of simpler, more intelligible

mental phenomena. On this topic, he says, “we refine a psychological theory by replacing global

little men by less global little men, each of whom has fewer unanalyzed behaviors to perform than

did his predecessors.”2 The hope is that eventually we arrive at an analysis constituted entirely

by simple, elementary states (for example, thoughts and concepts) and the processes that combine

them (for example, inference). I’ll call any collection of states and processes of this sort a mental

construct.3 Crucially, the explanation of these states’ behaviors can be given without any reference

to intelligent behavior.

This new psychology paradigm of explaining behavior by reference to mental states has come

to dominate theories of cognitive science and psychology, and is tacitly present in the discussion of

theories of bias in this chapter, as well as my own theory of bias to follow later in the dissertation.

Given this assumption, a critical reader might aim to keep in mind several theoretical questions as I

pass through a survey of contemporary views of social bias: How plausible should we find the rel-

evant theory in accounting for the behavioral pattern of interest? Does it make correct predictions?

Has this explanation rendered important parts of the psychological picture more understandable or

has it merely posited a convenient, but equally-mysterious mental process? In other words, has

it provided a genuine explanation or has it merely pushed the entire explanation back a level to

equally-intelligent homunculus-like states?

2.2 Empirical Data of Social Bias

In this section, I explore three interrelated concerns: first, what are the data surrounding social

bias; second, in what ways do methods for testing for social bias differ from one another; and

1Fodor 1981, 5-6, emphasis in original.

2Fodor 1968, 629.

3This is the same open-ended notion of construct that I employ in §3.1.1.
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third, what patterns emerge from these data.

2.2.1 Direct and Indirect Measures

Before the early 1970s, tests for social bias took a direct route: if a psychologist wanted to know

if someone had a bias against a particular social group, she would ask her subjects directly. Such

tests are called direct measures. Let’s focus on the case of racial attitudes in the United States.

One of the earliest examples of a direct measure was a test created by Katz and Braly (1933)

that asked 100 Princeton students to read through a list of 84 adjectives and write down those

that they think best characterized a particular race or ethnicity. Characteristic of the time, the

results indicated pervasive negative racial biases. The majority of participants in the study paired

African Americans with traits like superstitious and lazy, while pairing Germans with traits like

scientifically-minded and industrious.

Over time, the social landscape of the United States changed dramatically. The Civil Rights

Movement of the 1950s and 60s strived to establish racial equality across the country, and ush-

ered in a new public standard that discriminatory opinions about African Americans were socially

unacceptable. During this time, direct measures began to show a decline in negative racial bias.

However, although overt expressions of racist ideology were curbed, the pervasive and destructive

effects of racism were still painfully evident. It seemed that people still harbored racist opinions,

opinions that influenced their beliefs about and actions toward people of color; it’s just that ei-

ther those individuals stopped wanting to admit those opinions to others or, more curiously, those

opinions were not obvious even to them.

This prompted the emergence of indirect measures (sometimes called ‘implicit measures’) that

do not rely on asking subjects to report their attitudes. Today, the most famous and widely-used

indirect measure is the Implicit Association Task (IAT) first developed by Greenwald et al. (1998).4

The IAT asks participants to quickly sort stimuli appearing in the middle of a computer screen to

either the left or the right depending on the categories on each side. There are always two categories

4The following discussion will attempt to describe the test in detail. However, the easiest way to understand how
the test operates is to take it for yourself, which the reader can do online at https://implicit.harvard.edu/
implicit/ in the span of approximately 10 minutes.
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on either side, forming compound categories for each side, but the compound categories change

during the test.

For example, in Race IATs, compound categories combine race categories, e.g., black and

white, with valences, e.g., good and bad. The stimuli to be sorted into these compound categories

are representations of members of one of those four categories: photos of black faces, photos of

white faces, positively-valenced words like ‘happy’ or ‘love’, and negatively-valenced words like

‘sad’ or ‘hate’. Subjects are asked to complete several rounds or “blocks” of these sorting tasks,

with the compound categories changing from round to round. The congruent blocks of sorting

tasks combines race categories with their stereotypical valence categories: with “black and bad” on

one side and “white and good” on the other. In the incongruent blocks, the stereotypical attribute

categories with each race category is swapped: “black and good” on one side and “white and

bad” on the other. The tests also switch the sides of the congruent and incongruent categories on

different rounds, attempting to eliminate any dominant-hand advantage in certain blocks, as well

as to randomize the order in which the incongruent and congruent blocks are presented, attempting

to eliminate any conditioning effects from getting used to the test.

The results of these tasks reveal that most Americans, including some African Americans,

are quicker and make fewer mistakes (e.g., sorting to the wrong side) when sorting stimuli in

the congruent blocks.5 I’ll call results of this sort demonstrating a positive preference toward

White faces or demonstrating a negative preference toward Black faces. (These labels don’t make

any assumptions about individuals’ psychologies. They are just about the behavioral responses:

whether a given participant paired African American faces faster and more accurately with positive

words, negative words, or—as is true for some participants—neither.)

Now the key question motivating psychological theories of bias is this: what’s going on inside

the head of someone who demonstrates a positive preference toward White faces on an IAT? The

favored response among the creators of the test is that it measures specific mental constructs where

the states involved are simple concepts and the relevant process is association. In the case of the

Race IAT, the test measures whether particular race concepts are associated with valence concepts.

5See, for example, Greenwald and Banaji 2013, 47 and Axt et al. 2014, 1806.
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Just like in the salt and pepper example mentioned in the introduction, what it means for the racial

concept black to be associated with the valence concept bad is just for mental activations of the

concept black to reliably cause mental activations of the concept bad. That is, when you think

of one (the concept activates), you think of the other (the other concept activates). Crucially,

this theory assumes that two concepts being associated makes it easier to sort examples of them

together, and harder to sort examples of each separately. So, if black is associated with bad, then

it will be easier to sort examples of black faces (which activate the concept black) and examples

of negative words (which activate the concept bad) to the same side than to opposite sides, and the

same will be true of white faces and positive word if their concepts are associated. In other words,

one way to provide a psychological explanation fo this IAT behavior is to posit a simple heuristic

rule that subjects taking the IAT follow (likely implicitly): whenever a stimulus appears, sort that

stimulus to the side of the screen that has labels that match the concepts the stimulus activates.

In the congruent block of the IAT, all the purportedly associated concepts match labels that

occur on the same side of the screen, making it easy to sort the stimuli that prompt the activation

of those concepts to that side. However, in the incongruent block, the attribute category labels are

switched, causing the matching of labels with the purportedly associated concepts to be split over

the left and right sides of the screen, making it difficult to sort stimuli that prompt the activations

of those concepts to a unique side. Consider, for example, the graphic representation of an IAT

demonstrated in Figure 2.1, with the top of the figure demonstrating the sorting of a stimulus in

a congruent block, the middle of the figure demonstrating the corresponding conceptual network

that’s activated by the stimulus, and the bottom of the figure demonstrating the sorting of that same

stimulus in an incongruent block, over the duration of one block (with time progressing from left

to right):
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Figure 2.1: IAT Demo

As shown in the top series, the presentation of the Black face prompts the activation of the con-

cepts black and bad (activation depicted by solid lines in the conceptual network). Both concepts

activate because they’re associated with one another, causing any activation of one to prompt the

activation of the other. When subjects sort the stimulus, they follow the aforementioned heuristic

of sorting stimuli to whatever side fo the screen has labels matching their activated concepts. Thus,

they search the category labels for any labels that match their activated concepts, and, with all of

the matching labels on the left side (depicted by red squares), they sort the stimulus to the left

(depicted by the red arrow).

However, in the incongruent block (bottom series), the attribute category labels are switched,

causing labels that match the purportedly associated concepts to be split over the left and right side

of the screens. This makes it difficult to sort stimuli that prompt the activation of those concepts to

a unique side. In this case, the subject searches the category labels for any labels that match their

activated concepts, and finds a matching label on the left and on the right sides (depicted again by

the red squares). This makes the decision to sort to the side of the screen with labels that match

activated concepts difficult and noisy. For this reason, subjects are likely to take more time in
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making the decision as well as to make mistakes, sorting the stimulus to the right even though the

correct category label is on the left (depicted by the dual red arrows). The IAT works by measuring

these latencies in response time and errors. Thus, according to the psychological theory behind the

IAT, results from IATs indicate the subject has particular associations between mental concepts.

There are other examples of indirect measures, for example semantic priming (Banaji and

Hardin 1996) and evaluative priming (Fazio et al. 1995), the Go/No-Go Associations Task (Nosek

and Banaji 2001), the Sorting Paired Features Task (Bar-Anan et al. 2009), the Weapons Identi-

fication Task (Correll et al. 2002, 2007), the Extrinsic Affective Simon Task (De Houwer 2003),

and the Affect Misattribution Procedure (Payne et al. (2005)). But roughly, all of these tests rely

on similar theoretical assumptions: that certain behavioral patterns (like quick sorting) occur as

a result of the subjects’ mental constructs being composed a certain way (like being made up of

associated concepts).

With the basics of direct and indirect measures out of the way, we’re now in a position to

explore various patterns that emerge in the data they provide.

2.2.2 Divergence

Our first fact pattern is divergence: results of indirect measures are often at odds with, i.e., diverge

from, results of direct measures. In what follows, I’ll explain two ways in which results of these

measures diverge: first, that subjects are more capable of reporting their results from direct tests

than their results from indirect tests; and second, behaviors measured by indirect tests and direct

tests seem differently responsive to social sensitivity (like whether a topic is socially taboo) and

people’s other psychological motivations (like whether they think racism is still a problem).

The discussion that follows focuses only on the empirical data, namely, observations of behav-

ior; I will discuss psychological theories that attempt to explain that data in the following section.

Reportability

The first aspect of divergence is the most striking. It involves an individual’s ability to report on

the results of indirect and direct tests. Early explorations of implicit bias suggested that subjects
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who demonstrated a positive white preference on indirect measures could not report harboring

preferences or aversions that would explain such behavior. In fact, when people were confronted

with the fact that their indirect measure results indicated bias, many avowed egalitarians expressed

shock and disbelief. In their book Blindspot, Mahzarin Banaji and Tony Greenwald report several

instances of the “disturbing” feeling one gets when he or she is confronted with the IAT evidence

indicating an implicit bias.6 These cases include a gay activist who finds out he harbors negative

associations toward the gay community and a writer whose mother is Jamaican finding out he har-

bors pro-White biases, stating the revelation was “creepy”, “dispiriting”, and “devastating”. Even

the authors report the first-personal shock of finding out they have biases. Banaji’s experience is

described as “one of the most significant self-revelations she has experienced.”7

However, the claim that individuals are always unable to predict their results of indirect tests

has received criticism. Some empirical studies indicate that when participants were pressed to

offer a prediction about how they will perform on an indirect test, their predictions were mostly

accurate.8 In addition, other studies have shown that when interviewed after an IAT, most subjects

were able to accurately report how they fared on the test and, moreover, many attributed their bi-

ased IAT performance to race or stereotypical associations.9

Motivational and Social Sensitivity

The second way in which results on indirect and direct tests appear to diverge involves motivational

and social sensitivity.

Regarding motivation, studies demonstrate that the more a subject describes themselves as mo-

tivated, the more results from direct tests, e.g., self-reports, show reduced bias, while results from

indirect tests, e.g., IATs, remain unchanged. To demonstrate this, Fazio et al. (1995) conducted a

trio of tests: in addition to a timed indirect measure somewhat similar to the IAT called the Evalua-

6Banaji and Greenwald 2013, 56-58.

7Banaji and Greenwald 2013, 57. I discuss these data, as well as their implications for the relationship between
consciousness and the organization of the mind, more in-depth in §5.4.2.

8Hahn et al. 2014 and Hahn and Gawronski 2014, 2018.

9Monteith et al. 2001, 407.
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tive Priming Task (EPT) and a direct measure, researchers provided a third set of questions gauging

how motivated the subjects were to avoid being prejudiced or appearing prejudiced to others.

The researchers found that the correlation between subjects’ performances on the indirect mea-

sure and their scores on the direct measure varied depending on how high they indicated their moti-

vation to appear non-prejudiced was.10 In situations where they claimed to be not highly motivated,

their results from indirect and direct measures matched up (either both exhibited a preference or

neither did). In situations where the subjects claimed they were highly motivated, their results on

the other two tasks were often mismatched, with the results on the direct measure often indicating

no preference, and the results of the indirect measure indicating a positive white preference.

Similar results were found with respect to the social sensitivity of the subject matter. Results

from indirect measures regarding topics that are less socially sensitive (as measured on an indepen-

dent scale) are often aligned with results from direct measures, whereas topics that are less socially

sensitive cause mismatches between indirect and direct measure results.

Before jumping into the evidence for this result, it will be useful to discuss how experimenters

measure correlations in data. Often, analyses of data measure correlations using the correlation

coefficient r. Debates about the predictive power of psychological measures, including the IAT but

also IQ tests, personality tests, etc., talk a lot about “r-values,” so it helps to get clear about what

they mean. The value of r is a measure of the strength of a correlation between two events. Values

always range from -1 to 1, where the closer r is to |1| (either 1 or -1) the more correlated the two

events are, and the closer r gets to 0, the less correlated two events are. So, for example, if two

events have an r-value of .98, then the two events are overwhelmingly likely to occur together (such

as, perhaps, lightning and thunder), whereas an r-value of -.98, means the two are overwhelmingly

likely to not occur together (such as, for example, clear sunny skies and rain—sunshowers are rare

but not impossible), and an r-value of .02 means that the co-occurence of the two is pretty close to

being at random (such as two coins being flipped simultaneously both coming up as heads).

Some of the r-values discussed in what follows might seem small to readers familiar with cor-

relation measurements in different scientific fields; it’s common for significant r values in psychol-

10Fazio et al. 1995, 1024.
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ogy to be lower than those common in, e.g., physics. It’s standard convention in social psychology

to regard r-values that equal approximately |.1| as small effect sizes, approximately |.3| as medium

effects sizes, and approximately |.5| as large effects sizes. Some comparisons to real-world activ-

ities might help: the r-value of taking aspirin and a reduced risk of death by heart attack is .02,

the r-value of undergoing chemotherapy and surviving breast cancer is .03, and the r-value of ever

smoking and subsequent lung cancer in the next 25 years is .08.11

Returning now to differences in social sensitivity between explicit and implicit measures, re-

searchers have found that the correlations between direct and indirect measures vary to a large

extent depending on how socially sensitive the topic is. Evidence for this comes from the meta-

analyses of nearly a decade’s worth of IAT results. What some meta-analyses indicate is that

results of direct measures correlate with results from indirect measures differently depending on

how socially sensitive the topic is.12 For example, for topics that are not socially sensitive, like

consumer preference, subjects’ direct and indirect preferences align (r = .54), whereas for topics

that are socially sensitive, like gender and sexual orientation preferences, their direct and indirect

preferences were much less correlated (r = .17).

Perhaps the most interesting finding from these studies, and a crucial aspect of divergence,

is about predictive validity. Researchers use the term predictive validity to pick out the degree

to which they’re able to predict some phenomenon on the basis of some other phenomenon. In

the case of implicit bias, many researchers are interested in predictive validity between direct and

indirect measures on the one hand and real-world discriminatory behavior on the other. Meta-

analyses differ about the predictive validity of implicit and explicit measures. Greenwald et al.

found that, on topics where indirect and direct measure results diverge, self-reports of racial bias

showed lower correlations with biased behavior (r = .12) compared to correlations between IAT

scores and biased behavior (r = .24).

Meta-analyses on the predictive power of direct and indirect measures vary, but all of them put

both measures in the “small” to “small-to-medium” range. Many studies appear to corroborate

11Meyer et al. 2001 and Kang 2014.

12Greenwald et al. 2009 and Kurdi et al. 2018.
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the predictive validity of IAT and other indirect measures. Real-world examples of this predictive

validity include results from a Swedish study presented by Rooth (2007), which found that dis-

criminatory hiring practices for applicants with Arab/Muslim sounding names were well predicted

by IAT measures. Additionally, studies presented by Jacoby-Senghor et al. (2016) and Fazio et al.

(1995) indicated that subjects’ results from indirect measures correlate well with their perceived

friendliness toward African Americans. Moreover, similar results have been seen with respect to

racial biases in the treatment of patients by emergency room and resident physicians (Green et al.

2007) and racial biases in the accuracy of simulated shooting tasks (Correll et al. 2007, see also

Payne 2001, and Eberhardt et al. 2004). However, Blanton et al. (2009) and Oswald et al. (2013,

2015) argue that these results are exaggerated. Instead, they claim that indirect tests are incredibly

weak (albeit consistent) predictors of real-world discriminatory behavior, arguing that the more ac-

curate r-value between IAT scores and biased behavior is .15. In response, Greenwald et al. (2015)

argue that although the effects sizes of these tests are small, these effects in aggregate result in

large societal effects. Ultimately, the dispute regarding the predictive validity of indirect measures

is still ongoing, and a complete survey of the dispute would take us too far afield from our primary

aims.13

Before moving on to the theories that attempt to resolve the puzzle of divergence, I first want

to examine the other major fact pattern in the empirical data: the puzzle of the rationality of bias.

2.2.3 Rationality of Bias

As with the puzzle of divergence, the puzzle of rationality is multifaceted. This puzzle arises from

data suggesting that results from indirect tests can actually be manipulated based on what I’ll call

rational interventions. A rational intervention is an attempt to intervene on a person’s implicit

attitudes that relies on the informational content of the intervention, i.e., the reasons they present,

rather than mere repeated exposure to the intervention (known in psychology as “classic condi-

tioning”). The two indications of rationality for bias that I’ll focus on are responsiveness to the

rational interventions of simple instructions and strength of evidence.

13For more thorough defense of the predictive validity, see Brownstein et al. 2017.
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Sensitivity to Simple Instructions

Initially it seemed like intensive training was necessary to change how people performed on indi-

rect measures, indicating that change was a result of conditioning rather than rational revision.14

However, recent studies have shown that some indirect measure results can be changed by one-off,

simple instructions, indicating that changes might be the result of more rational interventions after

all.

The first relevant study involves an experiment presented by Gregg et al. (2006, 9).15 In this ex-

periment, participants were given hypothetical narratives about two fictional tribes. The narrative

about the first tribe was positive while the narrative about the second was negative. Participants

were then given an IAT, the results of which indicated that participants demonstrated a positive

preference toward the first tribe and demonstrated a negative preference toward the second. Exper-

imenters then did something strange: they told the participants that due to an unforeseen error (like

electronic malfunction), participants had been given incorrect information about the two tribes.

Participants were then instructed to ignore the previous narrative assignment and regard the pos-

itive narrative as instead describing the second tribe, while additionally regarding the negative

narrative as describing the first. Participants were then asked to retake the IAT. Surprisingly, the

results exhibited a shift: subjects still demonstrated a positive preference toward the first tribe, but

to a far lesser extent than before the intervention.16

Sensitivity to Strength of Argument

A second common data pattern cited by theorists interested in the puzzle of rationality is the re-

lationship between results on indirect measures and the strength of evidence being presented to

subjects.

The most relevant study for this point is presented by Brinol et al. (2009).17 Here, researchers

14See, for example, Kawakami et al. 2000.

15Additionally discussed by Mandelbaum (2015, 15-17).

16Mandelbaum (2015, n.21), see also De Houwer (2006a, 2014).

17Additionally discussed by Mandelbaum (2015, 12-13).
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present two experiments aimed at testing this relationship, one involving preferences of vegetables,

and the other involving race. In the experiments, participants were split into groups and presented

with one of two arguments—a strong argument or a weak argument—in favor of some conclusion

regarding the benefit of the target stimulus. For example, in the experiment involving attitudes

toward vegetables, one group of participants was given a persuasive argument (e.g., regarding the

beneficial health effects of diets that include vegetables) while the other group was given an un-

persuasive argument (e.g., regarding the popularity of vegetables at weddings). The participants

were also given IATs before and after being exposed to the arguments. Interestingly, only those

participants that were exposed to the strong arguments demonstrated any change in IAT perfor-

mance (demonstrations of positive preference toward vegetables were increased). The experiment

involving arguments involving race showed similar results.

2.3 Theories

Now that we’ve seen the data for social bias, new questions emerge. How can we explain these

results? What is the best way to explain why indirect measures diverge from explicit measures? If

implicit biases are just associations, then why does performance on indirect measures sometimes

shift in apparently rational ways?

2.3.1 Dual-Construct Theories

According to dual-construct theories, we can explain the differences between direct and indirect

measure responses by positing separate mental constructs that independently give rise to results on

each kind of test. I’ll call the mental constructs that give rise to results of indirect measures like the

IAT results implicit constructs, and the mental constructs that give rise to results of direct measures

like self-reports explicit constructs.

Consider again the first quality of divergence, reportability. One hypothesis for why subjects

can report on their results of direct tests but not the results of indirect tests is that they have con-

scious access to the mental states and processes giving rise to the results of direct tests, i.e., to their
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explicit constructs, but that the mental constructs giving rise to the results of indirect tests, i.e.,

their implicit constructs, are not consciously accessible.18

Adopting a dual-construct theory similarly helps explain the other quality of divergence: mo-

tivational and social sensitivity. First, it seems reasonable to assume these are two versions of the

same phenomenon—socially sensitive contexts just are contexts in which subjects are motivated

to be and to appear egalitarian. We can then explain the relevant differences by postulating dual

constructs: deliberate explicit constructs and automatic implicit constructs. In situations where a

subject is highly motivated to express egalitarian attitudes, their motivation can influence the op-

eration of deliberative constructs, but they have no control over automatic constructs. Notice also

how this explanation and the previous one about consciousness relate to one another: the control

one has over some mental construct might be affected by the degree to which they’re consciously

aware of it.

We’ve seen now how the general strategy employed by dual-construct theories works: we

account for divergence by positing a difference in type between implicit and explicit mental con-

struct. Recall, though, that a mental construct is a combination of representations and processes.

Therefore, in order to get a difference in type, theorists can and do make different decisions about

which—the representations, the processes, or both—account for the different characteristics of im-

plicit and explicit constructs. In what follows, I’ll survey two prominent dual-construct models,

the APE model and the MODE model.

APE

The Associative-Propositional Evaluation (APE) Model presented by Gawronski and Bodenhausen

(2006, 2014a,b) is one of the most developed instances of dual-construct models. The theory sug-

gests that implicit constructs and explicit constructs involve two distinct processes: associative

processes and propositional processes, respectively.

18Psychologists and philosophers disagree about whether implicit constructs are really unconscious or just not
always noticed. In §5.4 I argue that implicit biases are indeed unconscious. However, even if they are somewhat
conscious, they might be less easy to access consciously and to report on than explicit constructs, which still accounts
for the divergence in reportability. See also De Houwer 2006b, 14-16, Fazio and Olson 2003, 302-303, and Holroyd
and Sweetman 2016, 80-81.
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Imagine Sounak sees his elderly neighbor Carol for the first time. When his mother asks him

what he thinks of his new neighbor, he responds that he likes her and is happy to have an elderly

individual in the neighborhood. However, some of his responses indicate he’s less warm to the

idea; for example, he tends to cross the street whenever he sees Carol outside. According to the

APE model, although his explicitly held beliefs indicate his warm feeling toward Carol, his mental

associations tell a different story. To see how this might happen, consider Figure 2.2, where Carol

is stimulus A, and F stands for ‘elderly individual’:

Figure 2.2: APE Model

As can be seen in the figure, when Sounak sees Carol, this activates the concept elderly in his

mind. This associative activation then spreads by way of associative processes to other mental con-

cepts, e.g., wise, frail, and forgetful might all activate (indicated by solid lines in the figure). Some

of these concepts might have a positive valence (like being wise) but some of them might have a

negative valence (like being frail). Some of Sounak’s responses, like his crossing the street, are a

direct result of these valences. Since the overall valence of the activating concepts is negative (wise
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is positive, while frail and forgetful are negative), Sounak has what Gawronski and Bodenhausen

(2014b, 449) call a negative “spontaneous evaluative response.” This response is what causes him

to cross the street; it’s also what is measured by indirect measures like the IAT.

But what about his report to his mother that he’s glad Carol moved to the neighborhood? APE is

able to account for these responses too. According to the model, the overall valence of the activat-

ing concepts goes through another process called propositionalization, which produces in Sounak

a sentence-like thought of the form “I don’t like Carol.” This thought is treated more delibera-

tively than the spontaneous evaluative response. Crucially, this thought is evaluated against all of

Sounak’s background beliefs, which include things like his belief that he likes elderly individuals

and that Carol is an elderly individual. Of course, if he likes elderly individuals and Carol is an

elderly individual, then it stands to reason that he likes Carol, making this new thought “I don’t like

Carol” inconsistent with his other beliefs. So, according to APE, he rejects this new thought, leav-

ing intact his beliefs that indicate he’s glad an elderly individual moved to the neighborhood. This

is what leads to divergence: his mental states and processes that lead to the spontaneous response

(i.e., the implicit construct) indicate a negative response toward Carol while his mental states and

processes that lead to his rejection of the thought that he dislikes Carol (i.e., the explicit construct)

indicate a positive response toward Carol.

MODE

Another well-developed version of the dual-construct approach is the MODE model presented by

Fazio (1990) and Fazio and Olson (2003). As Fazio and Olson (2003, 301) state, ‘MODE’ stands

for “motivation and opportunity as determinants of whether the attitude-to-behavior process is

primarily spontaneous or deliberative in nature.” The main idea is that some behaviors and judge-

ments are the result of spontaneous processes, e.g., associations, whereas others are the result of

deliberation. Fazio (1990, 78) describes these latter processes as “reflective reasoning processes”

that help one “decide” how to behave. The model gets its name based on the influences that prompt

one of the two sorts of processes. To get a clear understanding of this model, consider Figure 2.3:
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Figure 2.3: MODE Model

According to the view, deliberative processes are engaged when one of two criteria are present:

first, some motivating force can prompt the use of deliberative processes and, second, the individ-

ual engaging in the deliberation can have the time and resources needed to engage. The left side of

Figure 2.3 models the activation of attitudes in the absence of motivation and opportunity, while

the right side models activation in the presence of either motivation or opportunity. Notice that the

implicit attitude (‘Attitude 1’ in the figure) directly results in the behavior measured by indirect

tests. This behavioral response is the result of automatic processes that take place whenever moti-

vation and opportunity are absent. Conversely, when either motivation or opportunity are present,

deliberative processes activated resulting in an explicit attitude (‘Attitude 2’ in the figure), which in

turn results in the behavior measured by the direct tests, i.e., a self-report. This behavioral response

is itself a result of deliberative processes that take place whenever motivation or opportunity are

present.

APE and MODE are both tailor-made to reflect the ways that motivation and social sensitiv-

ity lead to divergence. As Fazio and Olson (2003, 304) note, the divergent results are precisely

what the MODE model predicts since “the more sensitive the domain, the greater the likelihood

that motivational factors will be evoked and exert some influence on over responses to an explicit
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measure.” The more socially sensitive the domain the more likely people are to engage in delib-

erative processes, whereas socially insensitive domains rely on the spontaneous, non-deliberative

processes, according to the theories.

2.3.2 Belief-Like Theories

I now turn to belief-like models. As mentioned above, belief-based theories take as their primary

data the apparent rationality of results on both indirect and direct tests and claim these similarities

occur because the underlying constructs for each are of the same belief-like type, namely, both are

sentence-like structures that involve rational processing.

The Propositional Model

One of the most developed and popular versions of this view in social psychology is named the

propositional model, where ‘propositional’ just means that the representations involved have a

sentence-like structure.19 This model has two core assumptions supporting the conclusion that

implicit constructs involve rational processes and sentence-like representations: first, changes by

rational interventions are the result of rational processes and second, only sentence-like representa-

tions can be changed by rational processes. From these assumptions, it follows that, since indirect

measure results can be changed by rational interventions, the constructs measured by them (im-

plicit constructs) must involve rational processes and sentence-like representations. According to

De Houwer (2014, 346), a sentence-like structure is necessary for representing relational informa-

tion, and relational information is necessary for rational interventions. Since simple associations

between concepts are not able to capture the relational information that sentence-like structures are

able to capture, the processes performed on them cannot be rational.

This argument is complicated, and so running through an example helps. Consider the belief

with the content Rahul loves Priya. This belief is propositional; its structure resembles that of

a complete sentence. Under an associationist model, this complex representation would be ac-

counted for by the activation of its constituent representations, i.e., concepts. In this way, the

19De Houwer 2014.
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complex Rahul loves Priya is the result of the activation of the singular concepts Rahul, loves,

and Priya. However, interpreted this way, it’s unclear how the associationist model is supposed to

distinguish between two distinct associative constructs that are built out of the same constituents.

Contrast the complex Rahul loves Priya and Priya loves Rahul. So, it seems we need sentence-

like structure, and not merely associative bundles, in order to account for the differences between

these two complexes.

Notice also that this structure is imperative for the relational information they represent and the

role they play in rational thought. Rahul loves Priya conveys very different relational information

from Priya loves Rahul; in fact, one can be true while the other is false (much to Rahul’s chagrin).

Moreover, different beliefs might follow from the two, making our rational conclusions and actions

different depending on which we believe. Because the associationist model can’t account for the

difference between the two, representations that take part in rational processes can’t be modeled

by associations. Since, as we’ve seen, some implicit constructs do take part in rational interven-

tions, proponents of the propositional model take this as evidence to reject associationist models

for implicit biases.

The Structured Belief Hypothesis

These tenets fit nicely with other proposition-based accounts presented in philosophy of mind. For

example, the Structured Belief Hypothesis (SBH) presented by Mandelbaum (2015) is motivated

by the following claim about the results of indirect tests: if results from indirect tests are respon-

sive to rational intervention, then they must be propositional in nature. According to Mandelbaum,

“implicit bias is underwritten by unconscious beliefs. These beliefs . . . are honest-to-god proposi-

tionally structured mental representations [of the form] BLACK MALES ARE DANGEROUS.”20

Motivation for this view seems to be similar to the two core claims discussed above. Ratio-

nal responsiveness precludes the possibility that the mental states underlying results from indirect

measures are merely associative since associative constructs can’t be affected by propositional

processes and can’t encode relational information. As the evidence from the puzzle of rational re-

20Mandelbaum 2015, 7. Mandelbaum uses all-caps to indicate the content of a mental state, whereas I’ve been using
boldface.
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sponsiveness above indicates, results from indirect measures are, in fact, responsive in just this sort

of way. Thus, the implicit constructs underlying them must be propositional and not associative.21

2.3.3 Problems

Both dual-construct and propositional theories excel at answering their fact patterns of choice;

however, each falter in resolving the other’s preferred fact pattern. Dual-construct models do

well in explaining divergence data, but run into difficulties in explaining rationality data due to

assuming that implicit constructs involve associations. Likewise, belief-based models are poised

to explain rationality with implicit constructs being sentence-like representations that respond to

rational processes. However, if implicit biases are so belief-like, then why don’t they look like

beliefs in many respects pertaining to divergence—that is, why would they be unconscious or

automatic in ways that our explicit beliefs are not?

This is not to say that either theory cannot explain the other’s data. For example, proponents

of the APE model claim that it’s possible that some propositional information can affect sponta-

neous evaluative responses by way of a type of “spill over” from the rational processes. MODE

model theorists posit so-called “mixed processes” to account for similar effects.22 And likewise,

proponents of the belief-like model can account for divergence by stipulating that the mind is made

up of many conflicting, fragmented, and redundant sentence-like thoughts, some of which cause

positive reactions toward individuals while others of which cause negative reactions toward those

same individuals.23

21Mandelbaum’s view also helpfully connects implicit bias theory to another growing branch of philosophy of
language and mind: generics. Generic generalizations are sentences like “tigers have stripes” and “mosquitos carry
West Nile” that generalize attributes of a kind to members of that kind. Generics differ from universal generalizations
like “all bachelors are unmarried” and other quantified generalizations in that they lack any explicit reference to the
number of members of the kind that have the attribute. In some cases, such as the mosquito example above, we
consider a generic true even if a very small number of members actually harbor the relevant attribute (less than 1%
of mosquitoes carry West Nile). For this reason, philosophers of language have had difficulty characterizing precisely
what content is expressed by a generic statement, under what conditions generics are regarded as true, and what
inferences are licensed under them. For discussions of the difficulties raised by generics and theories that attempt to
deal with them, see Nickel 2016 and Leslie 2015, 2017. If it turns out, as Mandelbaum theorizes, that implicit biases
are underwritten by beliefs with generic structure, then these issues (as well as the theories about them) overlap.

22Fazio and Olson 2003, 302.

23Mandelbaum 2015, 20-23.
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The problem with these sorts of concessions, however, is that they appear ad-hoc. The worry

is that theorists are making them up on the fly when problematic evidence comes in, rather than

predicting them in advance. They may also lack explanatory efficacy. Although it’s true that

by positing spill-over effects, mixed processes, and fragmentation can result in the relevant fact

patterns, none of these theories offer an account of why these effects occur when they do, they

merely stipulate them as a matter of fiat. Without this story being filled in, these adaptations to

account for both fact patterns are explanatorily inert, much like the homunculi fallacy discussed

in section two. More and more research is investigating these questions, and it’s important that

research draw on theories to make predictions rather than trying to explain the data with 20/20

hindsight.

2.4 Meeting in the Middle

So far, I’ve presented views of implicit bias that fit into two basic camps: dual-construct theories

and belief-like theories—as well as the problems with each. In what remains, I briefly survey

views that attempt to carve out space in the middle. These views will often attribute to implicit

bias constructs some characteristics that are shared by the familiar constructs discussed above (e.g.,

associations and beliefs), but also characteristics that are sui generis, or unique to them alone.

Some views attempt to carve out middle ground by treating implicit biases as being pretty sim-

ilar to beliefs, but differing from them in important ways. I’ll begin by surveying prominent views

of this type, then present a prominent criticism.

In-between Beliefs

One view that adopts the sui generis approach Schwitzgebel (2002, 2013)’s In-between Belief

view. Schwitzgebel’s view is importantly different from the other views discussed in that it char-

acterizes beliefs not in terms of their representational contents, but rather as tendencies to behave

in various ways when faced with various physical stimuli (in this way, it’s similar to behavior-

ism discussed in the second section). So, rather than viewing my belief that I should take the

garbage out when it’s full as a mental state with the propositionally-structured content I should
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take the garbage out when it’s full, we instead view it as a tendency to take the garbage out

when confronted with the over-flowing can. One can see how such a view could run into problems

when faced with cases where an individual seems disposed to a varied mixed bag of behaviors.

The data on divergence above is an example: often, individuals are disposed to act in ways that

make it seem like they have one belief about members of a particular social group, but also they’re

disposed to act in ways that make it seem like they harbor the opposite belief.24 For these rea-

sons, Schwitzgebel introduces the notion of in-between cases of believing: cases where “it seems

not quite appropriate to describe the subject as either fully believing or not believing the proposi-

tion in question.”25 Implicit biases, according to Schwitzgebel, are cases of in-between believing.26

Aliefs

Another, very different sui generis approach is Gendler (2008, 2011)’s Alief View. Gendler argues

that we cannot capture implicit constructs with any of the familiar categories of psychological ex-

planation, such as associations or beliefs. Instead, she argues, implicit constructs, as well as other

“more deviant” arenas of human life, such as phobias and superstitions, should be explained by

aliefs, which are a three-part mix of thoughts, feelings, and behavioral impulses. When a person’s

implicit bias construct is activated, then that person not only has particular representational com-

ponents activating (e.g., concepts like elderly and frail), but they’re also prone to exhibit certain

feelings (like being sad or scared), as well as exhibit certain behaviors (like avoidance). These

aliefs are often at odds with a person’s beliefs. (See her example of walking across the Skywalk

at the Grand Canyon: although you might believe that it’s safe, you might simultaneously alieve

that it’s not.) Regarding implicit biases as aliefs, we might believe one thing regarding individuals

of a particular social group, while also harboring a-rational aliefs that cause us to automatically

exhibit behaviors that diverge in various ways form the behaviors we would expect based on those

beliefs.27

24For more discussion of these issues, see §4.2.

25Schwitzgebel 2002, 260.

26See also Machery 2016, 2017.

27See also Madva and Brownstein 2016.
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The criticism often directed at sui generis approaches is that they, like the additions to the

associative and belief-based models above, appear ad-hoc. They deal with the problems above—

namely that the collection of properties implicit bias constructs harbor makes it so that they don’t

neatly fit any models of standard, familiar mental constructs, like beliefs or associations—by

merely postulating a new kind of state that has all and only the relevant properties, and thereby,

they fix the problem by fiat. Worries of the homunculi fallacy loom large here. That is, it’s not

clear by postulating these sui generis states to what extent we’ve really explained the operation of

implicit bias constructs rather than just pushing the explanation back a level.

2.5 Moving Forward

At this point, I’ve surveyed many psychological theories all attempting to account for various as-

pects of implicit bias operation. Given the variety, readers might be skeptical that there is even a

unified phenomenon to be studied under the heading of implicit bias research. Holroyd and Sweet-

man (2016) likewise raise precisely this possibility. If this is right, it would explain why some data

surrounding implicit bias operation just can’t be explained using one, monolithic psychological

explanation. Instead, we would need a variety of different theories. The purpose of psychological

theorizing around implicit bias, then, would be to search for different explanations, describing in

what instances they’re apt, investigating what, if anything, unifies them and, importantly, doing all

this while ensuring that such explanations are genuinely explanatory. Such a view paints a picture

of the psychology of bias in which there’s still a lot of work to be done; but leaves open that many

of the views we’ve discussed here might eventually find a home together, constituting different and

important aspects of the overall picture.

In the remainder of the dissertation, I attempt the unificationist project. I start by first dis-

cussing a general theory of implicit bias that won’t work, but is popular in philosophical theories

of bias: representationalism about bias. After presenting the problems with representationalism as

a general theory of bias, I present my positive proposal that I believe is better suited to deal with

the heterogeneity discussed in this chapter: a functional account of cognitive social bias.
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CHAPTER 3

Against Representationalism about Bias

3.1 Starting Points for a Theory of Bias

I begin by presenting a standard example of explicit bias that highlights the central fact about bias:

biases influence beliefs about or behaviors toward an individual on the basis of that individual’s

presumed membership in a social group. I use this example to sketch a naive theory of bias that

treats explicit bias as the paradigmatic case. I then demonstrate how implicit bias prompts revision

to this account, resulting in what I call ‘representationalism’.

3.1.1 Explicit Bias and Terminology

Imagine a fellow academic (call him ‘E’) attempts to help his colleague Jan join a Skype interview

because he believes she is bad with computers. When asked why he believes this, he explains that

it’s because Jan is elderly and that elderly people are bad with computers. Here, the inference E is

making is straightforward:

(i) Jan is elderly.

(ii) Elderly people are bad with computers.

∴ (iii) Jan is bad with computers.

This case clearly involves an explicit bias: E is completely aware that he is drawing conclusions

about Jan based on his beliefs about the elderly and Jan’s belonging to that group.

Although it’s clear there’s a bias here, it’s less clear which mental states and actions correspond

to the bias. The term ‘bias’ is often ambiguous between a stereotype belief, the conclusion of some

inference involving a stereotype belief, and the behavior based on the conclusion of some inference
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involving a stereotype belief.1 To keep these components distinct, I call the belief about a particular

person on the basis of which a discriminatory judgment is formed—in this case, E’s belief that Jan

is elderly—the bias-input. Next, I call the collection of states and processes that—in tandem

with the bias-input—cause a discriminatory judgment the bias-construct; the bias-construct in

E’s case is his stereotype belief that elderly people are bad with computers (together with whatever

inferential processes are necessary to derive the conclusion). I call the discriminatory judgment that

bias-constructs and bias-inputs together cause—like E’s belief that Jan is bad with computers—the

bias-output. Finally, I call actions that are performed on the basis of bias-outputs—like E’s trying

to help Jan with the Skype interview—bias-actions. I use the notion of a mental construct to pick

out an open-ended collection of mental states and processes.2 Importantly, a mental construct in

this sense need not be constituted by mental representations, although in the case of explicit bias,

it is (more in §3.2).

Social psychologists and philosophers investigating bias-constructs standardly regard them as

involving stereotypes. The definition of ‘stereotype’, however, is not a straightforward matter. For

our purposes, we can stick with a standard textbook definition: a stereotype is “a set of cognitive

generalizations (e.g., beliefs, expectations) about the qualities and characteristics of the members

of a group or social category.”3 On this view, stereotypes are beliefs about members of social

groups that take the form of generalizations. Following standard representationalist views about

belief, I regard them as propositionally structured mental states. Since my focus is on the repre-

sentational components of mental states, I set aside affective aspects of bias states (such as preju-

dices).4

1See Holroyd and Sweetman 2016, 81-82, for discussion and examples.

2This is roughly what Greenwald and Nosek (2008) and Machery (2017) have in mind with their uses of ‘construct’.
This is also the central mental entity that literature on implicit bias is generally about.

3VandenBos 2015, 1031.

4I’m forced to oversimplify a vast literature on these topics. The distinction between stereotypes and prejudices
was made prominent by Allport (1979)’s landmark book The Nature of Prejudice. Many social psychologists have
followed his general distinction for notions such as stereotype, attitude, and prejudice. In short, the difference is
usually between evaluative and affective mental states on the one hand and mental states that attribute properties to
persons or groups on the other. I adopt the philosophical notion of attitude and regard biases as involving either likings
or dislikings toward members of certain social groups or attributions to them of stereotypical properties, covering both
attitudes and stereotypes in the social psychological sense. See Banaji and Greenwald 1994, Greenwald and Banaji
1995, Banaji and Hardin 1996, Madva and Brownstein 2016, and particularly Machery 2016, 105-110 for discussion
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Finally, it is necessary to introduce the concept of a contrast social group. A contrast social

group is distinct from the relevant target social group, namely the social group referenced in the

stereotype, but the two relate to each other along some salient dimension. In the case above,

E wouldn’t have a bias against the elderly if it turned out that he believed that the young, the

elderly, and everyone in between were bad with computers and, on the basis of this, concluded that

everyone he interacted with needed help with their computers. Instead, E needs to treat the target

group (the elderly) differently from how he treats the contrast group (young people). This notion

of differential treatment (in thought or behavior) is crucial to understanding the operation of social

bias.5

With these theoretical distinctions at our disposal, here’s a naive characterization of social bias:

a person P has a bias toward a target social group G if and only if on the basis of a consciously

accessible stereotype that P harbors toward G, P forms different conclusions about individuals he

or she regards as belonging to G than those conclusions he or she forms about individuals regarded

as belonging to some contrast social group H . According to this first-pass analysis, social bias

just is explicit bias. In what follows, I explore how this picture must be amended in light of the

existence of implicit biases.

3.1.2 From Implicit Bias to Representationalism

Not all biases operate in ways that are obvious to the agents harboring them. Consider a case

similar to E’s in which a different colleague, T, also considers Jan elderly. Like E, T assumes

that Jan needs assistance joining a Skype interview, and she does not make this assumption about

younger colleagues. However, unlike E, T appears to lack any conscious stereotype that elderly

and examples.

5The importance of this notion of differential treatment can be seen in the structure of tests for bias: both direct
and indirect measures are designed to reveal differential treatment. Direct reports involve a difference in responses to
questions regarding target and contrast social groups, and the IAT involves a difference in performing sorting tasks
about target and contrast social groups. The emphasis on this notion also allows for important structural similarities
between my explication of bias and models of discrimination in ethics and law (e.g., Lippert-Rasmussen (2014, 15-
16)’s model of discrimination as “essentially comparative with respect to individuals, i.e., a matter of how an agent
treats some people compared to others”). Thanks to Alex Madva and Gabe Dupre for drawing my attention to these
points.
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people are bad with computers. In fact, if you asked T, she would deny the claim and assert instead

that elderly individuals are just as good with computers as anyone else is. (Let’s assume we also

lack any obvious alternative explanations for T’s assumption, e.g., that Jan admitted to her that

she’s bad with computers.)

This is a standard picture of an implicit bias at play. Given the difference between the two cases,

it becomes difficult to explain what prompted T’s assumption. She seems to share the following

mental representations (or beliefs) with E:

(i) Jan is elderly

(iii) Jan is bad with computers

It seems that, in order to explain T’s behavior, we must posit the existence of a mental entity, which

is non-obvious to T herself, and that plays the same role for her as (ii) does for E, i.e., mapping (i)

onto (iii). The task for theories of implicit bias is to give a proper account of the relevant mental

entity.

Perhaps the most natural way to deal with implicit biases is to say that they’re exactly like

explicit biases save that the stereotype they involve is unconscious, i.e., the bias-construct for an

implicit bias is an explicitly represented but consciously inaccessible stereotype.6 Saying that a

bias-construct is consciously accessible is typically taken to mean that the stereotype involved

in its operation has the potential to be “drawn up” (to use an imprecise metaphor) to conscious-

ness, causing the person harboring the state to use it in a variety of ways, such as in reasoning, in

rationally guiding action, and, most notably, in reporting to others the content of the state.7 Al-

ternatively, if a mental state is not consciously accessible, then the individual cannot report on it.

The lack of available reports is evidence against a state’s being consciously accessible. Of course,

it’s also evidence that such a state is lacking altogether. Thus, we can’t infer from a failure of

reportability that a state exists unconsciously without some additional evidence for its existence.

6I flag when I’m using ‘explicit’ in the representational sense by coupling it with words like ‘represented’ or
‘tokened’. I avoid using ‘explicit’ in the consciously accessible sense, except for in the label ‘explicit bias’, which is
ingrained in the literature as a moniker for the consciously accessible counterpart to implicit bias. As we’ll see, similar
distinctions will apply to the notion of implicit.

7This notion of conscious accessibility coincides with Block (1995)’s notion of access consciousness.
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In the case of bias, individuals sometimes exhibit behaviors that serve as evidence for the existence

of a bias, but they are unable to report on the bias and appear surprised when confronted with the

evidence.8

Ultimately, the strategy of regarding implicit biases as exactly like explicit biases, save for

implicit biases involve stereotype beliefs that are consciously inaccessible, reflects a background

commitment to representationalism in the theory of bias. On this view, we assume that—despite

her assertions to the contrary—T has a mental state with the content (ii) elderly people are bad with

computers.9 This follows the now commonplace thought that implicit and explicit biases differ

principally along the dimension of conscious accessibility. However, as I argue in the next section,

representationalism fails to capture an additional, largely neglected dimension of difference: that

of the bias’s representational status.

3.2 Against Representationalism

In this section, I argue for the possibility of biases that are representationally implicit, with no

belief-like representation at the core of the bias-construct. I call these truly implicit biases.10

3.2.1 What Is Truly Implicit Bias?

The notion of representationally implicit or merely encoded content is not new to psychological

theories. In visual psychology, for example, theorists often describe the operation of various trans-

formations within the visual system as abiding by rules or principles that are not ascribed to or

8For discussion, see §2.2.2 and §5.4.

9Mandelbaum (2015, 7) himself takes up such a view in his Structured Belief Hypothesis “that implicit bias is
underwritten by unconscious beliefs. These beliefs . . . are honest-to-god propositionally structured mental represen-
tations [of the form] BLACK MALES ARE DANGEROUS.” Other defenders of representationalist views about implicit
bias include Carruthers (2017), De Houwer (2014), and Levy (2015), though they don’t endorse drawing a distinction
between implicit and explicit along the lines of conscious accessibility.

10Holroyd et al. (2017, 3-7) survey the standard interpretations of ‘implicit’ in the moniker ‘implicit bias’. Among
these include implicit as unconscious, as beyond control, as dissonant/unendorsed, as accessed by certain kinds of
measure, and as discursively useful. None of these interpretations deal exclusively or directly with the interpretation
of it as truly implicit, i.e., non-representational.
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represented in the individual.11 One example is the visual system’s ability to ascertain the location

(that is, the distance and direction) of an object in the environment based on the convergence of

the two lines of sight from the eyes. To do this, the visual system utilizes facts about the geometry

of binocular vision to determine an approximate location. When an individual focuses on a distal

stimulus, proprioceptive receptors in the muscles surrounding the eye provide information about

the vergence angle, or the angle at which the two lines of sight converge. The visual system then

uses this information, coupled with the constant distance between the two eyes, to compute the dis-

tance and direction of the distal stimulus from the midpoint between the pupils, or the cyclopean

eye. In the case of convergence, the calculation of distance and direction follows a complex geo-

metric algorithm. This algorithm is carried out without the representation of the algorithm itself.

Instead, the algorithm is merely encoded in the “functional architecture” of the visual system.12

States or processes belonging to the functional architecture are non-representational, though

they might perform operations on representational states.13 They are embodied in the structure of

the processing system, and they correspond to a system’s capacity to process information in certain

ways and to achieve certain goals. The convergence algorithm is an example: it corresponds

to a capacity to produce veridical representational outputs concerning location on the basis of

informational inputs.14

Theories according to which some types of content are representationally implicit have become

familiar in non-perceptual cases as well. Carroll (1895)’s famous discussion of what the tortoise

said to Achilles demonstrates that some rules of inference must be representationally implicit,

11The notion of transformation is borrowed from Burge (2010), see especially his discussion of non-representational
transformation principles (Burge 2010, 424). Many of the arguments to follow echo Burge’s criticisms of individual
representationalist views about the representational status of formation principles within the visual perceptual system.

12Devitt (2006, 50) presents another example of a baseball player running to catch a fly ball. Of this, he says
“[players] surely don’t manage [the task] by representing the algorithm for being in the right place and applying it to
a series of representations of the acceleration of the tangent of the angle” (emphasis in original). The important point
here is not only that there’s no reason to attribute representations of these algorithms to the players (since they need
not know anything about algorithms, tangents, or any other complex mathematical concept in order to catch the ball),
but also that we needn’t attribute such representations to any of their subpersonal perceptual or motor systems either.

13See, for example, Pylyshyn 1991, 14.

14Burge (2010, 27-28) would regard these inputs as non-representational sensory registrations. However, the repre-
sentational status of these inputs is not important for our purposes; only the representational status of the algorithm is
at issue.
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otherwise we run the risk of an infinite regress.15

I propose that certain stereotype-like contents can also be encoded by embedding them in non-

representational transformation rules. These contents are representationally implicit, i.e., truly

implicit. The claim that there can exist content without representation may appear to run afoul

of the computationalist orthodoxy that there are no mental contents without explicit tokenings of

mental representations.16 However, given that the relevant content, on my theory, is always em-

bedded in a rule, it’s perhaps best to consider it an implicit aspect of the relevant rule and not the

content of a self-standing state. Importantly, these implicit aspects of rules are standardly regarded

as being inaccessible to other mental operations. Thus, the possibility that implicit biases are truly

implicit has explanatory purchase: it explains why implicit biases are consciously inaccessible,

automatic, and difficult to revise, since conscious access, cognitive control, and deliberative capac-

ities presumably all operate on states that are independently accessible to multiple computational

processes.

Here’s another example. In computer programing, values that are built directly into the com-

putational rules are called literals. Literals built into one computational procedure are inaccessible

to others. To borrow an example from Gallistel and King (2009, 151), a Turing machine that com-

putes the successor function need not have the value 1 explicitly represented on the tape, i.e., in

memory. Rather, it is encoded in the operation of the machine itself. Therefore, “the machine’s

‘knowledge’ of this number is of the opaque implicit kind; the machine cannot gain computational

access to this information outside of the state into which it is built.”17 The computationalist or-

thodoxy requires only that content available for further processing be explicitly tokened. Thus,

my view, which treats truly implicit content as being built into the procedure in the same way the

value 1 is built into the successor machine, doesn’t commit itself to any truly implicit content being

15Three other examples include moral inference (Horgan and Timmons 2007), hypothesized ‘Bare Inferential Tran-
sitions’ (Quilty-Dunn and Mandelbaum 2017b), and internalized generative grammar rules (Stabler 1983; Chomsky
1965).

16Fodor 1987, 25. More precisely, Fodor states that tokenings of attitudes that occur as “episodes” in mental
processes “must correspond to tokenings of mental representations” (emphasis in original). For reasons to follow, my
view isn’t obviously in tension with this more precise dictum.

17Gallistel and King 2009, 151.
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available for independent processing. Therefore, it not only leaves the computationalist orthodoxy

intact, but also renders expected the empirical observations regarding conscious accessibility, au-

tomaticity, and recalcitrants.

Contents that are representationally implicit can be identified by their emergent qualities.18

Although the contents are never explicitly tokened, the rules they instantiate still seems present

in some abstract way: they emerge from the combination of the other explicitly represented and

non-represented principles in operation along with the functional hardware of the machine.19 This

highlights one possible strategy for characterizing truly implicit content: truly implicit content is

that which would be captured in a description of the operation of the machine in describing the

transformation principles between particular contents.20

My claim that truly implicit social biases are possible implies that the stereotype-like princi-

ples that guide our reasoning about others—such as the “rule” that elderly people are bad with

computers—could fail to be explicitly represented, but nonetheless accurately describe the oper-

ation of an individual’s reasoning about others. Biases are especially apt for this sort of charac-

terization because biases are fundamentally dispositional in nature—they affect how we think and

act toward others by disposing us to certain patterns of thought. For this reason, biases, unlike

beliefs, are not the sort of things that can or should be characterized at the level of individual men-

tal states.21 To make this point intuitively clear, consider a scenario where a person is under the

effect of some mind altering influence—perhaps a drug or a mad scientist or an evil demon—that

18In this way, they’re similar to Dennett (1981, 107)’s notion of emergent content, which he demonstrates with his
famous example of a chess-playing program that abides by the rule “get my queen out early.”

19Of course, Dennett would never identify his emergent content with content computational theory of mind propo-
nents posit within the functional architecture. Dennett adopts his notion across the board for all intentional states, even
those a CTM proponent like Fodor would regard as explicitly tokened representational contents. More on this in §4.2.

20Crucially, it’s never the case that these computational principles have to be explicitly represented. Fodor (1987,
25) concedes that certain principles including “get my queen out early” that guide the transformations of mental
contents can either be fully represented or not fully represented. In both cases, the operation of the transformation on
the representational states is the same. Cummins (1982) makes a similar point, according to which, for any machine
that explicitly represents a rule, you can have another machine for which that rule is not explicitly represented but
merely encoded in the hardware, and the two machines will have the same input-output profiles. Pylyshyn (1980,
119-120) uses the notion of weak equivalence for two systems that compute the same input-output patterns in different
ways and reserves the notion of strong equivalence for those that compute the same input-output patterns in the same
way.

21However, we do need to retain some representational states in our theory of bias. For more on this, see §4.2.
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as a brute psychological fact causes her to think individuals are bad with computers whenever she

believes that they’re elderly. It seems that the mind-altering entity has instilled in this person a

bias toward the elderly, patently demonstrating that explicitly representing a stereotype is not a

necessary part of having a bias.

So too it seems clear that in cases where this brute psychological fact is naturally occurring

through a person’s cognitive structure, we would still say she harbors a bias toward the elderly.

One might wonder, however, how a social bias of the relevant kind could come to be naturally

instantiated in human cognition or whether we have reason to think they in fact do. In the next

section, I address both of these concerns by presenting examples of classification tasks that both

exhibit truly implicit bias and provide a model of how humans arguably harbor such biases.

3.2.2 Truly Implicit Bias: An Illustrative Example

The point that biases could be truly implicit loses its explanatory force without an example of how

this sort of bias might plausibly be instantiated in humans.22 In what follows, I present a case bor-

rowed from computer science that demonstrates a classification model whose operations involve

truly implicit biases. The case is primarily intended as a proof of concept. However, given that the

classification algorithm outlined below is widely adopted in cognitive science and empirical psy-

chology in the modeling of exemplar-based classification, it also serves as an empirical argument

for the existence of truly implicit biases. I turn to this point at the end of the section, ultimately

demonstrating that truly implicit bias is neither conceptually nor empirically far-fetched.

The task of a machine learning classification program is to categorize novel inputs correctly. It

does this by being exposed to many pre-categorized objects and “learning” the relationship between

the features of those objects and the category to which they belong.23 Once it has adequately

refined a predictive model that assigns category estimates to various combinations of features, it

gets applied to new data. For each novel input, it looks for the familiar combinations of features

22See, for example, Carruthers (2017)’s footnote 8.

23I focus only on the simpler case of supervised learning programs as opposed to unsupervised programs or rein-
forcement learning since their difference won’t be important for my purposes.
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and categorizes the input appropriately.

For example, imagine that an engineer is creating a program that classifies individuals as good

or bad with computers. Let’s say she thinks one relevant feature for determining this classifica-

tion is a person’s age.24 She begins stage one by training her program on pre-labeled training

data. These include many instances of individuals already categorized with respect to being good

or bad with computers. We can represent the relationships between the relevant properties and

classifications by plotting the data on a one-dimensional features space as shown in Figure 3.1:

Figure 3.1: Training Data in Feature Space

Each data-point specifies two things: the feature value, i.e., value corresponding to the specific

observed property of the data-point, in this case, age; and a class label, i.e., a label denoting the

class of objects to which that data-point belongs, in this case, being good or bad with computers.

As we see from the graph above, the data in this example are skewed: those individuals that

are bad with computers are clustered near the end of the line, while those who are good with

computers are near the beginning. There are many ways for the test data to come to be patterned

like this. For example, maybe the programmer pulled training data from the library on the same

day it was hosting an after-school event for tech-savvy high-schoolers to provide social media

training to elderly individuals who struggle with computer technology. In this case, we would

expect her sample to be disproportionately filled with young people who are good with computers

24The problem of which properties, i.e., features, are most relevant for some classification test is an interesting and
complicated question from a computer science perspective that is unfortunately beyond the purview of this chapter.
A similar case using a classification of objects as skis or snowboards based on two features, length and width, is
discussed by Daum III (2015, 30-32).
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and elderly individuals who are bad with computers compared to the general population.25 This

example demonstrates an important lesson: a machine learning program is only as good as the data

on which it is trained, giving rise to the oft-cited motto “garbage in, garbage out.” If the data going

into the training period are biased, then we can expect the generalizations the program makes based

on those data to be biased as well.

This is precisely what we see in the next phase of the algorithm when it is applied to new,

unclassified test data and aims to classify each datum as either good or bad with computers on the

basis of the values of its relevant feature. One simple way to perform this task is to classify new

instances on the basis of their proximity in the feature space to known classifications. For example,

say the programmer had an individual who she doesn’t know is good or bad with computers, but

whose age she does know. The program could plot this new datum on the feature space based on

the age of the individual as demonstrated in Figure 3.2:

Figure 3.2: Test Data in Feature Space

The program then predicts the classification based on the datum’s relationship to the other data

points. Many different methods are used to make this prediction, but one standard method is to

simply classify based on a majority “vote” of its k-nearest neighbors (kNN). If we set k to 5, then

the program will decide on the basis of the five nearest neighbors in the feature space. In this case,

the five nearest neighbors comprise four data labeled as bad with computers and one datum labeled

25The data can come to reflect biases in a variety of other ways too, e.g., if the person labeling them was—due to her
own biases and prejudices—more likely to label elderly individuals as bad with computers even when they weren’t or
if the relevant patterns were ubiquitous in the environment, making even a representative sample reflective of biases.
This begins to highlight the dynamic relationship between machine bias and human cognitive biases, resulting in what
computer scientists call algorithmic bias.
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as good with computers. Thus, the new individual will, on the basis of their age, be labeled as bad

with computers.

With those individuals who are older patterning roughly with those who are bad with computers

(and vice versa for young individuals and those good with computers), we could think of this entire

data-set as “reflecting” the social generalization (or, loosely, the stereotype) that elderly people are

bad with computers. But note that this content is never explicitly represented as a rule in the

program’s code.26 Thus, the stereotype-like content implicitly emerges out of the distribution of

training instances in the feature space, i.e., it is truly implicit. Notice though that the results are

roughly as if the algorithm represented such a rule: it still classifies individuals as being good or

bad with computers on the basis of their age, with elderly individuals more likely to be labeled as

bad.27

Nothing in principle rules out that humans can operate with a similar cognitive makeup, one

that stores representations only of individuals they’ve encountered and those individuals’ feature

values (not the generalizations that emerge from the relations of those feature values).28 In fact,

this is precisely the thesis of exemplar-based categorization models, which often utilize the kNN

algorithm as a model.29 Historically, questions about categorization have centered around a rivalry

between four views: the classical view, the prototype view, the exemplar view and, most recently,

26Why not think the content elderly people are bad with computers is explicitly represented by the data set? A
proper rebuttal to this point would require more space than is available here. Instead, I’ll merely gesture at two possible
responses. First, notice that if we were to include in the program’s code an explicit rule with content it’s not the case
that elderly people are bad with computers, there isn’t obviously a contradiction anywhere in the program, e.g., as
there might be if we also programmed as a rule elderly people are bad with computers. Second, it’s important to note
that the toy model I’ve presented here is (for the ease of exposition and understanding) much simpler than real-world
machine learning programs. In the range of more complicated cases that make up actual machine learning programs,
e.g., those relying on high-dimensional feature spaces that encode collections of a great number of feature values, it
seems less plausible that the system is explicitly representing simple stereotype-like rules that might, nevertheless, be
apt in describing its operation.

27Another way that a computer might fail to represent the relevant stereotype is if it relies on so-called ‘proxy
attributes’. For more on this, see §4.4.3.

28We can also imagine a corollary of “garbage in, garbage out” in human cases of biases. Individuals raised in
environments that are historically shaped by discriminatory practices will receive many “data points” that reinforce
common stereotypes. Thus, the classifications an individual makes on the basis of previous examples will reflect the
stereotypes that shaped the examples themselves, producing new examples that continue the cycle.

29For an overview of the exemplar theory of concepts, see Murphy 2004, 49-60. For more on the relationship
between similarity-based algorithms like the kNN algorithm below and exemplar-based categorization models, see
Reed 2006, 198-203.
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the theory-theory view.30 Most relevant for our discussion is the contrast between prototype-based

and exemplar-based categorization theories. According to the prototype view, categorization of

new instances is based on a summary representation prototypical of some category. Thus, my

categorization of a new animal as a bird will depend on its similarity to a stored representation I

have of a prototypical bird, which has a summary representation that is an abstraction from features

I take take to be typical of birds. (Otherwise often regarded as a “stereotype”.) If this new animal

meets some threshold of similarity for that prototype, then it will be classified as a bird; if not, then

it won’t. The exemplar view, on the other hand, holds that classification is based on a set of stored

exemplar representations, comprised of past instances of group members. Thus, my categorization

of a new animal as a bird will depend on its similarity to a set of representations I have of birds

I’ve encountered in the past. (Just as classification occurs in the kNN algorithm, making it an

instantiation of the exemplar-model.)

The history of literature attempting to adjudicate between these two theories is vast and a recap

is well beyond the scope of this chapter. I focus instead on ingenious studies that demonstrate the

superiority of the exemplar model over the prototype model in at least some contexts.31 Crucially,

such studies have been replicated in the domain of social judgements specifically. For example,

Smith and Zarate (1990) devised a study wherein subjects are provided descriptions of nine people,

five of whom were in group A and four of whom were in group B. They are then asked to catego-

rize these and new individuals on the basis of descriptions. In one version of the test, subjects were

provided with summary information (akin to a stereotype-like generalization) about each group be-

fore they were introduced to the descriptions of the nine members. In the second task, individuals

were not given summary information beforehand. The test was able to adjudicate whether an indi-

30The notion of prototype was popularized by Rosch (1978). For a psychological overview of the historic rivalry
between it and other views, see Smith and Medin 1981 and Medin and Smith 1984. There also exist interesting
questions about the relationships between these and a range of philosophical theories, including those about generics
and the cluster-concept construal of stereotypes popularized by Putnam (1975), that are beyond the scope of this
chapter. For a philosophical perspectives, see Rey 1983 and Burge 1993. For exchanges between the two, see Smith
et al. 1984, Rey 1985, and Carey 2009, especially chapter 13.

31Medin et al. 1984, Linville et al. 1989, and Andersen and Cole 1990. There have been other studies that demon-
strate prototype model superiority. This has prompted some theorists to think that ultimately people rely on different
categorization strategies at different points of time and in different scenarios, and therefore, they conclude that a mixed
model is best. See, for example, remarks by Smith and Medin (1981, 160).
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vidual was categorizing on the basis of prototypes or exemplars by having some descriptions that

(1) closely matched one group’s summary representation but not any of its individual members and

(2) closely matched particular members of the other group but not its summary representation. The

idea was that if subjects categorized these individuals into the first group, then they were relying on

prototypes, but if they classified them into the second group, then they were relying on exemplars.

What they found was that “in the absence of prior stereotype knowledge, classification is based

on similarity to known individuals most of the time—regardless of similarity to the group average

or prototype,” demonstrating that there are at least some contexts in which social judgements are

formed on the basis of stored representations of past examples and not summarizing information,

i.e., stereotypes.32 It stands to reason that these results would generalize to a large number of cases

in which individuals lack stereotype knowledge—either because they’ve never been exposed to

stereotype generalization or because they have avowed egalitarian beliefs denying stereotype gen-

eralizations that they have been exposed to. This suggests that exemplar-based models (such as the

kNN algorithm above) are the right account of many examples of implicit bias; as a consequence,

these are cases of truly implicit bias.

Finally, exemplar-based social reasoning exemplified by the kNN algorithm can also helpfully

demonstrate the aforementioned explanatory benefits of postulating truly implicit content concern-

ing conscious accessibility, automaticity, and recalcitrance. Focusing on recalcitrance, we see that

since it’s possible that some implicit bias-constructs operate with truly implicit stereotype-like

rules, mitigation techniques that aim to negate those stereotypes by introducing reasons to infer

the opposite of the stereotype will be generally ineffective. For example, if someone has a truly

implicit bias that merely encodes the content P, then causing them to token a belief with the ex-

plicitly represented content not-P will not obviously work to counteract the truly implicit bias.

Building this rule into the computer would not change the distribution of known examples and,

thus, wouldn’t alter the operations of the Euclidean distance measure on those known examples in

the feature space. Moreover, when a person with a truly implicit bias reflects on their explicitly

represented mental states, there’s no direct contradiction, just as there’s not obvious breakdown of

the machine when when we insert the explicit rule that’s at odds with the truly implicit content.

32Smith and Zarate 1990, 257. See also Smith and Zarate 1992 and Mastro and Tukachinsky 2011.
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Everything continues to operate as before.33

The above provides a clear example of how truly implicit bias can emerge in social reasoning.

These exemplar models serve as both a proof of concept for truly implicit human biases and an

empirically substantiated model for many real-world social judgement. Since representationalist

views of bias entail that an individual has a bias if and only if they represent a stereotype (which

may be conscious or unconscious), and in cases of truly implicit bias, no such representation exists,

representationalism fails to capture all cases of bias.

33This point is related to the claim that truly implicit contents are indeterminate. For more on this point, see
Burge (2010, 404)’s discussion of perceptual formation principles not having privileged forms and Yumusak (2017)’s
discussion of the indeterminate content view with respect to implicit biases (though it’s not obvious to me to what
degree Yumusak’s notion of indeterminacy within working models of a subject’s belief system, which may be more
properly regarded as underdetermination from empirical data, squares with Burge’s notion, which seems to be a kind
of in principle indeterminacy).
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CHAPTER 4

A Functional Analysis

I’ve demonstrated why representationalism about bias is a mistake. I now turn to presenting an

alternative functionalist account that is flexible enough to cover the diversity of forms bias can

take.

4.1 Having a Bias

In the cases of both E and T, the mental states that led them to their conclusions about Jan have

a variable element that can change from context to context: namely, Jan. The fact that they drew

conclusions about Jan is incidental to their having a bias; they could have just as easily formed

similar conclusions about Jill, Joe, or Jack, assuming they consider each of them elderly. However,

they couldn’t have formed any of these conclusions if it weren’t for the stability of the generalizing

content in (ii). In the functional account I advance here, I regard a bias-construct as whatever plays

the role of being the stable component that takes us from one variable aspect to the other, just like

a function systematically relates variable inputs to variable outputs.

Importantly, the procedure instantiated by the bias-construct isn’t wholly captured by the con-

tent of the second premise. The first premise, or the bias-input, states that Jan is elderly (Ej), and

the conclusion, or the bias-output, states that Jan is bad with computers (Bj). What allows us to

make a valid inference from the first to the second isn’t merely the major premise that elderly peo-

ple are bad with computers (∀x(Ex→ Bx)), but rather the major premise together with inference

rules (universal instantiation and modus ponens).1 Since the bias-construct is whatever bridges the

1Strictly speaking, it might be more appropriate to model this content as a generic rather than universal quantifica-
tion. Doing so might prove useful in explaining much of the real-world “messiness” that biases exhibit, since generics
are prone to similar variability, e.g., being context-sensitive, having statistical variation, or having modal import. See
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gap between the two, the bias-construct encodes a combination of the stereotype-like content and

the rules.

It’s important to note that mental states aren’t standardly characterized merely as contents.

Instead, they’re properly regarded as constituted by a content together with a mode, or a way of

relating to that content. For example, the belief that Jan is elderly is the content Ej together with

the belief mode bel[ ]: bel[Ej]. Here, I remain agnostic as to whether the relevant mental states

are bona fide beliefs. Instead, I assume only that the relevant components of the bias are committal

mental states (CMSs), i.e., comprise some propositional content together with some committal

mode cms[ ].

Tying it all together, we can illustrate E’s inference and the mental states and transitions it

involves as follows:

Figure 4.1: The Functional Model

Here, the arrows indicate that a bias-input “goes into” the bias-construct, “out of” which comes

the bias-output. This functional account generalizes to any attribute, individual, or stereotype.

Regarding T’s implicit bias, her mental transitions will be similar in that her transitions will involve

the same inputs and outputs. Importantly, though, her bias-construct won’t necessarily involve a

CMS with the representational content ∀x(Ex→ Bx).

I thus propose a functional explication of the concept of bias tout court, where each bias-

construct is defined in terms of a systematic relation between bias-inputs and bias-outputs that

mimic social-kind inductions. In all cases, I assume that the input and output are representational

CMSs with propositional structure, an assumption I return to in §4.2.2 In the case of explicit

Nickel 2016 and Leslie 2015, 2017. In what follows, I avoid these complications.

2In this way, I build in more specificity than functional characterizations of implicit bias that leave the causal relata
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bias, the constructs involve consciously accessible, explicitly represented stereotypes. To repeat

an important point, it’s possible that in the case of implicit bias, the bias-constructs are represen-

tationally analogous, i.e., they too involve a fully represented (though consciously inaccessible)

stereotype. However, it’s also possible that the content of the stereotype is truly implicit, meaning

it’s not represented at all. To account for this case, it’s possible to collapse everything involved in

the transition from the input to the output into one truly implicit content, so that we’re left with a

transformation principle that encodes both the content of the stereotype and the rule together. In

all cases—even those in which the bias-construct is truly implicit—inputs and outputs are always

explicitly represented.

Putting all of these functional components together, I propose the following definition of what it

means for an individual P to have a bias, where G·T is a label for a bias that results in attributions

of property T to members of social group G.

Definition of Having a Bias:

For any social group G and attribute T , some person P has the bias G·T iff

there exists a contrast group H such that for any individual x

(1) P ’s having a CMS with the content Gx

reliably causes P to have a CMS with the content Tx, and

(2) P ’s having a CMS with the content Hx

does not reliably cause P to have a CMS with the content Tx.

Applying this definition to explicit bias as demonstrated by E, we can see that he instantiates the

bias E·B since his tokenings of cms[Ej] reliably cause him to token cms[Bj], and his tokenings of

cms[Yj] do not reliably cause him to token cms[Bj].3 Moreover, this functional account is flexible

enough to handle both implicit and truly implicit bias, for the definition of bias I’ve offered is

neutral as to the nature of the mental construct. This allows us to say that E and T both share

more open-ended. See, for example, Saul 2013, 40 and Holroyd 2016, 173.

3This definition models the relevant inputs and outputs as atomic propositions with monadic predicates. This
minimalism is primarily for presentational purposes; the model can be extended unproblematically to include complex
formulas and polyadic predicates.
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a bias toward the elderly, whether that bias be consciously accessible, consciously inaccessible,

representationally explicit, or truly implicit.

This definition of having a bias incorporates the features fundamental to a bias—namely, the

operation of systematically relating bias-inputs to bias-outputs—while remaining agnostic about

certain phenomenal and representational features of the bias-construct itself. It also demonstrates

an important point about the level of analysis that is most useful in characterizing bias: bias is just

not the sort of thing that exists at the level of individual mental states, but rather something that

emerges out of how certain mental states are related.

To put the point in familiar Marrian terms, bias is not a phenomenon one characterizes at the

representation and algorithm level of analysis. Rather, bias is a computational-level phenomenon,

which could be instantiated in multiple different ways at the underlying levels.4 Other accounts of

bias (such as the representationalist approaches to identifying particular instances of implicit bias)

may be thought of as analyses at the representational and algorithmic level. Such views are non-

problematic to the extent that they’re interpreted in this way, because these accounts might be right

about the different states and processes that underlie many actual and empirically substantiated

cases of bias. The theoretical lacuna in empirical theories of cognitive social bias is a story about

what unifies all cases of bias. My explication addresses this blind spot in the literature by giving a

precise account of what unifies the heterogeneous instantiations of bias identified so far. According

to my analysis, what unifies cases of bias—i.e., what makes them all instances of the natural kind

bias—is that they all have the same functional profile.5

This basic definition of having a bias is likely too simple to account for many real-world

instances of bias, but can still serve as an important foundation. Cases of intersectionality, famil-

iarity, and context-effects can all affect the predication of an attribute to an individual despite that

individual’s supposed belonging to a target social category. On this view, someone with the con-

scious belief that elderly people are good with computers and the implicit bias E·B will, on my

view, have both biases E·G and E·B ; it’s just that the operation of each will vary from context

4Marr 2010, 24-27.

5This model additionally finds unity among representationalist and associationist views of implicit bias, reconciling
claims about heterogeneity (Holroyd and Sweetman 2016; Del Pinal and Spaulding 2018).
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to context. This is expected in cases where a person’s implicit biases conflict with their avowed

egalitarian commitments. How these two mental entities interact will be context sensitive.

Notice also that my notion of having a bias leaves out important epistemic and ethical con-

straints, rendering this initial account normatively agnostic.6 Such constraints will eventually be

critical to a complete account of our ordinary notion of social bias, but are inessential to the psycho-

logical kind I’m explicating. This way, the functional kind bias I employ shares more in common

with cognitive notions of bias more generally that make their way into psychological explana-

tions, say in reasoning about transformation principles within the visual perceptual system or more

general cognitive heuristics.7 These constraints can, however, easily be added to the functional

analysis to more closely approximate our everyday notion of social bias.8

At this point, we’ve seen a variety of forms biases can take and a functional account that unifies

them. One might then wonder if I’ve taken my theoretical strategy of stripping away the inessential

features of bias far enough. It’s possible, one might think, to eliminate further the representational

status and propositional structure of the input and output states I’ve posited. However, as I argue

below, one cannot strip away these aspects of the model without threatening our core explanatory

aim of accounting for the fact that biases influence thoughts about and actions toward others.

To reduce the structure any further would create an explanatorily flawed explication. Thus, the

model I have proposed is the only model that is both general enough to cover all cases (unlike the

representationalist model) while also being able to explain the full range of phenomena (unlike the

dispositional and associationist models, which I discuss next).

6For a detailed discussion of arguments in favor of and against including normative and accuracy conditions in the
definition of the related notion stereotype, see Beeghly 2015.

7See, again, Tversky and Kahneman (1974) and Helmholtz (1925).

8Figuring out which normative constraints to include are projects ultimately within the purview of ethics and epis-
temology. Relevant to these endeavors, there’s been a recent surge of work investigating the epistemic and normative
evaluation of mental states based in social group membership, including Basu (2018) and Bolinger (2018). It will be
an interesting project figuring out how biases, especially truly implicit bias, fits into such investigations.
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4.2 Alternative Proposals

I now explore two options for further eliminating the features we take to be essential to the struc-

ture of bias. First, I address views that do away with all representational components—as inputs,

outputs, or apects of the bias-construct. The result is a form of global dispositionalism (akin to

radical behaviorism), where biases just are dispositions to behave in certain ways when faced with

environmental stimuli of certain sorts. After arguing against global dispositionalism, I consider

an approach that keeps representational mental states as inputs and outputs, but strips away their

propositional structure. This amounts to the standard associationist view. The argument against

both is that they cannot provide a genuinely explanatory account of why biases influence beliefs

about or behaviors toward an individual on the basis of that individual’s presumed membership in

a social group.

Against Global Dispositionalism

My account of truly implicit content should be contrasted with Dennett’s notion of emergent

content. Dennett holds a sort of global dispositionalism where attributions of mental states are

grounded in dispositions to behave in certain ways when faced with certain environmental stimuli.9

This differs from my view, which can be characterized roughly as a kind of content dispositional-

ism, where attributions of bias are grounded in dispositions to systematically relate representational

inputs to representational outputs, irrespective of any behavioral or phenomenal components.

Behavioral dispositionalist views have historically faced two primary problem cases: (1) cases

where the behavioral dispositions are mixed, making it unclear whether to attribute a belief; and

(2) cases where the relevant behavioral dispositions are lacking, but attributions of belief still seem

apt. Likewise, problem cases of both varieties plague global dispositionalism about bias.

9For another classical dispositionalist view about belief, see Ryle (1949). Regarding dispositionalism about bias,
often such views (much like representationalist views of bias) tend to ground attributions of bias in attributions of
stereotype beliefs (or “attitudes”), which are themselves grounded in dispositions to act in certain ways in certain
situations. See, for example, Schwitzgebel 2013. In what follows, I often elide the differences between attributing
a bias on the basis of a dispositional belief and attributing a bias on the basis of a disposition to act in certain ways
(which would itself warrant an attribution of belief), in part because these distinctions are not altogether clear in the
literature.
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Problem cases in category (1) that apply to attributions of implicit bias are related to arguments

some theorists have made for rejecting implicit biases as bona fide beliefs: to treat biases as beliefs

would require that we attribute to individuals contradictory beliefs. To be clear, I’m not opposed

to the idea that individuals can (and do) have contradictory beliefs. But to do so would violate

the assumption of rationality adopted within standard global dispositionalist accounts. Consider,

for example, Dennett’s recipe for the attribution of belief, which requires the attribution of belief

only where it lends to accurate predictions of behavior under the assumption that the individual

is rational.10 In the case where an individual has contradictory implicit and explicit biases, we

can’t attribute one without leading to a failed prediction of behavior or rationality. For example,

although T performs some actions that make it seem like she believes elderly people are bad with

computers, she explicitly (and we can assume honestly) asserts that she doesn’t believe elderly

people are bad with computers. Thus, if I attribute to T that she has the belief that elderly people

are bad with computers, then I fail to predict that she will deny the claim that elderly people are

bad with computers. If I attribute to T that she has the belief that elderly people are not bad with

computers, then I fail to predict that she will attempt to help Jan with her computer. If I attribute

to T both beliefs, then I violate the assumption that she’s rational.11

Problem cases of the second type (2) are more straightforward: we can imagine an individual

who has a bias toward the elderly, but who fails to ever behave in ways that reveal that bias. Imagine

a scenario in which E is again preparing for a Skype interview, and he goes through his inference

about Jan just as he does in the scenario above. But in this version, he has an acute awareness

of the social stigma related to ageist beliefs. E is so good at hiding this fact that he never admits

to or acts in ways that reveal having a bias. In other words, E is a super-spartan about bias.12 In

this case, it seems undeniable that E has a bias against the elderly, it’s just that he’s very good at

keeping that bias private.

Liberal dispositionalist views have arisen that promise to overcome these difficulties. For ex-

ample, Schwitzgebel (2002, 2013) proposes that beliefs are best characterized as bundles of dispo-

10See, for example, Dennett (1987, 15)’s discussion of the intentional strategy.

11Similar criticisms apply to Newell (1994, 1988)’s “knowledge level” of analysis.

12Putnam 1980, 29.
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sitions to behave and cognize in particular ways. However, this view, unlike my view, privileges

phenomenal (as opposed to representational) properties of the mental states within the dispositional

relata. As Schwitzgebel (2002, 250) notes, his view is similar to behavioral dispositionalism, how-

ever, “unlike dispositional accounts as typically conceived, it gives a central role to conscious

experience, or ‘phenomenology’.”

By allowing reference to phenomenal experiences, we can see how Schwitzgebel’s disposition-

alism avoids the second set of problem cases (2). Although E doesn’t have any behavioral disposi-

tions associated with a bias toward the elderly, he undeniably has certain phenomenal dispositions,

e.g., the disposition to experience thinking that elderly individuals are bad with computers.

But even this sort of approach will still run into difficulties with problem cases of the first sort

(1) when posed with cases of implicit bias. Just as before, although T performs some actions that

make it seem like she believes elderly people are just as good with computers as anyone else is,

she often behaves in ways that are at odds with this belief, like helping Jan join the Skype inter-

view. Thus, she seems disposed to a mixed and complicated collection of behavioral dispositions.

Schwitzgebel (2002, 260) attempts to handle these cases of implicit bias by introducing what he

calls ‘in-between cases of believing’: cases where “it seems not quite appropriate to describe the

subject as either fully believing or not believing the proposition in question.”13 Since T is some-

times disposed to behave in ways that are consistent with believing elderly people are bad with

computers and sometimes not, her case qualifies as one of “in-between” believing.

The troubling aspect of Schwitzgebel’s responses to the two sorts of cases is that they fail

to provide a unified explanation of both E’s and T’s behaviors. In one case, we say E has a

bias against the elderly because he has phenomenal experiences of the right sort, despite failing

to act in the appropriate ways; in the other case, we say that T has a bias against the elderly

because she acts in the appropriate ways, despite failing to have phenomenal experiences of the

right sort. Schwitzgebel regards these points as demonstrating that a unified account is a mistake.

This rebuttal is compelling only insofar as there’s no plausible unifying alternative. My functional

account of bias makes clear that such an alternative is available. Thus, following the assumption

13See also Schwitzgebel 2013, 85.
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that, all else equal, unifying accounts are better than non-unifying accounts, we should not settle

for a disjunctive explanation in the case of bias.

This points to a deeper difficulty concerning any global dispositionalist view that departs from

the computational orthodoxy within cognitive science having to do with psychological explana-

tions: global dispositionalism, like classical behaviorism, struggles to explain in virtue of what

we’re disposed to act and experience in the ways that we do.14 An approach to bias based in the

representational theory of mind, which specifies dispositions in terms of representational contents,

i.e., content dispositionalism, avoids this problem by supplying a common explanation for why E

and T are prone to behave and experience as they do: both have a bias-construct that causes them

to token the CMS that Jan is bad with computers on the basis of the CMS that Jan is elderly. These

are the minimal elements needed for a psychological explanation consonant with contemporary

cognitive theory.

I’ll end by comparing my view to a global dispositionalist account of a different kind: the trait

approach presented by Machery (2016, 2017).15 Machery adopts an approach according to which

implicit attitudes are best characterized not as mental states, but as traits similar to dishonesty or

bravery.16 Like Schwitzgebel’s in-between beliefs, these traits are dispositions “to perceive, attend,

cognize, and behave in a particular way in a range of social and non-social situations.”17 However,

traits differ from standard mental states such as beliefs in that they aren’t occurrent events nor do

they enter into specific causal relations. Instead, having a trait appears to be a holistic property of

an individual: it isn’t instantiated “in the head” of the person who has it, but rather emerges from

patterns of thoughts and behaviors and (imperfectly) predicts behavior.18

14Classical arguments of this sort posed against behaviorism are surveyed by Putnam (1980, 26 ff.) and Fodor (1981,
6 ff.). For a contemporary argument which focuses more precisely on the relationship between empirical explanation
and the causal efficacy of mental representations, see Quilty-Dunn and Mandelbaum 2017a.

15Another approach similar to Machery’s (and mine) is the indeterminate content approach presented by Yumusak
(2017). Although a full discussion of the similarities and differences of Yumusak’s account requires more space than
is available, many of the most important remarks to follow will apply to both.

16Yumusak (2017) likens them to moods.

17Machery 2016, 111.

18Machery 2016, 111-112.
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Machery’s view and my view are similar in that they highlight emergent patterns that can be

underwritten by various combinations of states and processes. However, where Machery wants

to avoid making any commitment about those states and processes, I instead want to provide a

precise functional analysis.19 In fact, regarding implicit biases as dispositions that don’t occur and

aren’t “in the head” of an individual appears to be in tension with the claims I make regarding

the precise functional characterization of the mental states and processes that enter into the causal

relations that constitute a bias. Under my view, the exercising of a bias-construct to transition from

a bias-input to a bias-output is a specific event in the head of an individual.20

One way to explain away the tension is to say that Machery and I simply focus on different

levels of implicit bias operation and, thus, are talking past one another. For example, although traits

aren’t the sorts of things that occur in the heads of individuals, they do depend on certain mental

states that Machery (2016, 112) calls the ‘psychological basis’ of the trait. It’s possible that my

discussion of a ‘bias-construct’ and the properties belonging to it more appropriately corresponds

to the ‘psychological basis’ of a trait, rather than the trait itself. However, I don’t think my view is

unique in this respect. Most theories of implicit bias aim to specify the mental states and processes

involved the operation of a bias. Thus, these too will be accounts of the psychological basis of a

trait.21 If this is right, then many of the questions regarding implicit biases that alternative views

aim to address (e.g., to what degree they’re consciously accessible) are questions properly posed

19One place this is evident is in the fact that Machery is concerned only with ‘implicit attitudes’ in the narrow,
social psychology sense, i.e., “simply likings or dislikings” (Machery 2016, 105). It’s not clear whether his account
naturally extends to cases of biases causing not only likings and disliking, but patterns to attribute to individuals
stereotypical attributes, which seem to require the activation of precise representational contents. Importantly, it
seems clear that social psychologists regard implicit biases as involving both stereotypical attributions and likings or
dislikings (Greenwald et al. 2002).

20This characterization of a bias-construct corresponds to Fodor (1968, 635-636)’s notion of exercising a mental
competence, which he contrasts with exhibiting a mental trait. The former, he claims, corresponds to engaging in
specific activities, whereas the latter does not. It seems that Yumusak (2017) allows for a more precise characterization
of implicit biases that may correspond to specific activities in this sense, since she believes certain “aspects of subject’s
unconscious belief-system” can be modeled as propositions, but that no proposition determines the content of an
implicit bias. This view is largely compatible with mine, though I aim to give a more precise characterization by
specifying at least some of the determinate contents involved in a bias’s operation, i.e., the bias-inputs and bias-
outputs.

21If you think that implicit biases are just whatever is being measured by indirect measures (Holroyd et al. 2017,
6-7), then the implicit biases are coextensive with psychological bases since, as Machery (2016, 116,118) remarks, the
components of these psychological bases are what are being quantified by indirect measures.
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toward the nature and structure of the psychological bases and, thus, won’t be answered by or likely

in tension with claims Machery makes about traits. Thus, the trait approach would be compatible

with many of the alternative theories Machery takes his view to be a rival to.

Differences aside, my view inherits an important advantage that Machery cites in favor of his

view. Machery (2016, 15-120) argues that his view is able to deal with the apparent discrepancies

in empirical data by noting that various kinds of tests likely just “tap into” different, inconsistent

aspects of the psychological basis.22 On my view, the same point can be made about such mea-

sures tapping into different aspects of the operation of a bias. For example, one test might be apt

for detecting any simple associations underlying the bias-construct (again, a collection of various

states and processes), while another test might home in on a different aspect, say the bias-output

states.23 Moreover, notice that this advantage of Machery’s view is principally constituted by fea-

tures of the psychological basis of the trait rather than the trait itself. This makes it puzzling that

his view seems primarily concerned with characterizing the latter and that he resists making strong

commitments about the structure and content of the former. In aiming to provide a precise func-

tional characterization of the states and processes that constitute bias-constructs, specifying both

the inputs and the outputs, my view better facilitates the use of bias in psychological explanations

of how we think about and act toward others.24

Against Associations

A notable aspect of the application of my functional model to implicit bias is that the input and

output types of my model are propositional, whereas many psychologists and philosophers take

implicit biases to be the product of mental associations between solitary concepts.25 I’ll call this

22See Machery (2017)’s discussion of the advantages of his trait approach in dealing with five empirical anomalies.

23This is, of course, an empirical conjecture. However, it does begin to highlight the importance of structural
accounts of bias in calibrating tests for bias, even if these tests are ultimately within the purview of social psychology
to dream up and put into effect. For an example of how getting clear about the structure and contents of bias can aid
in honing indirect measures, see Madva and Brownstein 2016, 15-17.

24This point is related to the one concerning dispositionalist theories above: the more we can say about the natures
of the representational mental states underlying a bias, the more explanatory purchase we obtain.

25Prominent proponents of this view include Greenwald et al. (2002) and Banaji and Greenwald (2013), Gendler
(2008), Holroyd (2016), and arguably Madva and Brownstein (2016). Moreover, Gawronski and Bodenhausen
(2014b)’s popular psychological model of implicit bias—the Associative-Propositional Model (APE)—might also
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view ‘the simple associationist view’. According to it, the implicit bias operative in the case of T

above would be the product of a mental association between two concepts—the solitary concept

elderly and the solitary (but complex) concept bad with computers—rather than any propositions

these concepts combine to form.26

Most individuals are familiar with the experience of mental associations. Combinations like

salt/pepper, Lois/Clark, and peanut-butter/jelly are all prime candidates for mental associations.

Thinking of salt likely causes you to think also of pepper. The standard explanation for this is that

you often see one with the other, and so your mind naturally pairs the occurrence of the concept

representing one to the concept representing the other. To be precise, let’s say that a concept X is

associated with concept Y iff mental tokenings of X reliably cause the tokening of Y.

In order to demonstrate why propositional structures are necessary for bias-inputs and bias-

outputs, I consider first why solitary concepts won’t do. Firstly, although associations connect

explicitly represented concepts, the connections between concepts don’t themselves represent any-

thing. Associative connections such as these are what Fodor (2003, 90) calls ‘semantically trans-

parent’, that is, “the content of A-associated-with-B is just the content of A associated with the

content of B.” In other words, there’s nothing to the content of an association other than the content

of the solitary concepts the associations relate. Crucially, the associations themselves don’t repre-

sent relations between the two concepts. Thus, an association between, e.g., salt and pepper, is

just that: an association and nothing more. The connection between the two concepts doesn’t itself

carry content, nor does it compose that content with the contents of the concepts it connects. Thus,

an association between salt and pepper cannot represent a determinate proposition, e.g., salt is

good with pepper or salt is often with pepper or salt is identical to pepper or salt and pepper

share similar properties or even salt and pepper. All associative accounts that attempt to build

into their models claims about how the concepts are related, beyond mere tokenings of one causing

tokenings of another, outstrip the theoretic resources the standard associative model affords.

be construed as a simple associationist model; however, see §2.3.1 and §4.3 for more discussion.

26Some non-simple associationist views allow for more robust networks that encode proposition-like content. I
follow De Houwer (2014, 346) in regarding such models as “specific instantiations of propositional models rather than
as rivals.”
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With that in mind, consider that many theorists believe that implicit biases are associations that

(i) represent relations between the associated concepts and (ii) are responsible for a wide range of

discriminatory behaviors. Both of these effects undermine the standard associative model.

Regarding (i), many proponents of the associative model believe that when a social kind con-

cept, e.g., elderly, is associated with a particular attribute concept, e.g., bad with computers, that

association represents propositions reflecting certain relations between the objects those concepts

pick out, e.g., elderly individuals are bad with computers. Alternatively, such an association

might be taken to reflect a different, potentially contradictory relation, e.g., elderly individuals

are not bad with computers. In fact, none of these are possibilities for the same reason salt being

associated with pepper doesn’t represent any of the possible ways salt and pepper might be re-

lated: associative connections are semantically transparent. They don’t represent anything beyond

just salt and pepper, or in the bias case, elderly and bad with computers.

Assumption (ii) also rules out the simple associationist view. The vast amount of empirical

work on implicit biases undermines the claim that they have no influence on behavior whatso-

ever. In order for implicit biases to have any of these effects, however small, we need to posit

propositional structure to the input and output representational states.27

This point is demonstrated by what Mandelbaum (2013, 204) calls ‘the binding argument’.28

The reason discriminatory behaviors on the basis of biases necessitate structure beyond solitary

concepts in the bias-outputs that cause them is because each of these behaviors has a distinct target,

i.e., an individual in the social environment. And, in order for implicit biases to affect the behavior

toward unique targets, the relevant mental representations that prompt those behaviors must include

some attribute concept and some way of “binding” that attribute concept to the concept of the

target.29 Consider again our example above. In order to explain why T treats Jan in a certain way,

27See also my discussion of the relationship between propositional structure and relational information or rational
intervention in §2.3.2.

28Mandelbaum poses this argument as a challenge to Gendler (2008)’s associative approach to aliefs. Other adop-
tions of it include Fodor 2003 (to argue against Hume’s associationist picture), De Houwer 2014 (to argue against
associative accounts of implicit evaluation), and Levy 2015 (to argue against associative accounts of implicit attitudes
more generally). Alternative uses of ‘binding’ occur in discussions of a distinct binding problem in cognitive science
and philosophy of mind.

29This point is really just another way of putting the point above: it’s because these associations are semantically
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we need some mental state structure that binds the concept Jan with the relevant attribute concepts

elderly and bad with computers. The tokening of the individual concept Jan might prompt

the tokening of the attribute concept bad with computers, but without structure, there would be

nothing that tells how those concepts are related. That is, there couldn’t be content of the form Jan

is bad with computers or any other content representing who is bad with computers. However,

it’s clear from T’s behavior that there is a particular target in mind: Jan. T doesn’t help everyone

join the Skype interview, just Jan, and she does this because she thinks Jan is elderly. Thus, the

relevant mental states that prompt the behavior must, at minimum, pair together the attributes with

the target. This minimal structure just is the logical structure of propositions: Ej and Bj. And the

relevant mental states in play that produce T’s behavior must involve those propositions. Thus,

the application of the functional model provided above to implicit bias—according to which the

input-output types are propositional—is vindicated.

Although it’s true that no combination of associative connections and solitary concepts will

form a proposition and, therefore, that such combinations will never be sufficient to account for

the cases mentioned above, one might think it’s possible to “beef up” the simple associationist

view to make it a more viable contender. In this case, the inputs and outputs to the bias-constructs

would still need to be propositions, for the reasons stated above. However, we could find a place

for associations within the bias-construct itself. For example, we could have some combination

of processes that first takes a bias-input and systematically separates the targets from the social

group predicates, next associates those predicates with attribute predicates, and then systematically

recombines those new attribute predicates with the targets from before, as shown in Figure 4.2:

transparent that they can’t account for the composition required to pair an object representation with an attribute
representation.
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Figure 4.2: The Associative Functional Model

In this case, the basic associationist view is present (represented by the dotted arrow), but

it’s folded into the bias-construct and supplemented by other processes so as to mimic the in-

ferential form discussed before. So long as these supplementary processes are systematically

(de)compositional, the sets of states and processes would instantiate a bias-construct, and the whole

process will be an instantiation of the functional account I’ve provided. As is shown in the next

section, popular accounts of implicit bias can be slightly altered to follow this form.

4.3 Empirical Compatibility

In this section, I demonstrate how prominent theories within social psychology can be adapted

to fit the functional model presented above. My assumption is that if the functional model can

account for a given psychological theory, then it can, in turn, account for the empirical data that

theory is about.

The Associative-Propositional Evaluation (APE) Model presented by Gawronski and Boden-

hausen (2006, 2014b) is one of the most developed psychological models of implicit bias (though

the model can be straightforwardly extended to account for explicit bias as well). As a dual-process

model, the theory suggests that implicit biases and explicit biases involve two distinct processes:

associative and propositional, respectively. Gawronski and Bodenhausen (2014b, 449) hold that

the associative processes of implicit biases operate on solitary concepts. These associations then

culminate in an evaluative response based on the aggregate valence of the concepts involved in the

activation chain.
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For example, say an individual P visually perceives an elderly person, and this visual percep-

tion activates the mental concept elderly.30 This activation then spreads by way of associative

processes to other mental concepts, e.g., wise, frail, and forgetful might all activate. The aggre-

gate valence of these concepts then “elicit[s] a spontaneous affective response that is in line with

the net valence of these concepts.”31 In this case, the aggregate valence of the activated concepts

is negative, so P would have a negative affective reaction. This process constitutes P ’s implicit

evaluation, which is measured by the indirect tests.

According to this model, the spontaneous evaluative response measured by indirect tests such

as the IAT is a result of an associative network. Thus, this part of the APE picture is a straight-

forward adoption of the standard associative picture above. For reasons already mentioned, this

renders the core features of their account either flawed or incomplete, at least to the extent that we

want to account for implicit biases’ representing relations between concepts and their being the

cause of discriminatory behaviors. There is, however, an interpretation of other aspects of their

model that, with minimal adjustment, allows it to overcome the challenges raised against the as-

sociative account above. Under this interpretation, their model can be straightforwardly subsumed

under the functional account I provide.

According to the APE model, “propositional processes are defined as the validation of the in-

formation implied by activated associations, which [is] guided by the principles of cognitive con-

sistency.”32 Essentially, the implicit evaluations mentioned in the previous paragraph go through

a process of “propositionalization,” resulting in representations that take the form of propositional

statements.33 To return to the example above, the individual’s negative affective reaction toward the

elderly individual she encounters is “transformed into propositional statements such as ‘X is bad’

or ‘I dislike X’.”34 This propositional representation is then checked for consistency against the

30See also §2.3.1.

31Gawronski and Bodenhausen 2014b, 449.

32Gawronski and Bodenhausen 2014b, 449, emphasis in original.

33Bodenhausen and Gawronski 2013, 958.

34Gawronski and Bodenhausen 2014b, 450. In this case, it’s unclear whether X represents the elderly individual or
elderly individuals more generally.
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other propositions being considered. If all the propositions are consistent, then the newly formed

proposition is validated. If the propositions are inconsistent, then the inconsistency is resolved by

the rejection of one of the propositions.

The processes underlying propositionalization are never formally laid out by the theory; it says

only that the propositions are formed on the basis of the information “implied by activated associ-

ations.” So, it’s unclear how propositions are formed on the basis of the activation networks alone.

However, by making a few accommodations to Gawronski et al.’s original picture, this process of

propositionalization can be seen as an instance of the functional account of bias I provide. Let’s

assume as above that individual P has a visual perception of an elderly person A. This percep-

tual encounter results in a perceptual belief with the content A is elderly. This committal mental

state then invokes all of the associative activations as before, resulting in a net negative valence.

Instead of construing the resulting propositional belief as having the content I dislike A, we can

consider it as having the content Da, or A is disliked by me. Thus, P has the bias E·D , where

tokenings of cms[Ea] reliably cause tokenings of cms[Da]. Here, the bias-construct is roughly

construed as a combination of the processes and states underlying propositionalization and the

concepts and associative processes leading to propositionalization (whatever they are). Notice also

that beyond claiming that the concepts involved in the associative networks are representational,

the model makes no other commitments about the representational nature of the bias-construct.

Thus, the model leaves open the possibility that the construct that bridges the gap between the two

constructs is truly implicit (in which case the APE model would instantiate a bias similar to the

case discussed at the end of §4.2).35

35One major alternative to the APE model is the MODE model presented in Fazio 1990 and Fazio and Olson
2003. The main idea of this model is that some behaviors and judgments are the result of spontaneous processes,
e.g., associations, whereas others are the result of deliberation. Fazio (1990, 78) describes these latter processes as
“reflective reasoning processes” that help one “decide” how to behave. The model gets its name based on the influences
that prompt one of the two sorts of processes in responding to some task. However, at no point does the MODE model
give a precise account of the states that are the inputs and outputs for the deliberative or automatic processes, or
how those processes are constituted, e.g., what rules adequately describe their operation. The functional model I’ve
provided anticipates and guides how these features can ultimately be filled out.
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4.4 Applications

On March 23, 2016, Microsoft Corporation released Tay, an artificial intelligence (AI) Twitter

chatbot intended to mimic the language patterns of a 19-year-old American girl. Tay operated by

learning from human Twitter users with whom it interacted. Only 16 hours after its launch, Tay was

shut down for authoring a number of tweets endorsing Nazi ideology and harassing other Twitter

users. Among the inflammatory tweets were those saying “Hitler was right,” those endorsing

then-Republican-nominee Donald Trump’s proposal that “we’re going to build a wall,” various

derogatory remarks about feminists, as well as claims that “9/11 was an inside job.” When asked

about how Tay developed such a noxious personality, Microsoft responded “As [Tay] learns, some

of its responses are inappropriate and indicative of the types of interactions some people are having

with it.”36 In other words, Tay’s personality was inherited from the individuals with whom it was

engaging.

The story of Tay highlights an obstacle facing developers of machine learning programs: im-

plicit algorithmic bias. An AI like Tay, which uses machine learning to capitalize on (or “learn”

from) statistical regularities in human-generated data-sets, tends to pick up social patterns that

manifest in human behavior and that are reflected in the data on which it is trained. In many of

these cases, we have reason to suspect that programmers are not explicitly writing biases toward

marginalized demographics into their software’s code.37 Instead, it appears the biases in some

sense implicitly emerge from the algorithms’ operating on the data, mimicking the biases reflected

in the data themselves.

Because algorithmic biases don’t utilize explicitly represented bias rules, cases such as Tay’s

are not naturally accommodated by extant models of implicit cognitive bias, which either fail

to fully consider or mischaracterize biases whose components are not explicitly represented. In

contrast, the functional model of implicit bias that I’ve developed in this chapter accommodates

both representational and non-representational biases. In this section, I argue that my functional

36Price 2016.

37See, for example, O’Neil (2016, 154)’s discussion of discriminatory errors in Google’s automatic photo-tagging
service.
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model allows for robust predictive and explanatory exchange between the algorithmic and cogni-

tive domains. I conclude by using the comparison of these two cases to demonstrate one plausible

explanation for why human implicit biases resist revision. In cases of algorithmic biases, pro-

grammers have long struggled with the difficulty of eliminating biases that are based on so-called

‘proxy attributes’: seemingly innocuous attribute labels that correlate with socially sensitive at-

tributes, serving as proxies for the socially-sensitive attributes themselves. For example, in the

historic cases of discriminatory redlining, zip codes were used as proxies for race.38 Crucially,

the effects of these proxy attributes tend to resist any overt filtering techniques. Eliminating any

explicit references to race in a program’s code will not ameliorate the harms it causes since the

program can simply substitute a proxy attribute in place of race, resulting in similar discriminatory

effects. Likewise, one might think that human implicit biases similarly resist revision since most

attempts to revise them focus on overt, socially-sensitive attributes rather than potential proxy at-

tributes. Better understanding of these attempts to identify the operation of proxy attributes in the

algorithmic case will plausibly lend to a better understanding of mitigation techniques for human

implicit biases. An account of implicit bias on which both algorithmic bias and human cognitive

bias are of the same basic kind anticipates and facilitates the fruitfulness of these comparisons.

4.4.1 Evidence for Algorithmic Bias

I’ll begin by surveying some of the evidence that suggests machine biases mimic typical bias

patterns found in human implicit biases.

Consider a study by Caliskan et al. (2017) on word-embedding machine learning. This study

found that parsing software trained on a dataset called “the common crawl”—an assemblage of

840 billion words collected by crawling the internet—resulted in the program producing “human-

like semantic biases” that replicated well-known trends in results of indirect measures for human

implicit biases. These biases included the tendency to more often pair stereotypical female names

with family words than career terms, stereotypical African-American names with unpleasant words

rather than pleasant words, and stereotypical male names with science and math terms rather than

38Massey and Denton 1993, 51 ff..
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art terms. A plausible explanation of this phenomenon comes from looking at the patterns within

the training data themselves, i.e., patterns in online language use. For example, computer scientist

Seth Stephens-Davidowitz’s analyses of Google data trends show people are two and a half times

more likely to google “Is my son gifted?” than “Is my daughter gifted?”. This suggests that online

texts encode human social biases that often associate males with inherent intelligence.39 It seems

that the word-embedding software picked up on and mimicked these patterns. On this result, co-

author Arvind Narayanan writes, “natural language necessarily contains human biases, and the

paradigm of training machine learning on language corpora means that AI will inevitably imbibe

these biases as well.”40

Examples of similar phenomena abound. In 1989, St George’s Hospital Medical School’s

Commission for Racial Equality found a computer used for initial screenings of applicants “writ-

ten after careful analysis of the way in which the staff were making these choices” unfairly rejected

women and individuals with non-European sounding names.41 Similarly, a study by Datta et al.

(2015) found that Google’s ad-targeting software resulted in “males [being] shown ads encourag-

ing the seeking of coaching services for high paying jobs more than females.” And finally, a study

by Klare et al. (2012) demonstrated that face recognition software, some of which is used by law

enforcement agencies across the US, use algorithms that are consistently less accurate on women,

African-Americans, and younger people.42 As the use of machine learning programs proliferates,

the social consequences of their biases become increasingly threatening.43 One particularly jarring

example of these consequences was highlighted by a 2016 ProPublica analysis that revealed soft-

ware being utilized across the country to predict future criminals is biased against black people,

often associating African American attributes with crime, a common result found in implicit bias

measures.44 The algorithm was nearly twice as likely to falsely flag black defendants as future

39Stephens-Davidowitz 2014.

40Narayanan 2016.

41Lowry and Macpherson 1988.

42See also Wu and Zhang 2016.

43For a comprehensive overview of the current state of affairs regarding machine learning programs in social tech-
nology, see O’Neil 2016.

44See, for example, Eberhardt et al. 2004.
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criminals than white defendants, while inaccurately labeling white defendants as low risk more

often than black defendants.45

These examples demonstrate that machine bias exists and that the patterns of such bias mimic

well-known implicit bias patterns in humans. However, we needn’t from the existence of these bi-

ases infer that programmers are writing explicitly racist code. Instead, it’s possible that such biases

fit models of the kNN algorithm discussed above, i.e., they emerge non-representationally out of

the operation of seemingly innocuous code paired with statistical regularities of the training data. If

so, the functional model I present can easily be extended to account for these non-representational,

machnine-based biases.

4.4.2 Extending the Functional Account

As mentioned above, this basic functional definition of having a bias that I’ve presented is likely

too simple to account for many real-world instances of bias. Its value lies partially in its ability to

serve as a foundation for other accounts. The possible existence of truly implicit biases in both the

cognitive and the machine learning domains makes my model especially apt in accounting for both.

Adapting for the informational states common to humans and computers alike, we can amend the

definition so as to specify what it takes for some particular object P (person or program) to have a

bias:

Definition of Having a Bias:

For any social group label G and attribute label T , some object P has the bias G·T iff

there exists a contrast group label H such that for any object x

(1) the input Gx reliably causes P to output Tx

(i.e., classify x as T ), and

(2) the input Hx does not reliably cause P to output Tx

(i.e., classify x as T )

Applying this definition to the cases of E, T, and the machine learning program outlined above, we

45Angwin et al. 2016.
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can see that all three instantiate the bias E·B since the inputs with content Ej reliably cause the

outputs with content Bj, and inputs with contents Yj do not reliably result in Bj.

According to this functional account of bias, machine biases and cognitive biases are of the

same basic (functional) kind. Having a model that extends to these two species of bias helps in

identifying important practical lessons that comparisons of them can provide, irrespective of their

representational statuses. In the next section, I provide the example that biases of both kinds can

operate using proxy attributes.

4.4.3 Proxy Attributes

Machine learning programmers have long struggled with eliminating biases that are based on so-

called ‘proxy attributes’.46 Often, engineers attempt to protect disadvantaged social groups by

preventing classification algorithms from performing tasks on the basis of socially-sensitive fea-

tures in cases where using these features would be discriminatory. For example, it would be both

legally and morally problematic to allow a program to categorize candidates as either eligible or

ineligible for a mortgage loan based on those candidates’ races. As a result, programmers attempt

to prevent any explicit reliance on race by including filters that block the program from labeling

individuals on the basis of race. However, often these filters fail to prevent the program from adopt-

ing so-called ‘proxy attributes’ that correlate with the socially-sensitive attributes. For example,

rather than labeling some individual as ‘African American’, the program might label them based

on their zip codes. Since neighborhood demographics are often racially homogeneous, a person’s

zip code will often correlate with their race. Thus, an algorithm utilizing the former might operate

very similar to it utilizing the latter.47

Consider yet another classification task. This time, imagine the classification task of cate-

gorizing individuals as presidential or non-presidential and that the chosen relevant features the

46See, for example, Adler et al. (2016)’s discussion of how to audit so-called ‘black box’ algorithms that appear to
rely on proxy attributes in lieu of target attributes.

47Often, programmers are forced to rely on proxies. See, for example, Eubanks 2018, 143-145, 168. Moreover,
the notion of a proxy discrimination is familiar in discussions of discrimination in ethics and law. See, for example,
Alexander 1992, 167-173.
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program relies on are skin tone and the degree to which a person dresses in a stereotypically fem-

inine manner—imperfect proxies for race and gender, respectively. Just as in the training phases

above, this program utilizes known instances, in this case past U.S. Presidents. Based on historical

discriminatory trends, we can imagine the feature space looks very roughly like the following:

Figure 4.3: Training for U.S. President Classification

With these training data, we can predict what is likely to happen in the test phase with an

individual who, for the most part, dresses in a stereotypically feminine manner:

Figure 4.4: Testing for U.S. President Classification
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Such an individual will, on the basis of their feminine presentation, be categorized as not a U.S.

President. Crucially, the program makes no explicit reference to race or gender, but the results of

its operation correlate with the results from a program that did rely on such features.

There’s no reason in principle to rule out that individuals might similarly rely on proxy at-

tributes to make stereotypical judgements about other individuals.48 Someone voting in a presi-

dential election, for example, might rely on similar proxies and known historical trends for cate-

gorizing an individual as a viable candidate. If so, their inferences might pattern roughly as if they

were relying on each candidate’s membership in the relevant social categories. In these cases, it

seems that that individual still has a bias against members of the social groups, even in cases where

they don’t recognize that the relevant features are collections of proxy attributes.

Incorporating the notion of proxy attributes into our functional model of having a bias will

require a few minor amendments. In these cases, we might just say that ‘For any social group G (or

relevant proxy attribute J)...’ and define the proxy attributes as those that significantly correlate in

the population with a member’s belonging to that social group. This would entail that an individual

whose belief with the content Jx reliably causes a belief with the content Bx has a bias against the

elderly, despite their never tokening a belief with the content Ex. Similar accommodations can be

made for the notion of a contrast social group, where we would also include the idea of a contrast

proxy attribute that correlates with an individual’s membership in the contrast group.

Crucially, the insight that cognitive biases might, like machine biases, operate using proxy

attributes has important implications for mitigation techniques in both domains. Programmers

have long struggled with proxy attributes since programs that rely on them tend to resist any overt

filtering techniques. Eliminating any explicit references to race in the program’s code will be

ineffective, as the program can simply substitute a proxy attribute in place of race, resulting in

similar discriminatory effects. One might think that human implicit biases similarly resist revision.

That is, if a mitigation technique operates on overt, socially-sensitive attributes, and the relevant

cognitive biases instead rely on proxy attributes, then that mitigation technique will fail. If so, we

might borrow mitigation techniques from machine learning. One programming strategy is to curate

48The felt plausibility of this point likely depends on one’s theory of social kind concepts.
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the training data in such a way that the problematic features bear no straightforward relationship

to the relevant categories, making reliance on them for categorization ineffective. If we wanted to

likewise frustrate the reliance on the proxies in the example above, one place to start is to introduce

more instances of counter-stereotypical exemplars, as follows:

Figure 4.5: Curated Data for U.S. President Classification

In this case, relying on whether a candidate dresses in a stereotypically feminine manner or

not will not be a reliable guide in categorizing them as presidential. This example appears to

naively advocate that we combat biases by changing the overarching social patterns that are likely

themselves the result of the biases we’re attempting to ameliorate, i.e., it appears to advocate that

we simply elect more women and people of color. However, in its more modest form, it serves to

concretely demonstrate and bolster the critical insight from equality advocates that representation

matters.

4.4.4 Are Machines Biased?

In this section, I’ve suggested we regard computers and humans as harboring biases that are of the

same functional kind. Some might be averse to this claim for the reason that it implies humans and

computers are capable of similar psychological capacities. For the same reason we resist saying

that a computer has any beliefs, desires, or emotions, we might also want to resist attributing to
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them biases proper.

Although I think that the functional characterization I’ve provided helpfully subsumes both

sorts of biases, my account leaves open that there might still be philosophical reasons for dis-

tinguishing between them. For example, theories of content in philosophy of language might

individuate the representations involved in the input-output profile of human biases from the con-

tents involved in algorithmic biases. Similarly, theories of moral responsibility and blame in ethics

and value theory might provide philosophically important reasons for regarding the biases that

operate in human agents as entirely distinct from the biases that operate within machine learning

programs. My point is not to deny that these other theories might eventually provide reasons for

distinguishing between the two, but rather to resist at the onset foreclosing the possibility that these

philosophical investigations might go the other way, or that there are other explanatory projects for

which the identification is apt.

Finally, although I see on the horizon tempting philosophical reasons to avoid saying computers

are biased in the same way humans are, I also feel there are pragmatic considerations that motivate

this comparison, as it clearly highlights valuable avenues of philosophical inquiry explored in one

area that have been unexplored in the other. My example of proxy attributes is one such avenue.

Along similar lines, it seems to me there exist interesting questions regarding what constitutes a

bias in the first place and whether it’s even possible to entirely eliminate biases within a person or

program.

Consider, for example, recent work by Kleinberg et al. (2016) and Chouldechova (2016). In this

work, researchers identify three intuitive conditions some risk-assessment program must achieve

in order to be fair and unbiased. These criteria include first, that the algorithm is well-calibrated,

i.e., if it identifies a set of people as having a probability z of constituting positive instances, then

approximately a z fraction of this set should indeed be positive instances; second, that it balance the

positive class, i.e., the average score received by people constituting positive instances should be

the same in each group; and third, that it balance the negative class, i.e., the average score received

by people constituting the negative instances should be the same in each group.49 Strikingly,

49Kleinberg et al. 2016, 2.
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Kleinberg et al. (2016) demonstrate that in cases where base rates differ and our programs are

not perfect predictors—which subsumes most cases—these three conditions necessarily trade off

from one another. This means most (if not all) programs used in real-world scenarios will fail

to satisfy all three fairness conditions. There is no such thing as an unbiased program in this

sense. More strikingly, researchers regard this so-called ‘impossibility result’ to generalize to all

predictors, whether it be an algorithm or a human decision-maker.50

In summary, this account is not intended to argue that algorithmic and cognitive biases are

similar in all respects; rather, it’s intended as a starting point for the comparison between the

two. This starting point might eventually enable us to see important differences between the two

cases, or it might enable us to see the similarities; in both cases, however, it will lend to a better

understanding of bias.

4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, I have pursued two main goals. First, I’ve presented a positive functional account of

bias that meets the necessary explanatory and empirical needs of a computational-level theory of

bias while also accounting for the diversity of forms that bias can take. Second, I’ve demonstrated

that this model has the functional resources to account for bias in many different domains, not just

that of human agents, by extending it to biases that manifest in machine learning programs.

In the next chapter, I turn from an analysis of the concept of bias to an exploration of bias’s

role in the organization of the mind more generally, and the implications that role has for a theory

about the domain of conscious introspection.

50Kleinberg et al. 2016, 6 and Miconi 2017, 4.
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CHAPTER 5

Bias and the Domain of Consciousness

Psychology as an empirical discipline continues to make experimental discoveries that, over time,

alter our theoretical preconceptions about the nature of the mind. This chapter continues the project

of rethinking our ordinary psychological concepts in light of the discovery of implicit bias. In this

chapter, I explore the relationship between conscious introspection and the organization of the

mind, and I argue that this discovery forces us to reconsider the traditional view about the domain

of consciousness within the architecture of the mind.

Historically, philosophers have claimed that there exists an intimate connection between the

mental and the conscious, often focusing the question of what it is to be mental around that of

what it is to be conscious. I call this view ‘the Conscious Priority Thesis’ since it prioritizes con-

scious access when determining what states and processes belong to our mental ontology. In light

of evidence from visual psychology that demonstrates the need to posit unconscious visual percep-

tions, the Conscious Priority Thesis (hereafter, simply ‘Priority’) can be refined to be restricted to

just propositional attitudes—beliefs, desires, and other states we take to be of paramount impor-

tance in constituting our mental lives. This restriction preserves intuitive epistemic motivations for

Priority while simultaneously fitting well with another popular theory about the organization of the

mind: the modularity thesis, which relegates “low-level” perceptual states to “mental modules”,

highly encapsulated from the “central cognitive capacities” that house “high-level” propositional

attitudes. If modular states are encapsulated from central capacities and central capacities are the

principle domain of conscious accessibility, then it would make sense that many low-level percep-

tual states exist beyond the purview of conscious access. Thus, Priority can be refined in a way that

preserves its main tenet that conscious access provides us rich, introspective access to significant

aspects of our mental lives, but that concedes that some highly modular states are beyond its reach.
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In the last five decades, new empirical work in psychology on implicit social biases suggests

that our unconscious minds might be richer than mere low-level perceptual states. In this chapter,

I evaluate the evidence surrounding implicit bias and argue that, in light of it, we must again revise

our understanding of the relationship between the purview of consciousness in the organization of

the mind. However, once this revision is made, there seems to be no further refuge for Priority.

Thus, the example of implicit bias forces us to reject Priority wholesale.

Here’s the structure of the chapter: first, in section one, I present a brief survey of the relevant

concepts pertaining to the nature of mental states, namely intentionality and consciousness. In

section two, I present Priority and explain why it should be refined in light of evidence from visual

psychology. Next, in sections three and four, I present a series of arguments for the claim that

implicit bias is a counterexample to this refined notion of Priority. This involves arguing first that

implicit biases are not subpersonal and second that they are not consciously accessible, at least not

in the way that is critical for maintaining the primary motivation of Priority. Finally, I conclude the

chapter by briefly exploring the implications implicit biases have for neo-Freudian theories about

the domain of consciousness within the architecture of the mind more generally.

5.1 Marks of the Mental

This chapter explores the relationship between consciousness and the organization of the mind.

Such an exploration requires that we have a grasp of two relevant subjects: consciousness and the

mind. Recognizing that a complete historical overview of these notions is unfeasible, I’ll instead

provide a brief conceptual roadmap that minimally suffices for exploring this relationship.

Let’s start with the mental. A natural strategy for homing in on the mental is to identify charac-

teristics that distinguish what is mental from what is non-mental or merely physical. For this, we

can start by identifying clear cases of each. For example, a good candidate for a mental state would

be my belief that Barack Obama went to Yale Law School. A good candidate for a non-mental

and merely physical state would be the temperature just outside my office right now (64 °F, ac-

cording to my window thermometer). Our question of what’s mental can be reframed as a question

of what qualities are different about my belief and the temperature outside my office that make
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the first mental and the second non-mental. One of the most influential answers to this general

question was given by Brentano, who claimed that the property exclusive to mental phenomenon

is intentionality, or the quality of being about or directed at an object.1 My belief that Obama went

to Yale has precisely this quality: among other things, it is about or directed at Barack Obama.

Outside my office being 64 °F lacks this quality—it’s not directed at anything (though note that

the sentence “the temperature outside my office is 64 °F” is intentional; it’s about the temperature

outside). One way to recognize the presence of intentionality is in a state’s ability to be wrong or

inaccurate about the thing it’s directed toward. For example, my belief that Obama went to Yale

might be wrong—in fact, it is wrong. Upon looking it up, I see he went to Harvard. Notice that

it doesn’t make sense to talk of the state of outside my office being 64 °F as being accurate or

inaccurate (again being careful not to confuse that state with the sentence describing it). That state

just is. So, it seems, intentionality is one quality that mental states have that non-mental states

lack—one so-called ‘mark’ of the mental.

Another oft-cited mark of the mental is consciousness. I’ll leave the more nuanced discussion

of what it means for a state to be conscious for later.2 For now, notice merely another way that

my (former) belief that Obama went to Yale and the temperature outside my office differ is that

there’s a subjective experience associated with the first—namely my subjective experience. It’s

subjective, as opposed to objective, since it’s not something that can be observed directly from the

outside. You come to know about it only indirectly, either through my reporting it to you or through

your inferring it based on my actions. I come to know about it simply through reflection and

introspection. The temperature outside, on the other hand, has no subjective experience associated

with it. It’s completely objective and equally observable to anyone with a thermostat. So, this

subjective experience, or awareness, is another quality that mental states have that non-mental

states lack—another so-called ‘mark’ of the mental.

Now we need only figure out how these notions of mental, intentionality, and consciousness

1Brentano (1874, 88-89) states, “Every mental phenomenon is characterized by ... the intentional (or mental) ...
and what we might call ... reference to a content. ... This intentional inexistence is characteristic exclusively of mental
phenomenon. No physical phenomenon exhibits anything like it.”

2See §5.4.
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relate to one another. The simplest story to tell is that each is a necessary and sufficient condition

for the other two.3 Notice this supplies many straightforward answers to our starting questions:

What states are mental? Answer: all and only the states that are intentional and/or conscious.

What’s the relationship between the mental and the conscious? All mental states are conscious and

all conscious states are mental. What’s the relationship between consciousness and intentionality?

All conscious states are intentional and all intentional states are conscious. Etc. It also scratches

more sophisticated itches relating to our folk intuitions about our epistemic access to our mental

lives. For example, it solidifies for each of us a form of privileged access to the contents of

our own mental states. The contents of my mental states are presented to me directly—and to

me alone—through my subjective experience. You lack that subjective experience and, thus, the

privileged access to my mental states.4 This feeling fits with a very intuitive idea that we know our

own mental states better than anyone else could and vindicates an unavoidable (and often times

frustrating) inability to know exactly what someone else is thinking. So, this picture that treats the

mental, the intentional, and the conscious as mutually co-extensive resonates among those with the

folk intuitions that each person is the ultimate arbiter of their own mental lives.

In what follows, I’m going to take for granted that intentionality is a sufficient condition for

a state’s being mental. I will leave unaddressed whether it is also a necessary condition and, in

particular, whether there are non-intentional mental states.5 Identifying states that are intentional

will therefore provide an independent handle on at least some mental states, which will then allow

me to in turn explore those states’ relationship to consciousness. So, with this assumption in hand,

I’ll now turn to exploring the relationship between intentional mental states—in particular the

ways in which intentional states might be organized in relation to one another—and the domain of

consciousness—or the extent to which we have access to those intentional states through conscious

experience.

3The view that all mental states, i.e., intentional states, are conscious was also adopted by Brentano.

4As Swinburne (2007, 143) puts it, “So a mental property is one to whose instantiation the substance in whom it
is instantiated necessarily has privileged access ... and a physical property is one to whose instantiation the substance
necessarily has no privileged access.”

5My view is that intentionality is a sufficient but not necessary condition for a state’s being mental.
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5.2 Conscious Priority

Let’s start with the assumption that the intentional and the conscious go hand-in-hand. Some

philosophers in this vein have come to adopt what I’ll call the Conscious Priority Thesis (here-

after, simply ‘Priority’), which in its most extreme version is the view that all intentional states

are consciously accessible.6 To capture the relevant notion of consciously accessible, we can in-

voke the idea of a state’s being potentially conscious. This allows for states that an agent is not

presently thinking about, but that they potentially could think about, if they tried. According to this

strong version of Priority, all intentional states either are or could be accessed through conscious

introspection.

This extreme form of Priority struggles to account for evidence in cognitive psychology for

unconscious perceptual states. Among the most cited cases are those of blindsight, hemispatial

neglect, binocular rivalry, and unconscious visual priming. Consider an example of the fourth sort

presented by Norman et al. (2014).7 In this study, subjects were presented with an image for a

very short amount of time (≤ 37.5 ms), which was then followed by a mask, or a neutral stimulus

that functions to halt further visual processing of the image. The very short exposure of the image

coupled with the mask resulted in subjects being unable to report the presence of the image, “which

indicates very strongly that participants had no experience of the prime.”8 Despite never being

consciously aware of the image, it still exhibited priming effects indicative of the subject having

an unconscious representation of it, in particular by altering how subjects responded to subsequent

stimuli.9

This case presents a challenge to proponents of strong Priority since it provides evidence that

6Proponents of this view arguably include Strawson (1994), Searle (2004, 1992), Campbell (2002), and Phillips
(2015).

7For overviews of blindsight and hemispatial neglect disorders, see Weiskrantz 1986 and Heilman et al. 1993,
respectively. For discussion of binocular rivalry, see Koch 2004, chapter 14.

8Norman et al. 2014, 2822. In §5.4.2, I’ll provide a more critical analysis of the claim that failure of reportability
entails a lack of consciousness.

9The experimenters found that the primes sped the color recognition of the target only if the two shared reflectance,
and not if they shared luminance, implying that the effects were genuinely the result of an intentional representation
and not merely the results of physiological sensory alterations. For more on this point, see Phillips and Block 2017,
168-169.
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there exist some intentional states (perceptual representations of the image) that are not consciously

accessible. This would in turn have implications for some of our folk motivations for strong Pri-

ority, namely it would entail that individuals are not as aware of their mental lives as we initially

thought. Instead, there are aspects of our mental lives that we who harbor them have no better

access to than anyone else does. We come to know about their existence third-personally, through

inferring on the basis of our behavior in the experiment.

5.2.1 Weak Priority

If we take for granted the legitimacy of these results, then we are forced to reject strong Priority

and, it appears, the folk epistemic motivations for it. However, one might think there’s hope

for salvaging our folk epistemic motivations through a refined, weaker version of Priority. In

particular, if there’s a principled reason for demarcating these perceptual cases from the rest of our

intentional mental states, then there’d be reason to resist making inductions about the whole class

of intentional mental states merely in virtue of the perceptual cases. In other words, we would have

independent reason for thinking that as a general rule intentional mental states are conscious and

we have privileged access to them, but that perceptual cases are principled exceptions.

Throughout the history of philosophy of mind, there have been a number of proposals for in-

dependently driven demarcations between so-called “low-level” perceptual states on the one hand,

and “high-level” states like propositional attitudes on the other. Consider, for example, Fodor’s

modularity thesis. According to this view of the human cognitive architecture, the mind comprises

two (mostly) distinct types of cognitive mechanisms: modules, which are encapsulated, i.e., they

lack inputs from other psychological systems, and what we might call the ‘central cognitive capac-

ities’, which are not encapsulated and involve the integration of the outputs of the various modular

subsystems.10

The modularity thesis is independently motivated by facts about information encapsulation

and doesn’t itself beg any questions about the relationship of that demarcation to the domain of

10Strictly speaking, proponents of this view treat modularity as coming in degrees. This is certainly the characteri-
zation Fodor gives to modularity when he first presents the thesis (Fodor, 1983, 37).
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consciousness. It therefore provides exactly the sort of scaffolding onto which proponents wishing

to salvage Priority can build their theory. According to this new, weaker version of Priority, we

still maintain the primary epistemic motivations for it, we just restrict those epistemic claims to

central cognitive capacities, allowing low-level perceptual states to be an exception based on their

being encapsulated.

This dialectic turn has intuitive appeal. It makes sense to believe that central capacities are the

natural domain of consciousness.11 When we reflect on our conscious experiences of the world,

they seem to come to us prepackaged and whole. They do not come in piecemeal chunks of

experience that we have to organize or piece together in order to make sense of the world. If

the only states that are conscious are these fully integrated states and these fully integrated states

belong to central capacities, then it makes sense that consciousness would be a characteristic of

central cognitive capacities (and not the subsystems from which the integrated states are derived).

Moreover, restricting Priority to just the high-level states in central cognitive capacities seems to

do little to threaten its initial intuitive epistemic appeal. These propositional attitudes, namely our

beliefs, desires, fears, etc., are what come to mind when we reflect upon the states that populate

our mental lives, not low-level states within some perceptual subsystem or other. In this way,

consciousness is still thought of as a powerful tool for gaining access and first-person knowledge

of ourselves—it’s just that this access is restricted to just those mental states that we intuitively

think are important for being the rational agents that we are and leaves out less essential, low-level

states. If one accepts these motivations for thinking central capacities are the primary domain of

consciousness, and if one accepts the modularity thesis, which holds that states within the modular

systems are encapsulated from central capacities, then to the extent that these states are inaccessible

to central cognition, they too ought to be inaccessible to consciousness.

There exist other proposals for independently driven demarcations as well. Take as another

example in the literature the distinction between personal states and subpersonal states.12 Or,

11For a thorough articulation of the view that central cognitive capacities (modeled as a “global workspace”) serve
as the underpinnings of consciousness, see Dehaene and Naccache 2001.

12Initially this distinction was introduced by Dennett (1969, 93) to distinguish between different levels of explana-
tion. Since then, it has been used and abused in a variety of ways, many of which are helpfully enumerated by Drayson
(2012).
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further still, consider Stich (1978)’s distinction between doxastic and subdoxastic states.13 As

readers familiar with these theories can attest, there’s no neat way to align all these distinctions

precisely (at least no way that also conforms well with the philosophical literature that endorses

them); however, they all follow roughly the same intuitive idea that the mind is organized into

a lower level and a higher level, with (roughly) modular, subpersonal, subdoxastic states toward

the bottom, and central, personal, doxastic states toward the top. Taken together, the independent

considerations that motivate each of these views provides all the resources necessary for defenders

of Priority to refine the view in ways that are non-ad-hoc.14

In what follows, I’ll take for granted that some independently motivated distinction between

certain intentional states is tenable. I’ll also grant for the sake of argument that the low-level,

subpersonal states are intuitive exceptions to Priority that don’t threaten its primary epistemic mo-

tivations. Granting all of this, I’ll argue that there exists further empirical evidence that challenges

even this more refined version of Priority. Empirical evidence surrounding implicit biases suggest

that they involve non-modular, personal-level states that are not consciously accessible. If this

argument succeeds, we have reason to reject Priority wholesale.

5.2.2 Implicit Bias as a Counterexample to Weak Priority

In this section, I’ll be arguing that some implicit biases are counterexamples to weak Priority. To

do this, I’ll argue that some implicit biases are subpersonal and beyond conscious introspection.

However, it’s important to make the following note about these arguments. As argued for in pre-

vious chapters, I believe that biases in general are multiply realized: some occur in subpersonal

systems, some occur as explicitly represented beliefs, and some emerge as byproducts of cognitive

architecture. Thus, in what follows, my claims about particular instances of implicit biases should

not be interpreted as claims about biases in general, or even as claims for implicit biases in gen-

eral. In what follows, when I argue that some implicit biases plausibly have content, plausibly lack

the potential to be conscious, and plausibly are not subpersonal (making them counterexamples

13Stich and others take the doxastic/subdoxastic distinction to constitutively depend on the conscious/unconscious
divide. Thus, his demarcation seems less independently motivated.

14For a vague endorsement of this version of Priority, see Dickie 2011, 299-300, especially n.15.
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to Priority), I do not mean to be making arguments that all implicit biases have content, lack the

potential to be conscious, or are not subpersonal.15

To establish that some implicit biases are, in fact, counterexamples to Priority, I must establish

first that they’re not subpersonal and second, that they are not consciously accessible. In what

follows, I provide detailed arguments in favor of each of these tenets.

5.3 Implicit biases are not subpersonal

Here, I present four arguments in favor of the conclusion that implicit biases are not subpersonal.

These arguments are by no means conclusive, and in some cases are presented merely as pro-

visional evidence in favor of the claim. However, taken together, they provide strong reason to

conclude that implicit biases are not subpersonal as an inference to the best explanation.

5.3.1 Implicit biases involve essentialized concepts

The first argument is that some implicit biases involve essentialized concepts that are typically

unavailable to and absent in subpersonal systems such as perceptual systems. The notion of an

essentialized concept is borrowed not from philosophical work on metaphysical essentialism, but

rather from psychology literature on psychological categorization and natural kind recognition

(though the two are closely related).16 As defined by Gelman (2004, 404), “psychological essen-

tialism is the idea that certain categories, such as ‘lion’ or ‘female’ have an underlying reality that

cannot be observed directly.” This notion is similar to the notion of natural kind in both philosophy

and psychology, and many natural kinds are also thought to be essentialized kinds.17

Importantly, whether or not some kind category actually does share such an underlying feature—

15In this way, my claims are not in tension with claims I make elsewhere, e.g., that some biases lack representational
status altogether (see §3.2.2).

16For an introduction and overview of this topic in psychology, see Gelman 2003.

17In fact, Gelman’s early research on essentialized kinds referred to them only as ‘natural kinds’, though it’s clear
this notion is similar in all its key features to the later notion of essentialized kinds. Cf. Gelman and Markman 1987
and Gelman and Markman 1986.
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a metaphysical claim—doesn’t matter. Rather, what does matter is merely that humans categorize

members into a group based on some assumed shared underlying feature (regardless of whether

they know what that feature is or whether some such feature actually exists). Crucially, a key as-

pect of this psychological concept is that this feature, whether real or imaginary, supports inductive

inference. In this way, humans infer from one member’s having some characteristic to the conclu-

sion that many or all of the other members in that group share this characteristic. Taken together,

these features compose the three key signatures of psychologically essentialized kind concepts:

(i) essentialized kinds are thought to have “rich correlated structures”; (ii) these structures are in

some sense hidden and not identified based on “simple perceptual properties”, and, in virtue of the

first two signatures, (iii) new learned features about one kind member will often be “projected”

(through implicit or explicit inference) to other kind members to a large extent irrespective of

perceptual similarity.18

We can see how these signatures operate by providing some examples. One research area

where essentialized concepts have been well-documented is with respect to biological kinds. This

research demonstrates that as early as preschool and leading well into adulthood humans tend to

infer shared properties of animals and insects based on some underlying feature rather than visual

appearance.19 For example, consider the following images:20

18These are repeatedly cited by Gelman and Markman (1986, 184-185), Gelman (2004, 406), and Gelman and
Markman (1986, 1532-1533) as the key signatures of essentialized concepts.

19Please note, this is not the claim that perceptual cues don’t matter at all for the relevant groupings. Rather, this is
the claim that visual cues don’t determine the relevant groupings. This aspect of concept attribution seems strikingly
different from typical perceptual attributions. Although subjects might depend in a variety of ways on visual cues to
lend support to groupings, ultimately similar groupings occur for targets that share very few perceptual attributives
(e.g., a dog cleverly disguised as a lion is still thought to bark rather than roar) and very different groupings occur for
targets that share a great number of perceptual attributives (e.g., a skunk might look very similar to a cat with a white
line down its back, but only one is thought to make a good house pet).

20Gelman and Markman 1986, 1987. Sample Image One borrowed from Gelman and Markman 1986, 188 and
Sample Image Two is borrowed from Gelman 2004, 405.
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Figure 5.1: Essentialized Concepts Tests

When adults are given the image on the left and told that the flamingo has some property, e.g.,

that it has a left aortic arch only, and that the bat has some other property, e.g., that it has a right

aortic arch only, and are asked about the black bird, they tend to project information about the

flamingo rather than the bat to the black bird. This is despite the fact that the black bird looks more

similar to (i.e., has a similar shape and color to) the bat.21 Similarly, when three- and four-year-olds

are given the image on the right, they tend to project information about the beetle in panel (b), e.g.,

that it breathes, to the leaf-insect in panel (c) based on the two creatures both being bugs. This is

despite the leaf-insect looking more similar to (i.e., sharing perceptual attributes such as shape and

color with) the leaf in panel (a) rather than the beetle.

These examples are intended to illustrate the inductive influence of essentialized concepts

within the human cognitive repertoire. Crucially, these cases of induction are based on some

feature that can be thought of as going beyond mere perceptual cues. So, the relevant groupings

can’t rely solely on perceptual cues. Moreover, if the relevant groupings don’t rely solely on per-

ceptual cues, then it’s very unlikely that the relevant groupings (let alone the relevant inductions)

are taking place within the perceptual system. Put another way, the information available to the

perceptual modules underdetermines some object’s being grouped into an essentialized kind. This

point holds even after basic perceptual attributives, e.g., shape and color in the case of vision, are

attributed to the object. Thus, it’s unlikely the concept is being applied within a subsystem.

Many have theorized that similar sorts of essentialized kind generalizations underlie social in-

21Admittedly, the sample image as it’s reproduced here makes it difficult to see that the black bird is black.
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ferences and stereotypes, e.g., racial and gender stereotyping.22 Proponents of this claim hold that

humans use essentialized concepts, e.g., black, to pick out members they assume belong to a cer-

tain social group, i.e., Black people, who are thought to have some important feature in common.

Based on this shared feature, they are then thought to share certain characteristics. These everyday

characteristics of racial stereotyping partially exhibit the signatures of essentialized concepts listed

above: in particular, individuals are grouped into racial categories and thought to share character-

istics based on some essentialized feature of the group. Evidence that this feature is not among

the obvious visual attributes of the individuals being grouped and/or evidence that the relevant in-

ferences were made in the absence of any shared visual cues would, I take it, be the final nail in

the coffin of any view that attempted to establish that attribution of the concept Black takes place

within the visual system.23 In fact, when looking at empirical evidence of racial categorization,

this is exactly what we find. For example, Stangor et al. (1992, experiment 2) tested precisely the

role visual cues played in categorization of race. They did this by asking subjects questions about

individuals and measuring to what degree individuals made mistakes typical of effects by race on

recall and recognition experiments. What they found was that “categorization by social category

memberships [in this case race] is not highly dependent on the actual physical characteristics of

the target persons.” This supports the claim that (just as with the animal and insect cases discussed

above) individuals group other individuals into race categories based on some underlying, non-

obvious feature, and infer that other members of that racial group share similar features despite

being very different visually.24 Moreover, interpreting racial concepts as essentialized kinds fits

within a historical narrative of institutions classifying race based not on appearance, but other sorts

of underlying properties. Consider, for example, the notorious “one-drop rule” that was pervasive

throughout 19th and 20th century American society.

22Hirschfeld and Gelman 1994, Hirschfeld 1998, Gelman 2003, Rhodes and Gelman 2009, and Leslie 2014.

23Again, it’s important to keep in mind that the actual status of these groups as sharing some underlying nature is
relatively unimportant for the psychological concept to get off the ground. This is especially important in the case
of social kinds since the claim that members of these groups actually share some unique biological nature is almost
certainly false. For more discussion about the relationship of biological kinds and psychological essentialism, see
Gelman and Hirschfeld 1999.

24Hirschfeld (1998) and Kurzban et al. (2001) corroborate this point. For more discussion on the inadequacy of the
hypothesis that race is encoded through the perceptual system, see Hirschfeld and Gelman 1994, particularly 208-211
and Cosmides et al. 2003.
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Having established that racial concepts such as Black are essentialized in some way, and that

these essentialized concepts don’t occur within individuals’ perceptual subsystems, I take it that

any implicit biases purported to operate on the basis of such racial categories—of which there are

many—likewise cannot operate within an individuals’ perceptual subsystem.25 In order for the

concept to be a part of the content of the implicit bias state, the state itself must not be subper-

sonal. Furthermore, the claim that implicit biases employ essentialized concepts, and therefore

do not occur within individuals’ subsystems, is bolstered by consideration of their relationship to

inferences made on the basis of essentialized concepts: if implicit biases group individuals purely

on the basis of subpersonal information, then we lack an explanation for why they lead individuals

harboring them to infer that target individuals likely share behavioral traits that go beyond super-

ficial appearances, e.g., have the same goals, share moral dispositions, possess similar affiliations,

or have (or lack) similar competencies. These inferences are the key to explaining the behavioral

data behind implicit bias, and they rely on there being some assumed feature shared by individuals

within the target group that explains why they share the relevant traits. Since implicit biases seem

to rely on essentialized concepts to group individuals and infer to their traits, and these operations

must go beyond mere perceptual information, it’s unlikely implicit biases occur within perceptual

subsystems.

5.3.2 Implicit biases are not unimodal

The second argument that implicit biases are not subpersonal relies on the empirical evidence

suggesting that implicit biases are multimodal, i.e., they seem to operate with respect to multiple

sensory modalities. The point here is small but significant: results from both Implicit Association

25This view fits well with a theory that maintains visual attributives are limited. They include those attributes
that have been evolutionarily advantageous and those for which human subsystems, the characteristics of which are
often shared with creatures phylogenetically similar to us, might have adapted to be sensitive to. As Kinzler et al.
(2009, 625) note, “although modern societies are often racially stratified, and race can act as a reliable indicator of
group membership today, neighboring groups of humans in ancient times did not likely look different in terms of
physiognomy or skin color” (emphasis in original). For this reason, research has shown young children, like their non-
human relatives, rely much more heavily on auditory cues, e.g., accent and shared melodies of communal music and
songs, for their perceptual social cues. For more on the importance of sounds in human social cognition, see Kinzler
et al. 2007 and Spelke 2013. For more on the role of sounds in non-human primate social cognition, see Cheney and
Seyfarth 2008, in particular chapter 10.
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Tests (IAT) with picture stimuli and word stimuli indicate similar pro-White attitudes. One ex-

planation for why the two types of tests exhibit similar effects is that one implicit bias, operating

downstream of any perceptual subsystem, is being utilized in the integration of information in both

cases. Since central cognitive capacities are typically regarded as responsible for integrating out-

puts from various modalities, it would make sense that in order for this implicit bias to be utilized

in this way, it should be located within central capacities. In what follows, I look at evidence of

modal effects in IAT scores and argue that this evidence supports this explanation.

With respect to tripartite classification of race IAT results, a person exhibits either a pro-White,

a pro-Black, or a neutral response pattern. Pro-White response patterns are those for which the

subject makes faster classifications, as well as classifications with fewer mistakes, of stimuli as-

sociated with the racial category White (e.g., a stereotypical White face or a stereotypical White

name) matched with paradigmatic positive stimuli (e.g., a picture of a flower or the word ‘flower’).

Pro-Black response patterns are those for which the faster and less error-ridden classifications

occur for stimuli associated with the racial category Black matched with paradigmatic positive

stimuli. Neutral response patterns are those for which the subject is no faster and makes no more

mistakes for either Black or White stimuli, for the most part. A growing number of studies done

on the relationship between picture-IATs and word-IAT show that there’s rarely a difference in

results between the two types of test with respect to whether subjects exhibit a pro-White response

pattern, a pro-Black response pattern, or a neutral response pattern (and in the US, the pro-White

pattern is most prevalent).26 Prima facie, this is evidence that the implicit bias is not subpersonal;

if it were, then we should expect to see its effects in just one modality, i.e., the modality specific to

that subsystem, but not both.27

An objection to this conclusion might claim that although there’s no difference as to whether

26Dasgupta et al. 2000, Mitchell et al. 2003, Nosek et al. 2002.

27Of course, it’s possible that two distinct, but similar, implicit biases simultaneously developed in each subsystem,
resulting in biased behavior connected to each modality. I can’t definitively rule out this alternative hypothesis. For
a similar positive point and corresponding objection regarding the non-unimodal status of object representation, see
Spelke 1988, 215, 218-219 and Burge 2010, 438-439, respectively. However, as stated at the beginning of this section,
none of the arguments presented in this section are conclusive. Rather, their force comes from taking them all together
and inferring to the best explanation. And I take it the inference to the best explanation leads us away from this
alternative hypothesis.
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subjects exhibit pro-White, pro-Black, or neutral patterns, there is a difference with respect to

the degree to which they exhibit these patterns: word-IATs typically prompt stronger pro-White

response patterns than picture-IATs. And, in fact, empirical work does support this claim.28 This

suggests that there might actually be multiple biases, or some effects operating between modal

subsystems. This would account for the subjects’ exhibiting similar biases, but to different extents

depending on the target modality.

Evidence against this objection comes from studies that suggest that these documented modal

effects are due to confounds. Either they are a result of a mismatch between the level of represen-

tation at which a stimulus represents an intended category and the reference category used for its

classification, or they are a result of a mismatch between target modality and attribute modality.

I’ll now examine evidence for each of these responses.

Evidence for the importance of matching the level of representation of stimuli with the level

of representation of the reference category in eliminating modal effects comes from Foroni and

Bel-Bahar (2009). In this study, researchers attempted to control for variations in levels of abstrac-

tion for a particular group represented by stimuli. Stimuli might differ on a variety of levels: the

subordinate-, basic-, and superordinate-levels of representation, which correspond to the difference

between representing an animal at the level of say, dog, German Shepherd, or Fido.29 Levels in

representation have been widely documented as important for individual and hierarchical catego-

rization, especially in cases where the visual system plays a role in categorizing objects.30 Given

the role that levels of representation play in our characterization of ordinary objects, it makes sense

that we would want categorization tests that control for this. This is precisely what Foroni and Bel-

Bahar (2009) sought to do. Perhaps unsurprisingly, they found when controlling for such factors

within the IAT paradigm and comparing picture-IAT versus word-IATs, “the more the stimuli rep-

resent the category as a whole, the larger the IAT effects [and] when stimuli are at the same [level]

28Nosek et al. 2002 and Dasgupta et al. 2000.

29Which levels correspond to which representations is itself an empirical matter.

30The claim that the first level at which humans categorize an object, often called the ‘basic level’, is encoded
visually is still an area of dispute within vision science. See Grill-Spector and Kanwisher 2005, Mace et al. 2009, and
Potter and Hagmann 2015 for discussion.
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they do not show a difference in the magnitude of the IAT effect.”31 In other words, when test-

ing the effects of different types of IATs, the experimenters found that the biggest contributing

factor to a divergence in IAT effects were when IATs differed with respect to the level of rep-

resentation of the stimuli. For example, IATs that presented subjects with racial category labels

‘African-American’ and ‘European-American’ showed greater effects than those that presented

subjects with names that were either stereotypically Black or stereotypically White. And when

the level of representation was controlled for (e.g., the picture-IAT using pictures of individuals

and the word-IAT using names), the effect-size differences between word-IATs and picture-IATs

were negligible. This helps to assuage the worry that a difference in modality might indicate that

there are separate biases operating within different subsystems. Instead, what we can conclude is

that the difference occurs as the result of the challenge of associating objects at different levels of

representation, which could occur at the level of integrating information within central capacities

rather than within a particular subsystem.

Evidence for the importance of matching the modality of stimuli with the modality of the refer-

ence category comes from Meissner and Rothermund (2015). In this study, researchers attempted

to control for variations within combined-stimulus categorization tasks, i.e., whether a task in-

volves categorization objects represented in a variety of modalities. What these researchers dis-

covered is that when they controlled for differences between modalities—that is, pair word target

stimuli with word attribute stimulus and picture target stimulus with picture attribute stimulus—the

modal effects dissipate. As you can see from Figure 5.2 (borrowed from Meissner and Rothermund

(2015, 744)), when target modality matched the attribute modality, the resulting IAT scores were

nearly identical:

31Foroni and Bel-Bahar 2009, 328.
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Figure 5.2: IAT Results By Modality

This again helps to assuage the worry presented by the objection. It seems when we control for

basic integration challenges (i.e., integrating information from multiple modalities) that are normal

for central cognitive processes, we see evidence that the same bias is indeed operating for different

modalities to an equal extent.

When correcting for these two mismatches, results from these experiments indicate there’s

no difference in strength for response patterns between picture- and word-IATs. For this reason,

it seems unlikely (though admittedly not conclusive) that the implicit bias would be operating

independently in subsystems for either modality.

5.3.3 Implicit biases reflect personal-level values

The third argument that implicit biases are not subpersonal relies on the claim that implicit biases

reflect personal-level values.32 By this, I mean that implicit biases are sensitive to social and

cultural beliefs, which occur at the personal level. Since social and cultural beliefs are typically

thought of as involving high-level concepts and reasoning, they’re likely in the domain of central

cognitive processes and not constrained to any particular subsystem. Moreover, implicit biases’

being responsive to them would indicate that the biases themselves are high-level and similarly in

the domain of central cognitive processes. Evidence of this responsiveness comes in two forms:

32For a similar argument about certain perceptual states being personal-level, see Phillips and Block 2017, 173.
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first, studies show that predictive validity of IAT measures is greater with respect to topics that are

less socially sensitive. Second, studies show that implicit biases reflect cultural knowledge and

beliefs. I’ll discuss each of these in turn.

Regarding the relationship between social sensitivity and implicit bias, many theorists have

highlighted the effects social sensitivity can have on implicit-explicit attitude correlation. For

example, Fazio and Olson (2003, 304) note that evidence suggests social sensitivity can affect the

degree to which implicit and explicit attitudes dissociate. This can be seen by Figure 5.3 (borrowed

from Greenwald et al. (2009, 24)):

Figure 5.3: Summary IAT Results By Topic

Here, “Topic” refers to the subject matter of the attitudes and preferences tested by the IAT,

Explicit reports, and the Behavioral measure. To reiterate from Chapter Two, the correlation co-

efficient r is a measure of the strength of correlation between the two measures under the topic

heading, where r = 1 indicates perfect correlation and r = 0 indicates no correlation.33“I-B Corre-

lation” is the extent to which IAT results and the behavioral measures correlate. “E-B Correlation”

is the extent to which explicit self-reports and the behavioral measures correlate. “I-E Correlation”

is the extent to which IAT results and explicit self-reports correlate.34

If we accept that racial and other intergroup attitudes are more socially sensitive whereas con-

sumer and political preferences are less socially sensitive (as both Greenwald et al. and Fazio &

Olson suggest), then we can see that with respect to socially sensitive topics, I-E Correlation is low,

33See §2.2.2. Although the r values here might seem small, it’s important to note two things. First, it’s common
for significant r values in psychology to be lower than those common in, e.g., physics. Second, the importance for
the point being made here isn’t the strength of the correlation, but rather the patterns in the strength of the correlation
between topics.

34For this discussion, I will take for granted that IAT results are direct indicators of implicit attitudes and biases so
that when I say, for example, studies indicate that implicit attitudes are socially sensitive, what I mean is that studies
show IAT results shifted with respect to socially sensitive domains.
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i.e., explicit attitudes and implicit attitudes diverge. In addition, we notice that E-B correlation is

lower with respect to more socially sensitive topics than less socially sensitive topics. This sug-

gests that within socially sensitive domains, individuals are less likely to have an explicit attitude

that corresponds to their behaviors. Moreover, in those instances of dissociation between implicit

and explicit attitude correlation, I-B Correlation is higher than E-B Correlation. That is, implicit

attitudes are better than explicit attitudes as predictors of behavior with respect to socially sensitive

topics.

These data taken together suggest that a topic’s being socially sensitive affects the expression

of implicit attitudes, explicit attitudes, and their behavioral correlates, but working out the exact

effects among correlation can be tricky. Fazio and Olson (2003, 301-304) use these empirical

patterns to supports their MODE model of implicit bias, according to which motivation and op-

portunity play a significant role in determining whether a behavior is the result of spontaneous

processes, of which they take implicit biases to be instances, or deliberative processes, of which

they take explicit attitudes to be instances. This is because “the more sensitive the domain, the

greater the likelihood that motivational factors will be evoked and exert some influence on overt

responses to an explicit measure.”35 In other words, social sensitivity can influence behaviors on

direct measures.

However, merely citing the fact that social sensitivity can cause implicit and explicit attitudes

to dissociate does not establish that implicit attitudes themselves are socially sensitive since such

divergence could be the result of either the explicit attitudes’ being responsive to socially sensitive

topics, the implicit attitudes’ being responsive to socially sensitive topics, or both.36 Instead, we

need evidence that social sensitivity affects implicit biases specifically. Evidence for this can be

gleaned from the same results taken from Greenwald et al. (2009) above. Notice that with respect

to the socially sensitive topics of racial and other intergroup attitudes, I-B Correlation is notably

lower than with respect to the socially insensitive topics of consumer and political preferences.

35Fazio and Olson 2003, 304. Crucially, the behavior being modified by the motivation provided by socially sensi-
tive topics is the explicit report, not the biased behavior measure mentioned above.

36Much of the research on the effects of social sensitivity and personal experience with respect to implicit bias focus
on the relationship between implicit and explicit evaluation and, thus, the conclusions we can draw from this research
is limited in just this sort of way. See, for example, Nosek (2005).
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As Greenwald et al. (2009, 24) point out, “predictive validity of IAT measures was greater with

... lower social sensitivity of the implicit construct being measured.”37 This suggests that both

implicit and explicit attitudes are responsive to social sensitivity pressures, however to different

degrees. This allows for implicit attitudes to be better predictors of behavior than explicit attitudes

with respect to socially sensitive topics. As mentioned above, social sensitivity is likely a capacity

of central cognition. Thus, the fact that social sensitivity affects implicit biases is an indication that

implicit biases occur at the personal level.

A second reason to think implicit biases reflect personal-level values is that they vary with

respect to cultural surroundings, which is evidence that they are responsive to cultural beliefs. Ev-

idence that cultural surroundings affect and help to shape implicit attitudes is provided both by

studies that indicate that individuals who are raised in similar cultures tend to exhibit similar pat-

terns in IAT results, even when those results show that they harbor biases against a group to which

they themselves belong, and by studies that indicate individuals belonging to different cultures

exhibit different patterns of bias. On the first point, consider a range of data presented by Nosek

et al. (2002) and collected from the Project Implicit website that included over 600,000 IAT tasks

between October 1998 to April 2000. One of the most striking results of this data was that the

biggest predictor of biases toward a particular demographic, e.g., women and Black Americans,

is a subject’s cultural surroundings and not, for example, whether or not that subject belongs to

that demographic. For example, as illustrated by the results, Black respondents showed a positive

association—albeit weaker than that of their white counterparts—for White over Black (Nosek

et al., 2002, 106), elderly respondents showed a positive association for young over old (Nosek

et al., 2002, 107), and female respondents had positive associations linking females with family

and negative associations linking women with careers (Nosek et al., 2002, 109). These data demon-

37Later, Greenwald et al. (2009, 25) write the following:

The univariate effect of social sensitivity on predictive validity of [I-E Correlation] was an order of
magnitude greater ... than was its effect on predictive validity of [I-B Correlation]. This large difference
was consistent with the expectation that predictive validity of self-report (but not of IAT) measures
might be impaired in socially sensitive domains.

One oughtn’t confuse this with the claim that implicit attitudes are not socially sensitive. The claim here is that implicit
attitudes are still useful predictors of behavior in socially sensitive domains and not that social sensitivity has no effect
on implicit attitudes.
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strate that submersion in a culture can shape your implicit biases even toward groups to which you

belong.

Divergences do occur, however, at a cross-cultural level. For example, Nosek et al. (2007)

collected data of IATs administered across six main regions, Asia, Australia, Canada, Europe, UK,

and USA. According to comparisons across these cultural divides, implicit attitudes diverge with

respect to the topics of sexual orientation (US and Asia showed stronger implicit preferences for

straight over gay than Australia, Canada, Europe, and the UK), race (Asia showed the strongest

implicit pro-White attitudes), and cultural stereotypes (Australians and Europeans, unlike the other

regions, did not implicitly associate being American with being White more strongly than being

Native American). These differences preliminarily illustrate that an individual’s cultural setting

can impact the implicit biases he or she harbors. Since sensitivity to cultural knowledge is likely a

capacity of central cognition, the cultural sensitivity of implicit bias is an indication that implicit

biases occur at the personal level.

One might object at this point and claim that even if cultural divergences in implicit biases

exist, it’s possible that cultural setting can impact states at a subpersonal level. If this is right,

it’s possible that implicit biases occur within a subsystem and cultural settings are impacting them

through top-down effects. Consider, for example, the oft-cited cultural variance of susceptibility

to the Müller-Lyer illusion, seen in Figure 5.4.38

Figure 5.4: Müller-Lyer

Typically, individuals see line-segment a as being shorter than line-segment b despite a and b

being the same length. Proponents of cognitive impenetrability often cite the fact that individuals

38Segall et al. 1966.
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who know the two segments are the same length can’t help but still see them as different lengths

as evidence that the visual perceptual system can’t be penetrated by background knowledge at the

cognitive level.39 However, others cite evidence that individuals’ susceptibility to the illusion varies

by the culture those individuals are raised in as indicative of cognitive penetration and evidence

that culture can affect subpersonal states.40 Thus, one might be tempted to think that a state’s being

responsive to culture is not conclusive evidence of that state’s being personal-level.

The key observation that dispels this objection is the difference in how culture affects the states

in the two cases. In the case of the Müller-Lyer, it’s arguable that the cultural effects are ultimately

the result of the difference in physical environments between different cultural regions. In fact,

one hypothesis recounted by Segall et al. (1966, 4) and McCauley and Henrich (2006, 95) states

that children raised in “carpentered” environments are more likely to be susceptible to the illusion

since their environments contain many structures with right angles, causing the visual system to

assume depth on the basis of the Y-junctions. This assumption made by the visual system is most

likely a case of perceptual learning, which is characterized by changes within the visual system

based on repeated exposure to particular physical stimuli. Crucially, these changes are bottom-up

and not the result of top-down effects of high-level beliefs into the visual system.41

This can’t be the same type of explanation given in the case of at least some implicit biases. As

stated above, some implicit biases utilize concepts that are not elicited on the basis of visual cues.

Therefore, although cultural differences can affect some visual processes through perceptual learn-

ing based on differences in physical environments, the case of cultural effects on implicit biases

are not instances of these sort of effects. Rather, cultural divergences in the case of implicit biases

seem to instead be influenced by culture through background cultural beliefs and knowledge.42

39See, for example, Fodor 1984, 33.

40See, for example, Macpherson 2012 and McCauley and Henrich 2006.

41One might think this sort of explanation is congenial to Fodor’s original account. As Fodor (1984, 33) notes,
children “having had less experience with edges and corners than adults...are correspondingly less susceptible to the
illusion.” However, McCauley and Henrich (2006) have reasons for thinking this explanation is at odds with Fodor’s
original theory. Ultimately, whether this case is a genuine counterexample to Fodor’s original arguments is unimportant
for my purposes.

42Moreover, in the interest of presenting independent evidence for each argument in this section, there’s also clear
evidence that implicit biases manifest in regions that don’t have many physical differences. For example, experiments
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This sort of knowledge is abstract and likely a product of the central cognitive capacities rather

than directly a result of physical environment. Thus, its influence is not likely to be subpersonal.

Important clarification: the point here is not that implicit biases are themselves merely a re-

flection of beliefs about cultural biases. This view was presented initially by Arkes and Tetlock

(2004) as an alternative interpretation of Implicit Bias data. According to this interpretation, evi-

dence of implicit biases might not be evidence of personally held beliefs about other social groups,

but instead a reflection of knowledge about prevalent stereotypes that occur within a culture. The

problem with this interpretation is that evidence presented since its debut has suggested that often

an individual’s implicit attitudes diverge from her beliefs about the stereotypes that exist within

her culture.43 This makes sense since the belief that one’s culture no longer endorses a particular

stereotype is exactly the impetus one would expect for the social sensitivity that results in dissoci-

ation between explicit and implicit attitudes. This recent evidence indicates that in those instances

an individual’s explicit attitudes are likely to converge with what she believes her cultural norms

are and, in turn, her implicit attitudes, which diverge from her explicit attitudes, also diverge from

her beliefs about cultural stereotypes.

However, this shouldn’t be taken as evidence for the view that cultural knowledge never affects

implicit attitudes. Importantly, the incorrect alternative hypothesis rests on the idea that a certain

type of cultural knowledge, namely beliefs about what cultural stereotypes exist, affect implicit

bias. The claim I’m arguing for is broader: general cultural beliefs, e.g., about an individual’s

belonging to certain social groups different from our own, can affect and shape implicit biases.

presented by Kuhnen et al. (2001) demonstrate that even ten years after the fall of the Berlin Wall, West Germans
still harbored implicit biases toward East Germans (and vice versa). Moreover, experiments presented by Lowes et al.
(2015) studied ethnic identities of several groups within the Bantu peoples of Central Africa. They found that many
of these groups, although they have different origins, exhibit common cultural traits and share a common political
history. Despite this, implicit biases within groups toward other groups still emerged. It seems unlikely that these sorts
of biases could be the result of purely environmental differences since the regions in which the biases manifest are
so similar with respect to physical attributes such as the images and behaviors of the relevant populations. Rather, it
seems the only thing that could account for the implicit biases are cultural beliefs and knowledge about their society’s
social stratifications.

43See, for example, Nosek 2005, 579, Nosek and Hansen 2008, 571 and Nosek et al. 2011, 154. Of course, it’s
always possible that dissociation might be occurring with respect to her implicit and explicit cultural beliefs. In other
words, she might have some unconscious cultural attitude that diverges from her explicitly stated cultural beliefs. Since
all of the points I’ve raised in this chapter apply equally well to implicit beliefs about cultural biases—i.e., they too
stand as counterexamples to Priority—nothing is lost by accepting this hypothesis. However, for reasons of parsimony,
I find it more natural not to adopt this alternative hypothesis.
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The resulting implicit biases are still personally held biases, are not merely a reflection of what

we perceive our culture’s stereotypes to be, and in fact often conflict with what we perceive our

culture’s stereotypes to be.

With this clarification in mind, I’ll now return to my arguments in favor of implicit biases not

being subpersonal.

5.3.4 Implicit biases are rationally responsive

The fourth argument that implicit biases are not subpersonal emerges from data that implicit biases

are rationally responsive. Typically, a state’s being poised to take place in rational processes, being

responsive to reasons, and changing based on evidence are all hallmarks of its being within the

central cognitive system.44 Evidence suggesting that implicit biases exhibit these characteristics

continues to mount. Here, I’ll present a small but sufficient survey of that evidence.

The three main patterns of rational responsiveness that I’ll explore are as follows: (i) implicit

biases can be manipulated by giving instructions, (ii) implicit biases vary as a result of inference,

and (iii) the formation of implicit biases can be shaped by rational norms such as strength of

argument. I’ll now discuss each of these in turn.45

Evidence for the claim that implicit biases are susceptible to manipulation by instructions

comes from an experiment presented by Gregg et al. (2006, 9).46 In this experiment, participants

were given hypothetical narratives about two fictional tribes. The narrative about the first tribe was

positive while the narrative about the second was negative. Participants were then given an IAT,

the results of which indicated that participants had developed a positive bias toward the first tribe

and a negative bias toward the second. Experimenters then did something strange: they told the

participants that due to an unforeseen error (e.g., electronic malfunction), participants had been

44See, for example, Fodor 1983, 103.

45Much of the descriptions of the studies that occur in the following discussion on rational responsiveness are
borrowed from Chapter Two. The discussion regarding how the studies relate to the argument for implicit biases
belonging to central capacities is novel. Those readers familiar with the studies being discussed can skip the study
summaries. Those readers looking for more discussion about studies supporting rational responsiveness can see §2.2.3.

46This case is additionally discussed by Mandelbaum (2015, 15-17) in support of his propositional model.
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given incorrect information about the two tribes. Participants were then instructed to ignore the

previous narrative assignment and regard the positive narrative as instead describing the second

tribe, while additionally regarding the negative narrative as describing the first. Participants were

then asked to retake the IAT. Surprisingly, the results did exhibit a shift: negative biases toward the

second tribe were not as strong as before the intervention (though the tests indicated that the biases

were still present, just to a smaller degree).47

This experiment demonstrates that the implicit biases being measured by the IAT were sus-

ceptible to change based on the instructions by the experimenters to disregard previously stated

information. It seems the only way that this would be possible is if the implicit biases were being

operated on by some rational process that allowed individuals harboring those biases to reject the

original narrative and assign the characteristics it described instead to the other tribe. Typically, re-

vision based on new information is the result of some sort of deliberative processes, either explicit

or implicit, within central capacities. We don’t regard the visual system, say, as being capable of

responding rationally to instructions.48 Instead, the ability to reconsider and revise information in

light of new evidence is paradigmatic of central capacities. Thus, implicit biases being revisable

in this way is evidence that they too are located within central capacities.

Evidence for the claim that implicit biases vary as a result of inferences made by individuals

harboring those biases is given by a study performed by Gast and De Houwer (2012, 1659-1664).49

In this study, participants were shown two sets of stimuli: the first were pleasant pictures coupled

with a grey square labeled ‘1’ and the second were unpleasant pictures coupled with a grey square

labeled ‘2’. After being presented with these two sets of stimuli, participants were then showed

two neutral pictures and told that the grey squares labeled ‘1’ had been covering the first neutral

picture whereas the grey squares labeled ‘2’ had been covering the second neutral picture. After

47Implicit biases are usually stable across IATs and, in general, implicit biases are extremely resistant to change.
Thus, we wouldn’t expect this shift to be spontaneous.

48This is setting aside the effects instructions might have on attention, e.g., the degree to which subjects attend to a
particular aspect of a visual stimulus, and the effects attention then has on the input and processing of visual attention.
It seems very unlikely such attentional effects could explain the difference in these experiments since, among other
things, the auditory stimuli were not re-presented to the subjects after the confusion was revealed.

49This study is also discussed by De Houwer (2014, 347-348) in support of his propositional model.
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being presented with these two sets of stimuli, participants were then given an IAT involving the

association of pleasant and unpleasant words and the neutral pictures. The results of these indirect

tests indicated that participants had adopted a slight automatic preference for the neutral picture

that was said to be covered by the grey squares labeled ‘1’ over the neutral picture that was said

to be covered by the grey squares labeled ‘2’. Given that the neutral pictures had never been

presented to the subjects in conjunction with the valenced pictures, it would stand to reason that

the participants had inferred from the status of the valenced pictures and the relationship between

the grey squares and the neutral pictures to the status of the neutral pictures.

This experiment demonstrates that the implicit biases being measured by the IAT were a result

of inference rather than direct application of some attributive to some perceived subject matter.50

Again, the operation seems flexible, characteristic of inference, and independent of visual cues.

Thus, it is difficult to explain at the subpersonal level, where operations are typically rigid and

tightly constrained by the limited operations available given the visual input.

Finally, evidence for the claim that the formation of implicit biases are shaped by rational

norms is presented by Brinol et al. (2009) and involves the effects of argument strength on implicit

constructs. Brinol et al. present two experiments aimed at testing this relationship. The first

involved experimenters testing for implicit attitudes toward vegetables and in the second, similar

methods were use to test implicit attitudes toward race.51 In the experiments, participants were split

into groups and presented with one of two arguments—a strong argument or a weak argument—

in favor of some conclusion regarding the benefit of the target stimulus. For example, in the

experiment involving attitudes toward vegetables, one group of participants was given a persuasive

argument (e.g., regarding the beneficial health effects of diets that include vegetables) while the

other group was given an unpersuasive argument (e.g., regarding the popularity of vegetables at

weddings). The participants were also given IATs before and after being exposed to the arguments.

Interestingly, only those participants that were exposed to the strong arguments demonstrated any

change in IAT performance (implicit biases in favor of vegetables were increased). The experiment

50This point is closely related to the claim in section §5.3.1 that the concepts that appear in implicit biases are
essentialized concepts that support inferences about kind membership.

51This case is also discussed by Mandelbaum (2015, 12-13).
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involving attitudes toward race showed similar results. Here, it seems like the behavioral responses

being made by participants toward the target stimulus were influenced by the sorts of inference

patterns they thought were appropriate given the strength of the argument being presented to them

about each target stimulus.

In this experiment, the formation of subjects’ implicit biases were influenced by the strength of

the arguments being presented to them. Typically, the evaluation of the strength of an argument in

favor of some claim is a high-level, rational process. Judging whether an argument is good or bad

requires a certain level of rational expertise. It’s something that we get better at as we become more

careful thinkers and deliberators. The fact that implicit biases seem responsive to this characteristic

norm on rational thought provides evidence for thinking implicit biases themselves are the result

of some rational and inferential processes. Since these norms and processes are paradigmatic of

central capacities, and not often, if ever, attributed to an individual’s subsystems, it seems clear

that we ought regard implicit biases as originating within central capacities.

These reasons taken together make a strong case for the rational responsiveness of implicit bias.

Since rational responsiveness is a hallmark of central capacities, it’s likely that implicit biases occur

at the personal level rather than the subpersonal level.

5.4 Implicit biases are not consciously accessible

The second tenet of my claim that some implicit biases are counterexamples to weak Priority relies

on establishing that implicit biases are not consciously accessible. I’ll begin by explicating what

it means for a state to lack the potential to be conscious. With the target notion clearly identified,

I’ll move on to provide some intuitive and anecdotal appeals that I hope minimally establish that

implicit biases are very different with respect to conscious accessibility from typical belief states.

From there, I examine a possible characterization of conscious accessibility that implicit biases

might exhibit and argue that this characterization is insufficient for preserving the core motivation

for Priority.

In its early stages, literature exploring the existence of implicit biases characterized them as

unconscious. In their landmark paper, (Greenwald and Banaji, 1995, 8) define implicit attitudes
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as “introspectively unidentified (or inaccurately identified) traces of past experience that mediate

favorable or unfavorable feeling, thought, or action toward social objects.” On this characterization,

implicit attitudes are, by definition, attitudes that are unconscious.52 More recently, there’s been

a surge in literature challenging the idea that the mental constructs that give rise to results on

indirect measures are in principle consciously inaccessible. For example, Monteith et al. (2001)

demonstrate that individuals can accurately describe how they did on an IAT before their results

are shared with them. Moreover, a collection of studies performed by Hahn et al. (2014), Hahn

and Gawronski (2014, 2018), and Rivers and Hahn (2018) demonstrate that subjects given specific

instructions can accurately predict their results of an IAT before taking the test. And finally, several

theorists have argued that results of indirect measures can be explained entirely by explicit, i.e.,

consciously accessible, bias, eliminating the theoretical need to posit implicit, i.e., consciously

inaccessible, biases at all.53

This literature, however, is plagued by ambiguity. When asking the question of whether biases

can be consciously inaccessible, there are confusions regarding both important notions: bias and

conscious accessibility.54 Once we disambiguate claims regarding what it means for a bias to be

consciously inaccessible, we see reasons to think the results in the aforementioned studies are not

as conclusive as initially thought. Once we disambiguate claims regarding what it means for a

bias to be consciously inaccessible, we see that the sort of empirical test needed to demonstrate

the conscious access (or lack there of) of the mental constructs giving rise to implicit bias require

much more sophisticated methods than the aforementioned studies have begun to broach. In what

follows, I’ll address each of these points in turn. I’ll end by discussing where these empirical

considerations leave us with respect to claims about Priority.

52In a footnote, the authors explain the parenthetical of “inaccurately” identified traces as intending to include
instances where an individual remembers particular experiences, but is unable to identify how those experience shape
further processing, e.g., “a student may be aware of having been graded highly in a course, but not suspect that this
experience influences responses to the course’s end-of-term course evaluation survey” (p. 8, n. 2).

53Yao and Reis-Dennis (2018).

54For reviews of ambiguities regarding the first, see Gawronski et al. 2006, 486, Holroyd, Holroyd 2012, 275,
Holroyd 2015, 513-514, Holroyd et al. 2017, 4-5, and Holroyd and Sweetman 2016, 81-82. For review of ambiguities
regarding the second, see Block 1995, 231.
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5.4.1 What parts of a bias are conscious

Imagine once more the scenario E has a bias against his elderly colleagues. Let’s imagine again

that E runs into his fellow colleague Jan, and this time forms a simple negative evaluation of her,

i.e., he dislikes Jan. When asked why he dislikes Jan, he explains that it’s because Jan is elderly

and that he dislikes elderly people in general. Here, the inference E is making is straightforward:

(i) Jan is elderly.

(ii) I dislike elderly people.

∴ (iii) I dislike Jan.

It will help to review important terminology using this case: I call the belief about a particular

person on the basis of which a discriminatory judgment is formed—in this case, E’s belief that

Jan is elderly—the bias-input. Next, I call the collection of states and processes that—in tandem

with the bias-input—cause a discriminatory judgment the bias-construct; the bias-construct in E’s

case is his generalizing belief that he dislikes elderly people (together with whatever inferential

processes are necessary to derive the conclusion). I call the discriminatory judgment that bias-

constructs and bias-inputs together cause—like E’s belief that he dislikes Jan—the bias-output.

Finally, I call actions that are performed on the basis of bias-outputs—like E’s avoiding Jan in the

hallway—bias-actions. I use the notion of a mental construct to pick out an open-ended collection

of mental states and processes.55

In order to interpret claims about a particular study purporting that bias is unconscious, it will

be necessary to investigate how the distinction between these components of bias operation map

onto that study’s use of ‘bias’. Helpfully, the studies I’ll address (Hahn et al. 2014 and Hahn and

Gawronski 2018) adopt the Associative-Propositional Evaluation (APE) Model of implicit bias

operation already presented in previous chapters, and importantly taken to fit my functional anal-

ysis. To reiterate, this model assumes that implicit biases are activated by the input of a stimulus

(corresponding roughly to the bias-input or, in this case, seeing Jan), which then causes patterns

55In previous chapters, I use the example of a stereotype implicit bias that relates Jan to the property of being bad
with computers. However, since the data on the conscious accessibility of bias deals almost exclusively on evaluative
implicit biases, I’ve changed the case here. A worthwhile project to take up would be working out how the claims
made by proponents of conscious accessibility (e.g., Hahn and colleagues) relate to cases of stereotype biases.
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of activation in conceptual networks (corresponding to the bias-construct), which then culminate

in an evaluative response based on the aggregate valence of the concepts involved in the activation

chain (corresponding to the bias-output or the dislike of Jan).56

Hahn et al. (2014) purport to demonstrate that bias is unconscious by demonstrating that sub-

jects can predict their results of an IAT. Hahn and Gawronski (2018) attempt to rule out that this

is merely a result of individuals observing their own behaviors, i.e., bias-actions, and inferring

to their implicit attitudes rather than individuals being conscious of the implicit attitudes them-

selves. To do this, Hahn and Gawronski (2018) perform another study that asks subjects to predict

their results on an IAT by merely instructing subjects to direct their attention to their “spontaneous

affective reactions” without ever performing the IAT (that is, without ever actually producing bias-

actions). What they found is that “instructions to attend to one’s spontaneous affective reactions

toward minority members increased acknowledgement of bias to the same extent as IAT score

prediction (Study 6), providing further evidence for the functional equivalence of IAT score pre-

diction and attention to spontaneous affective reactions.” Here, the researchers are borrowing the

notion of “spontaneous affective reaction” from the APE model discussed above, which, for rea-

sons stated above, should be interpreted as what I’ve been calling a bias-output, i.e., the result of

a bias-construct’s operation. Crucially, this means the aforementioned evidence for the conscious

accessibility of bias is evidence only that an individual has conscious access to the result of a

bias-construct’s operation—not that they have access to whatever states and processes mediate the

negative affective response.

Which should we be concerned about when we evaluate the claim that an implicit bias is

unconscious—the bias-output or the bias-construct? Hahn and colleagues seem to be interested

in the question of whether a bias-output is consciously accessible. However, I think it’s a mis-

take to interpret these results as telling the whole story, or even in retelling or correcting a story

we’ve previously been told. Looking back at Banaji and Greenwald’s original definition of an

implicit attitude, which Hahn and Gawronski (2018) supply at the beginning of their article as

representative of the view they’re challenging, it seems clear they’re interested in the state giv-

56For a more detailed breakdown of these components, see §2.3.1 and §4.3.
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ing rise to the affective response, not the affective response itself: “introspectively unidentified

... traces of past experience that mediate favorable or unfavorable feeling, thought, or action to-

ward social objects.”57 Exegesis aside, there seems to me to be legitimate theoretical interest in

not only the spontaneous affective response, but also—and perhaps more importantly—whatever

states and processes led to that response. For any particular response, it seems appropriate to ask

what caused the subject to react that way and whether that thing is something the individual was

aware of. Remember, in order to provide a genuinely explanatory account of why T was acting

the way that she was, we needed to posit a bias-construct. Only this could explain what caused

her to systematically treat elderly individuals differently. Thus, it is the bias-constructs, and not

the bias-outputs, that are at the center of questions about the conscious accessibility of bias. And

crucially, the empirical evidence so far advanced—which focuses on the conscious accessibility

of the bias-output and leaves unaddressed the conscious accessibility of the bias-construct—does

little to suggest an answer to these questions.

5.4.2 What’s needed in a science of the unconscious

Now I’d like to provide a more thorough characterization of what it means for a bias-construct

(or any mental entity for that matter) to be consciously accessible. Following a distinction made

popular by Block (1995), there are standardly two notions of consciousness: phenomenal and

access. Going back to our discussion of consciousness earlier, the intuitive hallmark of a state’s

being conscious was its subjectivity. This aspect of consciousness is what’s captured by the notion

of phenomenal consciousness. That is, for a state to be (potentially) phenomenally conscious,

there has to be (potentially) a feeling of what it’s like to be in that state or a subjective experience

associated with being in that state. Examples of this sort of experience are most obvious with

examples like pain and other raw feels. When I stub my toe, there’s a painful feeling associated

with experience. Thus, I am phenomenally conscious of the mental state I’m in when I stub my toe.

Arguably, intentional states like beliefs and desires can also be phenomenally conscious insofar as

there’s a feeling of what it’s like to, say, desire that it be warmer in this room or a subjective

57Greenwald and Banaji 1995, 8, emphasis added.
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experience associated with, say, believing Barack Obama went to Harvard; though, such examples

are admittedly more contentious.

Access consciousness, on the other hand, concerns the ability to use a state in various rational

cognitive operations. Borrowing criteria from Block (1995, 231), a state is access conscious, if it

is available for use in reasoning, rational guidance of behavior, and reporting its existence.58 My

belief that Barack Obama went to Harvard Law School has exactly these sorts of qualities: if you

asked me to report where I believe Obama went to law school, I could say I believe he went to

Harvard; if you asked me whether Obama went to law school, I could use my belief that he went

to Harvard Law School as a premise in my deduction that he went to law school in general; and if

I were planning to visit law schools at which former presidents were alumni, I could use my belief

that Obama went to Harvard to guide my visiting there. Thus, my belief that Barack Obama went

to Harvard is access conscious.

When testing whether some state is either access conscious or phenomenally conscious for

some individual, subjective report is an important tool. Because phenomenal consciousness con-

cerns a persons subjective, phenomenal experiences, one can only come to know of someone else’s

phenomenal states if that person reports it to them. Likewise, the best way to tell whether some

state was used in reasoning, in deciding to act, or available for report is to ask the person who

harbors the state.

Of course, one worry with this method of testing is that people can lie. If a subject has vested

interest in hiding some fact about themselves, then they might hide that they harbor some state,

even if it is either access or phenomenally conscious. Presumably social attitudes fall into this

category. In fact, this is precisely what prompted the shift in empirical psychology from direct to

indirect measures. Given the empirical evidence above for the ability of subjects to predict their

IAT scores, it might seem like a reasonable interpretation of this data. For this reason, there’s been

a growing distrust of subjective reports about bias. But given the importance of subjective reports,

and the problems with the studies already discussed, I think it time to reassess that suspicion.

At the very least, I propose we regard subjective report as default evidence for the conscious

58Block notes these are “together sufficient but not all necessary,” with reportability being the least important due
in part to a desire to include non-verbal animals as capable of access consciousness.
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inaccessibility of implicit bias.

Granting this proposal, we see there’s an abundance of evidence based on subjective report

that implicit biases are consciously inaccessible. As discussed in previous chapters, finding out

you harbor a bias toward a group you otherwise would never endorse negative opinions toward

can be quite alarming. Recall again Greenwald and Banaji (2013, 56-58)’s reports of the first-

personal shock of finding out they have biases. Banaji’s experience is described as “one of the

most significant self-revelations she has experienced.”59 From my own experience, I can attest

to the accuracy of these descriptions. Since learning of the IAT five years ago, I’ve taken the

tests several times, and I’ve seen the tests administered to undergraduates and close friends. The

reaction from students and close friends who first take the test is almost always accompanied by

a short period of confusion and denial. For myself, the surprise has dulled, but is still present.

Each time I take the test, I hope to see that my biases have dissipated. More often than not, I’m

disappointed to find out that they haven’t. All of these anecdotal accounts point to a form of

cognitive dissonance with respect to implicit biases. No amount of introspection seems to bring to

consciousness these mental states, and without third-personal behavioral data, we simply are not

aware and cannot be aware of our implicit biases.

The fact that our implicit attitudes are at odds with our explicit attitudes to the point where

we’re shocked to find we harbor them is just one of the many characteristics that set implicit biases

apart with respect to consciousness from explicit beliefs. Another paradigmatic characteristic of

implicit biases is their lack of malleability. As discussed in the previous sections, implicit biases

can be modified, in particular by logical intervention. Other researchers have attempted to modify

implicit biases using conditioning techniques, e.g., exposing subjects to counter-stereotypic stim-

uli.60 There’s a limited amount of evidence on the long-term effects of such debiasing strategies,

however, the evidence that is available typically demonstrates that counter-conditioning techniques

are effective, but those effects are short-lived.61 Greenwald and Banaji (2013, 152) describe the

59Greenwald and Banaji 2013, 57. See also my discussion of divergence in §2.2.2.

60Dasgupta and Greenwald 2001 and Dasgupta and Asgari 2004. See Lai et al. 2014 for an overview of debiasing
techniques and their effectiveness.

61Lai et al. (2016).
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persistence of these biases as being like a stretched rubber band, where the implicit biases “modi-

fied in these experiments likely soon return to their earlier configuration.”

This characteristic stubbornness of implicit biases seems unlike some typical beliefs we have.

Although it’s true that explicit beliefs can be stubborn and difficult to manage—for example, al-

though I know my dog can’t understand me, I often have to remind myself of this fact while

pleading with her to go back to sleep at 5am—the degree to which implicit biases are entrenched

and unresponsive in the long-term is quite different. At least in the case of reasoning with my dog,

I can step back, assess the rationale of trying to talk to her, and ultimately come to my senses. In

the case of implicit biases, part of the intractability is due to my inability to home in on my implicit

bias introspectively, analyze it as such, and ultimately reject it. The claim here is not that no ex-

plicit belief is difficult to change or that conscious awareness is a surefire method for working out

inconsistent beliefs. Rather, the claim is merely that many implicit biases seem to lack the control

and manageability that explicit beliefs often have. This is in part because they’re beyond the scope

of introspection and rational reflection. It seems, then, that unlike explicit beliefs, implicit biases

are not even potentially accessible to consciousness.

Overall, it seems that the availability of a mental state, as well as the feeling of what it’s like

to have a mental state, is very different in these two cases. In the case of explicit beliefs, I’m

aware I have the belief and can easily call it to mind when I introspect, I’m not surprised when I’m

told I have the belief, and I can critically assess my belief in a first-personal way. None of these

hold of implicit attitudes. I’m not aware that I have them, and I can’t bring them to mind when

I introspect. I’m incredibly surprised when I’m presented with third-personal behavioral data and

told I harbor these biases. And, most importantly, I can’t critically assess or extinguish my implicit

biases through rational reflection.

5.4.3 Where we stand

Let’s take stock of how this discussion affects our initial claim that implicit bias is a counterexam-

ple to Priority. At this point, a proponent of Priority might respond that, given the lack of conclu-

sive evidence, we have reason to think implicit biases might be consciously accessible. However,
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I want to stress a final point: if implicit biases are consciously accessible, they’re not consciously

accessible the way we want them to be to maintain the motivations for Priority.

A reason that is often given for individuals’ abilities to accurately describe their IAT scores

before being given the results is that they are “dimly conscious” of their biases. That is, perhaps

in performing the IAT task they were able to home in on some phenomenal recognition of their

biases, however faint, and report that to the experimenters. For example, in the Hahn et al. (2014)

experiments testing the conscious accessibility of implicit bias, subjects are asked to attend to their

“gut feelings,” which appears to result in some vague awareness that some biased state was present.

An analogous puzzle about degrees of conscious accessibility is often raised in discussions of

whether unconscious perception is possible. Some of the most popularly cited cases of purported

unconscious perception are cases of blindsight and hemispatial neglect. Often in these cases, sub-

jects state that although they cannot precisely identify the stimulus in front of them, they are aware

that something is happening. Consider, for example, what’s often called ‘type-2 blindsight’, which

differs from type-1 blindsight in that patients with the former but not the latter “under some cir-

cumstances, report some kind of experiences associated with stimuli presented in their regions of

blindness.”62 These cases are typically instances when blindsight patients can detect sharp changes

in contrast or motion, but are not able to discriminate the sorts of changes they’re detecting. In other

words, they have a feeling that something happened, but they can’t say what it is.63

Let’s say something similar is happening in the case of implicit bias. That is, let’s imagine that

these individuals are “dimly conscious” of their biases in the same way that type-2 blindsight pa-

tients might be “dimly conscious” of events in their visual field, and that this sort of consciousness

manifests in something like a “gut feeling” about their performance on the IAT. One might con-

sider this a substantive counterexample to my claim that implicit biases are unconscious. However,

when we probe deeper into this characterization of consciousness, we’ll see that it ultimately fails

to satisfy the core epistemic motivations for Priority.

62Kentridge 2015, 41.

63Some have argued that this characteristic of type-2 blindsight precludes instances of it as cases of unconscious
perception. However, the overall status of this type of experience as visual is controversial. For more on this, see
Kentridge 2015.
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To see this point, it will be helpful to say a little more about the epistemic motivations for

Priority. Considering a famous argument provided by Searle (1992), we can see that one of the

major motivations for requiring consciousness with respect to mentality is because, according to

Searle, consciousness is required for providing what he calls ‘aspectual shapes’, which are similar

to Fregean modes of presentation. Of this, Searle (1992, 157) says the following:

Whenever we perceive anything or think about anything, we always do so under some

aspect and not others. These aspectual features are essential to the mental state; they

are part of what makes it the mental state that it is.

The basic consequence of this claim is that aspectual shapes help determine the mental content of

a mental state. Thus, the thought with the content Flint officials should be prosecuted for the

dangerous levels of lead in the city water supply is not the same as the thought with the content

Flint officials should be prosecuted for the dangerous levels of lead in the city H20 supply.

Crucially, Searle then claims that phenomenal consciousness is necessary for determining aspec-

tual shape. Thus, phenomenal consciousness is necessary for determining the mental content of

mental states. For reasons discussed throughout this chapter, I don’t think this argument succeeds.

However, for now it will be useful to briefly take up just the key motivation that consciousness

helps determine mental content. If this is right, consciousness needs to be a certain way, namely it

needs to determine details about the subject matter of the mental state. In this way, consciousness

helps us distinguish between a thought that utilizes the concept water and the one that utilizes the

concept H20. These characteristics are also critical for a state’s being access conscious—in order

to accurately report a state, have it serve as a premise in reasoning, and rationally control behavior,

it must have a determinant content. Without a determinate content, the state is not ‘poised for use’

in the variety of cognitive roles access conscious states are poised for.64

Returning to the argument at hand, it seems evident that the degree of consciousness for mental

states that are “dimly conscious” is not suited to play these roles either. The conscious state, if it

exists at all, is so shallow that it can’t determine one aspectual shape from another, which explains

why blindsight patients and IAT subjects might have a feeling that something has happened, but

64Block 1995, 231.
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not a feeling that any particular thing happened and, crucially, why they can’t report the distinctive

contribution that change has to their intellectual life.

Although it’s true that the Searlean motivation is not captured by this sort of dim conscious-

ness, not all Priority proponents endorsed the aspectual shape argument to begin with. However, I

believe the consequences of the failure of this argument have broader implications for more gen-

eral views of Priority. Determining aspectual shape was just one of the benefits of a state’s having

rich phenomenal character. Another benefit—one I believe is of chief importance to any propo-

nent of Priority—is that rich phenomenal character provides access to the contents of the central

cognitive mental states onto which the phenomenal character latches. Aspectual shapes aside, this

access allows individuals experiencing the state to know definitively which state the experience

is of. Without rich phenomenal character, this is impossible. With respect to mere shallow, “dim

consciousness,” there’s no way to be certain that the phenomenal character is of the biased state

rather than, say, some derivative state the biased state is a causal antecedent or corollary of. Not

being certain in this way undermines the core motivation for Priority: that all mental states (at

least within central capacities) are consciously accessible to the agent to which they belong. Given

the evidence discussed so far for the status of implicit biases within central cognitive capacities,

there’s reason to think the biased state has many complex interactions with a variety of other states

within the cognitive architecture. Without rich phenomenal character and access consciousness,

there’s no reason to think the “gut feeling” reported by subjects in these cases are indicative of the

phenomenal experience of their implicit bias rather than, say, the feeling of the biased state caus-

ing changes in other behavioral and motivational states, or some general affective response to the

scenarios as a whole. For these reasons, any Priority theorist should be concerned by a high-level

state that has only an experience of dim consciousness.

In sum, I believe there’s prima facie reason for thinking that implicit biases are unconscious.

Even granting the skeptical hypothesis that implicit biases are in some sense conscious, i.e., due to

their manifesting “dim consciousness,” it seems clear this sense of consciousness fails to retain the

core motivation of Priority. Thus, to the extent that Priority theorists want to retain this motivation,

they can’t do so by positing that implicit biases are conscious in this way. These points coupled

together lead to the conclusion that implicit biases are not consciously accessible.
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5.5 Conclusions

Having demonstrated that implicit biases are a counterexample to Priority, we now have reason to

reject the view wholesale. Our initial reason for preserving the view in light of empirical examples

from perceptual psychology was that we could still retain the core motivation of Priority as pro-

viding a window into our mental lives, albeit restricted to central capacities. Since implicit biases

are unconscious states within an individual’s central capacities, they are counterexamples to even

this refined notion of Priority. Crucially, there seems to be no analogous move to further refine Pri-

ority that preserves the spirit of Priority while avoiding implicit biases as counterexamples. Under

the Modularity theory being considered here, there doesn’t exist another region of the cognitive

apparatus for Priority to take refuge in. For these reasons, we ought reject the view wholesale.

Given the failure of Priority, we’re left with a very different notion of the conscious mind. Con-

scious access fails to be the great arbiter of the mind it was once regarded as being. Implicit biases

serve as a proof of the concept that there might exist numerous mental kinds that consciousness is

incapable of providing us access to or an experience of. Thus, there are potentially many aspects

of our minds—aspects which shape the inferences we draw, how we interact with individuals in

our social worlds, and who we are as rational agents—that operate beyond the purview of our

conscious awareness.

Hearing this, one can’t help but be reminded of Freud. Freud’s theories about the human

subconscious prompted many to be skeptical of the power of consciousness in just this sort of

way. He too held that the mind harbors many thoughts, beliefs, desires, etc. that influence our

day-to-day lives without our being aware. Of course, when it turned out that his psychoanalytic

methodologies, which were purported to give us evidence of this subconscious, lacked empirical

adequacy, people turned against the view in full force. They rejected not only the methods, but

also the theory, throwing the baby out with the bathwater.

I believe the foregoing discussion regarding implicit bias is a way of recapturing some of the

most promising aspects of Freudian theory. This modern cognitive approach to providing evi-

dence for unconscious mental states supplies the scientific underpinnings lacking in Freud’s initial

approach. Perhaps by using empirical and conceptual analyses as shown here, we can salvage
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something like the Freudian picture of the mind, without the pseudoscientific misgivings.

In sum, throughout this chapter I have made a succession of arguments against Priority. I

explained the underlying motivations for the view and the various maneuvers a proponent of the

view might make in response to counterexamples. Ultimately, I argued that evidence of implicit

bias leads us to a theory of cognitive architecture that is fundamentally at odds with the core

principles of Priority. Granted, the issues I outline in this argument rely on mere provisional

attempts to carve out a precise place for implicit biases in this architecture.

Thus, many details regarding the exact place, role, function, and structure of these biases are left

unaddressed. One lesson of this dissertation as a whole is that implicit bias is likely not a one-size-

fits-all phenomenon. I suspect we will need substantially more empirical data and sophisticated

methodological practices to address all of these details in their various forms. Precisely delineating

the role of implicit bias in social reasoning is a project of ongoing psychological and philosophical

research. That being said, the conceptual points raised in this dissertation serve as a foundation for

this project. It demonstrates the many different lenses with which one can begin to explore the vast

and varied contours of implicit bias operations, and I optimistically regard myself as having come

to a few conclusions along the way.
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